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Everyone will pay biggest
tax bite in state history

Miss MSU

MONDAY
NEWS IN BRIEF

By MARK R. CHELLGREN

Partly cloudy

Associated Press Writer

Monday there will be a 30
percent chance of morning
showers, with otherwise partly
cloudy conditions. Highs will
he in the lower 50s, with
northwest winds at 10 to 15
mph. Monday night will be
partly cloudy and very cool,
with a low of 30 to 35.

WORLD

NATIONAL

A man who donated one of his kidneys seven years
CHICAGO
ago to save his mother's life died hours before she could pay him hack
today with a bone marrow transplant.
WASHINGTON .— A worldwide celebration of the environment
will envelop this battered and polluted planet this month, and by all
accounts Earth Day '90 will dwarf its namesake of two decades ago.
WASHINGTON — Soviet defector Alexander Ushakov outwitted
two carloads _of KGB gumshoes to make a daring escape to the West
six years ago. Now he's plotting another humiliation for the Soviet
secret police.
NORFOLK, Va. — Cmdr. William Lewis Herndon left the deck of
his foundering SS Central America and went below to don his dress
uniform. With that last act of decorum 133'years ago, Herndon went
down with his ship.
WASHINGTON — A highly paid army of lobbyists and lawyers is
fighting one of the last battles of the Cold War, an intense struggle to
influence U.S. policy in the obscure African country of Angola.

STATE
Eastern Kentucky coal operators are feeling the
LOUISVILLE
while their counterparts in western Kentucky can
prices
lower
of
pinch
barely keep up with demand.
FRANKFORT — Kentucky Mines and Minerals Commissioner
Willard Stanley, who lost his father and brother in coal-mining accidents, said such deaths really bother him.
VERSAILLES — The body of missing Mercer County civic leader
Grace Mayes has apparently been recovered from the Kentucky River
about 20 miles downstream from the bridge she allegedly jumped off.
officials said.
LEXINGTON — Kentuckians may have lost an hour to daylightsaving time on April Fool's Day, but 276.000 of them gained 45 cents
an hour.

Lisha Brumbaugh, a 19-year-old sophomore and broadcast journalism major from St. Peters, Mo., captured the Miss Murray State Uni%ersity crown Saturday night. Brumbaugh is the daughter of Harold
and Kathy Brumbaugh. Brumbaugh was chosen from 20 candidates
during pageant ceremonies in Ltkett Auditorium. tSee related photo
on page two.)

SPORTS

Associated Press Writer

DENVER — Brent Musburger, the primary voice of CBS Sports
during the 1980s, was let go by the network in a move that shocked
officials at' CBS and other networks.
SCOTTSDALE, Ariz.— Jack Nicklaus, back among the players he
dominated in an earlier era, pulled away with a front-running 68 and
scored a four-stroke victory Sunday in his first start on the Senior PGA
Tour.
PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia -- The United States advanced to the
semfinal round of Davis Cup play when Aaron Krickstein used a
strong baseline game Sunday to beat Czechoslovakia's Petr Korb :n
four sets.

FINANCE

WASHINGTON — The
Bush administration accused 35
nations of erecting unfair trade
barriers against U.S. products,
the first step in a process that
could lead to economic
retaliation.
The action on Friday was the
latest salvo in a more aggressive
campaign on the part of the
administration, prodded by Congress, to find ways to reduce
America's huge $109 billion
annual trade deficit.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. ---- While the
General Assembly was wrangling
over how to ensure its own oversight over Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's road -construction projects.
Wilkinson said he was wondering
what all the fuss was about.
Wilkinson said Saturday he
doesn't need permission to sell
56(10 million in road -construction

as the money is in
the budget to pay debt service.
Thcre!-ore Wilkinson said he may
veto a tiiO that gives the General
Assembly broad oversight of highsay
-We sell bonds everyday that
don't have legislation attached,''
Wilkinson said.
be observation may come as a
surprise to legislators, many of
whom were opposed to the sale of
the bonds and went along only

:1011i•

Annual Alumni
Weekend slated
at Murray State
on April 27-29
-Rising to New Heights': will be
the theme for Murray State University's annual Alumni Weekend
April 27-29 on the campus.
The traditional alumni banquet,
scheduled at 7 p.m. Saturday, April
28, in the Curris Center ballroom,
will feature the recognition of four
Distinguished Alumni Award recipients and announcement of the
1990 Distinguished Professor of
the Year.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth, incoming
president of Murray State, has been
invited to speak and will attend if
his _'Navy responsibilities permit.
New officers and executive
council members of the Alumni
Association will be installed at the
conclusion of the banquet program.
Members of the class of 1940
will be honored at the Emeritus
Club luncheon to begin at noon
Friday. April 27, in the Curris Center ballroom. The Emeritus Club is
made up of Murray State alumni
who have celebrated the 50th
anniversary' of their graduation.
Recipients of Distinguished
(Cont'd on page 3)

iong

(Cont'd on page 2)

-

alter the provision was all:lined ti
give the General Assembly' power
to decide what projects are built.
"1, sat there amused about it all
the time," Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also said he believes
he can ignore some other legislative attempts to exert influence
over the building of roads because
they have no legal weight.
During a wide-ranging news
conference on topics from the justcompleted session. Wilkinson said

;;I:enJs to trim some fat from
We budget and is satisfied with the
final product on education reform.
Wilkinson said he reluclantly
agreed to accept a larger tax
Increase than he had proposed in
order to keep the whole education
compromise together.
"I guess I'm vt illing to kiss a
frog in order to get a princess,"
Wilkinson said. "Well, we've got(Cont'd on page 2)

Flapjack philanthropy

Hoyt Roberts, Civitan Club pancake chairman, flips pancakes in the kitchen of Rudy's Restaurant Saturday as part of the Civitan Club's annual Pancake Day. Rudy's donated their restaurant to the club for a
day. Helping Roberts with the cooking was John Emerson, Civitan president.
•

r-

FRANKFORT, Ky. — The ink is barely dry on the biggest tax increase
in Kentucky history and the ramifications are already' being fell
There are four basic parts to the tax increase and anyone who buys a
stick of gum or runs a corporation will feel some part of it
Some higher taxes actually started three months ago, but others will not
begin until three months from now because of different effective dates in
the legislation.
Estimates of the amount of additional money that will go from Kentuckians' pockets to the state treasury range to $1.33 billion. That figure
equals roughly 18 percent of all General Fund taxes in the state last year.
Working people, especially the so-called middle class, will feel the biggest bite. If they earn more than about S20.000 per year, their income tax
obligation will soar when they file their 1990 returns next year. Even
before then, their weekly jiving expenses will increase modestly with the
addition of a penny on ale general sales tax.
Kentucky companies also will take a hit, though a relatively' small one.
If profitable, they will see their income tax burden increase.
Here is a brief look at the significant parts of the tax increase.
Sales tax
This is the simplest to understand and the most comprehensive. The
sales tax is now 5 percent. It will become 6 percent.
For the average shopper. some basic -items will remain exempt froni the
sales tax — food, prescription medicine and residential utilities 'are the
most significant examples. But for everything else, if you buy it after July
I. you'll pay a penny more for each dollar of the cost.
If the pricetag on a shirt is S20, you now pay $21_ with the sales tax
added. After July I. the price will be S21.20.
The same calculation applies to larger items. If you buy a S15,000 new.
car after July .1, the sales tax will be $900. instead of $750.
The pennies add up. The tax increase is expected to raise SI87.4 million in the 1991 fiscal year and S214.9 million in 1992.
Income tax
Wage-earners as well as people with more exclusive sources of income
will pay' most of the burden of the tax increase.
The biggest change will be the loss of the state income tax deductior.
for federal income tax payments.
In past years, an individual's income subject to taxation by t.Sc stale
could be reduced by the amount of taxes paid to the federal government.
1hat deduction is lost and the effect v,ill be some S6(ki m1ion in higher
income tax payments.

Wilkinson: no permission needed to sell road bonds
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
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No permission...

ROTC special guest

BG Charles R. Hansel! (third from left) shares points of interest with Reserye Officers' Training Corps
(ROTC) Cadets, at Murray State University, during his recent visit to campus. General Hansel! is the
Commander of the eight-state U.S. Army Second Region, U.S. Army ROTC Cadet Command, headquartered at Fort Knox. Shown with General Hansell are members of Murray State's Cadet (CDT) Battalion
Staff who briefed him on their activities during his stay. They are: (left to right) Liesel Twenhafel Berry,
CHI Recruiting Officer, a senior, clinical phychology major frum Carlyle, 111.: David Hay woad, CDT
Operations Officer, a senior, civil engineering major from Grayyille. Ill.; and Sane Dunn, CDT Battalion Commander, a senior, political science major from Almo.

The queen and her court

(Cont'd from page 1)
ten a princess. She's fatter than she
ought to be. I'm hoping to slim her
down."
Wilkinson has authority to veto
specific items in the budget, though
he declined to identify any likely
candidates. Even if the legislature
overrrides the veto when it returns
on April 12, Wilkinson said he has
another alternative.
"I'm just simply going to
impound the money, I think, on
some of them," he saki. "I'm not
going to be as anxious to spend
money on some of those as the
General Assembly was."
Wilkinson said he was very happy with the final form of the education package passed by the General
Assembly and predicted it would
begin improving schools in Kentucky much sooner than many people have said.
"I think we'll see tangible
results out of this thing almost
immediately," Wilkinson said.
Pre-school programs, universal
kindergarten and other items contained in the package will improve
education next year, he said.
Wilkinson also went against conventional wisdom about the political fallout for legislators of voting
for the $1.26 billion tax increase
that was contained in the education
bill.
Kentuckians have come to accept
and even demand the need for more
money for schools, he said.
"I don't believe anybody will be
hurt by voting for the tax package,— he said. "I think the great
political risk, if there is any, is the
reverse of ,that."
Wilkinson rebutted the observations of some legislators, notably
Republicans, that the tax increase
raised far more than was needed
and most ol it will Ix going to governmeitt programs other than
education.
He pointed to increases in
elementary and secondary education, higher education and vocational training. "A better argument
could be made that almost all, if
not all, of the new money went into
education," Wilkinson said.
There were some disappointments this session, Wilkinson said.
The failure to enact tougher
penalties for drunken driving and
to ban out-of-state garbage were
two significant failures, he said.

Hart Hall alarm
summons firemen
on Sunday night

Five lucky ladies joined the Queen's Court at the 20th Annual Miss Murray State University Pageant
Saturday night including, from left, fourth runner-up Nanette Kehrer of Mt. Cerium, HI.; first runner-up
Kimberley Green of Madisonville, Ky.; Miss MSU Lisha Brumbaugh of St. Peter's, Mo.; second runner-up
Michelle Roby of Owensboro, Ky.; and third runner-up Kelly Gray of Union City. Tenn. Brumbaugh
replaced last year's winner, Lee Ann Rayburn, as Miss MSU. The pageant was hoste-d by Master of Ceremonies Pete Lancaster and former Miss Tennessee and Miss America non-finalist talent winner Carrie
Folks. Brumbaugh will represent Murray State University in the Miss Kentucky Miss USA Pageant.

RIZPAH
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A fire alarm at Hart Hall on the
campus of Murray State University
summoned the Murray Fire Department around 9:40 p.m. Sunday,
according to a department
spokesperson.
The fire was out on arrival, the
report sad Firemen investigated
further but found nothing.
No damage was reported.
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Bart Rushing

Rushing wins 1st District
Spelling Bee on Saturday
Bart Rushing said although he
has been in the pressure situation
of spelling bees before, he hasn't
gotten over the butterflies in the
stomach.
"You never can get used to
them," said the sixth-grader from
Murray Middle School, except for
smaller classroom bees.
"When you get up against the
whole school and the district, you
get pretty nervous."
Bart, 12, won the Kentucky Education Association 1st District
Spelling Bee Saturday in Paducah.
He now will advance to state competition in Frankfort May 19. The
date had been scheduled for April
19.
He competed in bees at his
school in the fourth and fifth
grades and came in second last
year, said Rebecca Rushing, his
mother.
Bart spent about half an hour a

day learning words for the district
bee. "I'm going to spend a lot more
time studying" for the state spelling bee, he said.
Bart usually studies by himself,
Rushing said, and she helps him
when she can.
The end of Saturday's spelling
bee was tense because he and
second-place winner Tracy Corbett
of Crittenden County kept misspelling the same words, Bart said.
If one misses a word, the other
has to spell it and another word
correctly to win. Twice they both
incorrectly spelled the same word.
Bart then spelled hybrid and
Buddhism to win.
He wasn't the only one who was
anxious about the bee, Rushing
said.
"I think I was more nervous than
him," she said. "He said he was
nervous, but he didn't show it. He
looked very calm."

Biggest tax bite in history...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The Lgislation also eliminates some other common deductions on
income tax returns and changes the way taxes are figured on some kinds
of income. And most important, the changes will apply to the whole 12
months of 1990.
People with stocks, bonds or even those who make a little money selling their house will pay more because of a change in the way those capi141 gains are taxed. Kentucky used to exempt the first 60 percent of capital gains income from taxation and then tax the remainder as ordinary
income. Now, the full amount will be subject to taxation.
Because the change applies to all 1990 income, someone who sold their
house in January hoping to avoid the higher tax will still have to pay it.
Another significant deduction on state taxes will also be lost. Most nonbusiness interest expenses will no longer be deductible. Thus, the deduction for interest on charge cards and even consumer loans will be lost.
The deduction will remain for home mortgage loans.
Those two changes, like others in this vein, reflect the way the items
are treated on federal tax returns.
Also like the federal income tax, the state will now tax unemployment
compensation, increase the threshold for deducting medical expenses, limit employee business expenses and repeal the exclusion of some
dividends.
The sales tax will end up being a double hit of sorts because the deduction for sales tax payments will be repealed on the state income tax.
Many lower-income Kentuckians will get a break on their income taxes
because of a new credit. People with incomes of less than $5,000 will get
full credit and pay no income taxes.
The credit declines as incomes rise, with a 50 percent credit for incomes of S5,000 to $9,999; 25 percent for incomes of $10,000 to $14,999; 15
percent for incomes of $15,000 to S19,999 and 5 percent for incomes of
$20,000 to $24,999.
Corporate tax
Kentucky's corporate income tax has five brackets. The first $25,000 of
net income will be taxed at a 4 percent rate; the next $25,000 at 5 percent;
the next $50,000 at 6 percent; the next $150,000 at 7 percent and all
income over $250,000 at 8.25 percent. Each of those brackets represents a
1 percent increase over the old rates.

Reports say Bunning's chances
of committee position improving

'Republic Savings Bank
•Treas Do-It Center
•Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce
•Racer Oil Company

WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S.
Rep. Jim Bunning's chances of
winning a Republican seat on the
powerful House Ways and Means
Committee have apparently
improved.
Bunning, R-4th District, has
campaigned for at least the past
two years to win assignment to the
committee, on which Kentucky
hasn't had a seat since the death of
6th District Democrat John Watts

(next to Murray Theatre)

.121 Food Market

in 1971.
His chances improved last week
when Minnesota Rep. Bill Frenzel,
one of the panel's senior Republicans, announced that he won't seek
re-election this year.
Frenzel's retirement means that
two of the 13 GOP seats on Ways
and Means will become vacant in
January — his and that of Colorado
Rep. Hank Brown, who is running
for the Senate.
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Murray woman says dandelions victims of bad press
By BERRY CRAIG
For The Associated Press

MURRAY, Ky. — They're
invading lens, these snaggleleafed signs of spring.
Dandelions generally aren't welcome harbingers of warm weather.
Like flies, mosquitoes and mud,
dandelions make up the dark lining
of spring's silver clouds. Or most
folks seem to think so.
Not Kathryn Fraser of Murray.
She said dandelions are the victims

Alumni Weekend...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Alumni awards will be Jackie Hays
Bickel of Louisville, '79, news
anchor of WAVE-TV; Dr. Patrick
Brown of Huntington, W.Va., '65,
chairman of the Department of
Anatomy and associate dean of the
School of Medicine at Marshall
University; Dr. Henry Earl Jones of
Fairhope, Ala., '61, clinical professor of dermatology at Emory University School of Medicine; and
Carl Mays of Gatlinburg, Tenn.,
'63, president of Creative Living,
Inc.
A complete schedule of the
weekend activities follows:
Friday, April 27 — Reunion coffee and reminiscences for the Class
of '40 at 9:30 a.m. in the Curris
Center; Emeritus Club luncheon at
noon in the Curris Center ballroom;
2nd annual Student Alumni Association Mudball Tournament beginning at noon at the intramural field;
campus tours at 2 p.m.; Student
Alumni Association reception honoring 1990 Distinguished Alumni
at 6 p.m. in the mid-level lounge of

Buffalo transit
system shut down
BUFFALO, N.Y. — County
legislators scrambling to come up
with a tax package to rescue Buffalo's bankrupt mass transit system
early today failed to save the morning rush hour for the system's
120,000 bus and subway riders.
Alfred Savage, executive director of the transit authority, said an
agreement would be needed by 3
a.m. to have the subway system
reopen in the morning.

of bad press.
"This time of year all this stuff
is new and green. I can feed my
family for a week on just what
grows in my backyard in downtown Murray," declared Ms. Fraser, a British-born, Canadian-reared
folklorist with a keen interest in
what frontier folk ate.
Ms. Fraser said dandelion leaves
were prime ingredients in the pioneers' salads. "They enjoyed the
wild foods. Today, we get angry
and pull them out."
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Wet day at the Derby

Ms. Fraser is on record touting
dandelions and their weedy kin.
She authored.-"By The Seasons," a
cookbook put out by Land Between
the Lakes, TVA's national recreation area in western Kentucky.
In springtime, Ms. Fraser wrote,
"growing in profusion are the wild
edibles that served pioneer women
well: lambsquarters, dandelion,
plantain, curly dock, watercress
and wintercress. 'Just weeds,' we
might call them, but these wild
greens are sweeter and finerflavored than supermark-et
spinach."
Ms. Fraser said such fresh foods
were considered spirit-boosting
spring tonics, much the same as
sassafras tea.
A "mess of greens," according
to Ms. Fraser, was a mix of different plants carefully blended to
enhance the flavor. The greens
were slow-cooked with a chunk of
ham or hog jowl.

the Curris Center; AMSUL reception honoring Dr. Forrest C. Pogue
from 6 to 7 p.m. in the Pogue
Library lobby; Alpha Tau Omega
alumni reception at 6:30 p.m. in the
ATO House; annual blue and gold
spring football game at 7:30 p.m.
in Stewart Stadium; and the Pi
Kappa Alpha alumni social hour at
8 p.m. in the Pike Lodge.
Saturday, April 28 — Racer
Even the juice was put to use.
Classic Golf Toummanet with a It's what earlier generations
shotgun start at 8:30 a.m. at Miller savored as "pot likker."
Memorial Golf Course; luncheon
Ms. Fraser also watches for poke
for Class of '40 at noon at the shoots in spring. Poke is another
Holiday Inn; Letterman's Club weed that when young and tender
reorganization meeting at 5 p.m. in is good eating, she said.
the Barkley Room of the CUITiS
To back that up, she added to her
Center; alumni banquet at 7 p.m. in
the Curtis Center ballroom; and a cookbook a quote from "The KenPi Kappa Alpha founder's day tucky Housewife," a book pubdance at 9 p.m. in the Pike Lodge. lished in 1839: "When gathered at
Sunday April 29 — MSU Cham- the proper season and nicely
ber Orchestra Concert at 3:30 p.m. dressed, poke is considered by
many people to be as fine as
in Lovett Auditorium.
The annual Student Art Show asparagus."
will be on display in the Clara M.
Shoots were boiled like aspara:
Eagle Gallery of the Doyle Fine gus or rolled in cornmeal and fried
Arts Center during Alumni in bacon fat like okra, Ms. Fraser
Weekend. Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 said. Small poke leaves went into
p.m. Thursday and Friday, 10 a.m. the spring salad, sometimes called
to 4 p.m. Saturday and I to 4 p.m. "poke sallet."
Sunday.
Pat Hodges, who works in the
Donna Herndon, director of folklore archives at Western Kenalumni affairs, said reservations for tucky University in Bowling Green,
the alumni banquet are S12,50 per said eating poke sal-let in the spring
plate and for the Emeritus Club was supposed to ward off fever.
luncheon $7.50 per plate and She said tiny poke leaves were also
should be made in the Office of "cooked with turnip greens to
Alumni affairs no later than April make them go farther."
25.
Ms. Fraser cautioned that the
For more information on any
Alumni Weekend events, interested roots, purplish stalk and berries of
persons may contact the Office of mature poke plants are poisonous.
Alumni Affairs, Sparks Hall, Mur- "Anyone who gathers wild foods
ray State University, Murray, Ky., to eat should know what he is
42071, telephone (502) 762-3737 doing," she said. "Don't cat them
unless you do."
or 762-3437.

A member of the Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority at Murray State University prepares to catch a watt
balloon during Derby Day activities Friday on a rain-soaked Cutcheon Field. The activities, sponsored b
Sigma Chi social fraternity, are designed as a competition between the university sororities.

Hubbard announces subsidy funding for
Murray and other regional communities
WASHINGTON — Congressman Carroll Hubbard (D—Ky)
announced today that four western
Kentucky communities would benefit from subsidy funding from the
U.S. Department of Housing and
urban Development (HUD). The
funds will be used to cover the difference, or a portion thereof.
between projected operating
expenses and income.
The total award of S193,264.
iI go to local housing authorities
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JCPenne Easter Sale
Ladies

Mens

Childrens

Stafford and Towncraft Sportcoats
Reg. $99.00-$110.00
$5999.$7700
Now

25%
Off All Suits and
Suited Separates' For Boys

Your Choice $2799
Worthington® Linen Coordinates
For Misses. Reg. $38-$42

25°/0
Off
All Par Four Sportswear

0/ Off All Girls' and
25
Toddlers' Eastr-Dresses

25°/0
To 35°/0 Off
All Ladies Suits

25°/0
Off
All Denim Shorts

25%
Off All Dive N'Surf
Shorts and Swimwear For

25%
Off Selected
Worthington® Separates For
Misses, Petite & Large Sizes

$1799

Sale
Reg. $22 Crested Sweater
For Misses By Christie & JillTM

25%
Off All Leather
and Selected Fabric

Handbags

•••.

20`Y0
Off
All Sheer Caress

Hosiery

25°/0
Off
All Vandemere and

Boys and Girls

Shoes

Dockers Sportswear For Men
Now $1999 To $2699
Leviss“ Stonewashed and
Whitewashed Jeans For Young Men
Now $21 99 and $2999

25%
Off All Stafford - and
Hunt Club Shoes For Men
20°/0
Off All Reebok
Athletic Shoes For Men and Women
Home Fashions

25°/0
Off
All Fashion Underwear

25%
Off All
Panels
Draperies
and

Beth Michaels'

Sleepwear
Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 9-9
----- (Ti
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Office Phone 759-1400
Catalog Phone 1-800-222-6161

Off
20%
All Nike" Apparel and Hosiery

Sale $699 Reg. $9.99
Std. Astroplus Pillows

JCPenne

Salon Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6
Sun. 1-5
759-9811

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
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by Mark Chellgren

Who will win the match:
Wilkinson or the legislators?
- FRANKFORT, Ky. tAfi—As
the General Assembly scrambled
last week to leave the Capitol and
v.ail on Gov. Wallace Wilkinson's
vetoes. there was furious maneuvering over the proposed sale of
S(0() million in bonds for road
construction.
Those bonds, and the roads they
would build, represented the best
chance for Wilkinson to leave a
traditional memorial to his adminis:rat.on on the Kentucky
be remembered
role an reforming
education, Wilkinson also recognized that blaektop remains :he one
indispatable legacy that a governor
can leave behind.
Transportation Secretary Milo D.
Br ant. ho would like very much
o succeed Wilkinson. recognizes
the same thing and believes some
the good ill that asphalt engend.:r. could rub oil on him.
7
bonds also represented
jespite recent coop-era..achance ,to either stick
\Viikinson and refuse to
L..6.k: bonds or an oppornani.o f.naliv grab control ov er hen
a;:d where roads are built in Kenh,i‘; long
Ak riun

0:
to
W..K

controversv

permission to :he
,:drhinstration to sell the

,
7 or,dS.
The b:li eventually passed, but in
a slick bi; of legislative maneuverlast week. Senate President Pro
Tem Jon:: "Eck"'Rose managed to
attach the provisions of his own
Senate Bill 206. It was the bill that
:ke
what did that real'

next two years is money to pay the
debt service for the first two years
of the bonds.
And that, according to Wilkinson, is enough.
"I don't need the road-bond bill
... to sell the road bonds," Wilkinson said Saturday.
"We don't have a bill on any
other bonds." he continued. "We
clearly have the budget authority.
That's all we've ever had as far as
the basis for selling bonds."
He's right. The budget envisions
the sale of more than a billion dollars in bonds in the next two years,
by universities, various development agencies and a host of state
government entities.
This session, at least, only the
road bonds had a specific piece of
legislation authorizing their sale.
"We sell bonds every day that
don't have legislation attached,"
Wilkinson observed. "So I don't
know that the road-bond bill means
anything one way or another."
All during the posturing and
playing with the road-bond bill,
Wilkinson said he was slightly
"I sat there amused about it all
the time, as all the fussing and
fighting was going on over 206,"
he said.
It is my belief, as 1 stand here
today, that I can veto the road-bond
bill and 206 along with it and not
hamper the sale of the bonds,"
Wilkinson said.
Game to the legislature. Set to
Wilkinson.
The outcome of the match is
,:nresolved.
If Wilkinson vetoes House Bill
929, as it appears likely now that
he Will. the legislature could still
override it when it comes back on
April 12. The House voted 75-18 to
pass the bill and the Senate 22-15,
both counts more than the constitutional majority needed to override a
veto.

Baseball, broccoli, apple pie, dismay
Many Lithuanian nationalists are
saying that they would like the
United States to take a stronger
stand on that country's efforts to
break free of the Soviet Union. For
several reasons, unfortunately, that
isn't possible.
The crisis in Lithuania — Soviet
tanks rolling into the Lithuanian
capital — couldn't have come at a
worse time.
It conflicts with the lifting
spring training lockout in the
United States. After weeks of agonizing negotiations, with the emotions of fans ranging from fury to
severe depression, we are going to
have a baseball season after all. In
fact, spring training games are
beginning this week.
So it's asking a lot of Americans
to allow themselves to be distracted
by the problems of a distant Baltic
nation while facing the more
immediate question of who will be
the fourth and fith pitchers in the
starting rotation. And who's on
third?
In every American city, there are
countless sports bars. To qualify as
a sports bar, you need only to have
two loud TV sets, some team pennants on the walls, and customers
who shriek, "Yeah, yeah, yeah, go,
go, go," even during slow-motion
gym shoes commercials.
If you walked into any of these
bars and asked the customers this
question: "What should we do
about Vilnius?," fewer than one
percent would identify it as the
capital of Lithuania.
The rest would say: "Will
Neeus? I say, if we can get him in

ROYKO
- SAYS
By Mike
Royko

a trade, we ought to do it 'cui he
can hit." Someone else would
respond: "Yeah, but he's a bad
glove man, and our defense stinks
already." Or: "You guys must be
drunk or stupid. He's a pitcher, not
an infielder, and you can never
have too much pitching."
Of course, not everybody is
obsessed by baseball. There are the
intellectuals who watch Ted Koppel, our secretary of state for TV. It
is Koppel's job to bring global hot
spots into our living room, unless
we don't want them in our living
room and switch to a dirty movie
on cable, which most people do.
After all, how many times can you
watch the same Chinese fellow
standing in front of a tank?
But even those who know where
Luthuania is, and even Vilnius,
aren't sure what this country
should be doing.
President Bush already has made
a statement that is strong, at least
by Bush's standards, about how it
would be unwise for the Soviets to
use force on the Lithuanians. True,
the statement wasn't nearly as fierce as Bush's condemnation of
broccoli. But, then, when Bush was

a tot, his mother never forced him
to eat tiny Steamed Soviet tanks.
There are also limtis on how
tough we can talk to Moscow
because there are limits as to what
we can do to back up any tough
talk.
After all, Lithuania isn't Panama. Bush can't go on TV and say:
"This morning, the United States
sent troops into Vilnius because we
have learned that Mikhail Gobachey is a drug dealer, engages in
the practice of voodoo, has a mistress, has been putting his thumb to
his nose and wiggling his fingers at
me, and I hate him worse than
broccoli."
If Gorbachev clamps down on
the Lithuanians, about all we can
do is issue one of these stern diplomatic statements that, when translated into simple English, mean:
"I'm mad at you and I'm not going
to talk to you anymore, so there."
But after things calm down,
we'll get over our snit. We were
made at the Chinese, and they're
still tossing their freedom .mavericks in prison, but we're back to
business as usual.
Besides, some Americans aren't
all that sympathetic to Lithuania.
It's not that they don't care, but
they wonder who we are to be telling Moscow when it should or
shouldn't put its foot on sombody's
chest. As a reader in Atlanta said in
a note:
"It seems to me that we ought to
be hailing Gobachev as a 20thCentury Abe Lincoln. Here in
Georgia, my ancestors decided that
they want to secede, which is what

the Lithuanians seem to be doing.
"So Lincoln did what Gorbachev
said he's going to do — preserve
the Union, even though my ancestors and a lot Ofother people didn't
want to be preserved. Lincoln
didn't have tanks, but if he had, he
would have sent them in. As it was,
his generals just burned the heck
out of the place.
"And let's face it, one of the reasons we got to be so rich and powerful was that we used our gunboat
diplomacy so that some of our corporations could go into Latin
America, set up their won governments and get rich. At least Gorbachev isn't telling the Lithuanians
that they have to meet a bananapicking quota."
But another reader has expressed
deep disappointment in what he
sees as timidity on Bush's part.
"Gorbachev says that Lithuanians should all turn in their firearms. I thought Bush was a member of the National Rifle Association. If he is, he shouldn't be so
mealy-mouthed. If some American
stickup man has the God-given
constitutional right to bear arms
and protect himself from the police
or some victim who tries to hit him
with her purse, then Bush sould be
standing up for the right of a
Lithuanian to attack a tank with his
pistol."
It's

difficult position for our
president. Maybe he should just
warn Gorbachev that if he harms
even one Lithuanian, we will
unleash a missile on Moscow that
will cover the city with broccoli.
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Today In History
Monday, April 2, the 92nd day of 1990. There are 273 days
itt :be sear.
To‘da,'shighlight in history
2, 1917, President Wilson asked Congress to declare war
(..r-mar..v.. saying. ''The world must be made safe for democracy."
date:
In
.3. Spanish explorer Juan Ponce de Leon landed in Florida.
In :792, Congress authorized establishment of the U.S. Mint.
storyteller Hans Christian Andersen was born in Odense,
In
Frederic Auguste Bartholdi, the sculptor who created the
Statue of Liberty, was born in Colmar, France.
In ISN). the first Italian Parliament met at Turin.
1h 105, Confederate President Jefferson Davis and most of his Cabinet
fled me Confederate capital of Richmond, Va.
Samuel F.B. Morse, develop - of the electric telegraph, died in
New
in 1932, aviator Charles A. Lindbergh and Dr. John F. Condon turned
S50,000 to an unidentified man in a New York City' cemetery as
-.insoin for Lindbergh's kidnapped son.
In 1956. the soap operas "As the World Turns" and "The Edge of
vght" made ',heir premieres on CBS television.
lh 1974. French President Georges Pompidou died in Paris.
several thousand troops from Argentina seized the disputed
Falkland Islands from Britain.
In 193, Soviet 'Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko rejected President
Reagan's proposal for reducing medium-range missiles in Europe, saying
the plan was "unacceptable on all counts."
Ten years ago: The prime rate — the interest lrae charged by commerjil bahks to lowest-risk corporate customers —tose to 20 percent, continuing an unprecedented upward climb.
Five years ago: President Reagan announced the nomination of Clayton
Yeutter, president and chief executive of the Chicago Mercantile
Exchange, to become the U.S. trade representative, replacing labor
secretary-designate William Brock.
One year ago: Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev began .a visit to
Cuba amid differences with President Fidel Castro over the reforms\Gorbachev was instituting in the Soviet Union.
Today's birthday's: Actor Buddy Ebsen is 82. Producer Irene Mayer
Selnick is 80. Actor Sir Alec Guinness is 76. The Archbishop of Chicago, Cardinal Joseph Bernardin, is 62. Actress Sharon Acker is 55. Singer
Emmylou Harris is 42. Actress Debralee Scott is 37. Actor Ron Palillo is
36.
Thought for today': "The only sure thing about luck is that it will
change." — Bret Harte, American author and journalist (1836-1902).
— By The Associated Press
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Looking Back
KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Saturday's winning
numbers selected by the Kentucky Lottery: Kentucky Cash:
3-2-2. Weekly Lotto:
7-11-14-19-27-37.
Estimated jackpot: $1
million.
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Letter to the Editor

Reader supports WK1VIS
annual 'Friendship Festival'

WALTER L APPERS()N, Publisher
III) DELANEY, General Manager
N1ARY ANN ()RR, Advertising Manager
N1ARILYN W. WALKER, Classified Manager
DAVID ST()M, Circulation Manager
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
The Murray Leder & Tterc• (LISPS 309 700)

Dear Editor:
The WKMS "Friendship Festival" is truly more than a project for
collecting financial support.
It is complementary both to the
University and to the City of Murray, because it features the quality
people who emphasize the human
values inherent in music, literature
and art.

It is an affirmation of the concept that we all are (or should be)
friends and good neighbors.
it promotes a vital precept in
positive human living people helping people.
Sincerely,
R.L. Hart
Buchanan, Tn.

-I he Murray ledger & limes is published every afternoon except Sundays. July 4, Christmas Day,
New Years Day and, ThankagivIng Day Ay Murray Newspapers Inc. 1001 %/linnet] Dr .Murray. Ky
42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served hy earners $4 SO per month, pay she in advance By mail
in Calloway County and to Renton, Ilardin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farming-win, Ky •, and Peru.
Kichanan and Puryear, Tn $5400 per year By mail to other desunations $59 SO per year
To reach all departments of the newspaper phone 731 1916
The Murray ledger & TIMES is a member of the Associated Press, Kentucky Press Assoc isuon and
Southern Newspaper Publishers Association
The Associated Press is eaclusively enutled to news onginated by The Murray I edger &
Times

Ten years ago
Lisa Holsapple, sixth grade student at Southwest Calloway
Elementary' School, won the Calloway County Spelling Bee. Melissa
Manning, eighth grader at Calloway County Middle School, was
second, and Roger Tucker, seventh
grader at CCMS, was third.
Hewlett Copper of Murray will
assume the presidency of Kentucky
Public Health Association at convention at Louisville this week.
The Mixed Choruses from Calloway County and Murray High
Schools received the highest possible ratings at Kentucky Music Education Association Contest at Murray State University on March 29.
Directors are Lavaughn R. Wells,
Calloway, and Joan Bowker,
Murray.
Twenty years ago
A total of 1.95 inches of rain fell
on Murray and Calloway County
area yesterday, April I, according
to John Ed Scott, official weather
observer.
Murray Board of Education gave
formal approval to plans presented
by Pat Gingles, architect, for the
new Murray High School building
on Doran Road, according to Fred
Schultz, superintendent of Murray
City Schools.
Dr. Kenneth Harrell has been
named as new dean of Graduate
School and director of extension at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Darnell and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bruce
Evans, March 30.

Thirty years ago
Brown C. Tucker, chairman of
the Easter Seal Campaign in Murray and Calloway County, said
response to the drive has been
gratifying.
Neale B. Mason reviewed the
concert by Arthur Ferrante and
Louis Tercher, duo-pianists, presented by Murray Civic Music
Association at Murray State College auditorium on March 30. -Loretta Wyatt, home economist
with West Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation, spoke
about "What Makes A Good
Demonstration" at a meetiing of
Kirksey Senior 4-H Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Ward of
Huntingdon, Tenn., have been the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
Ward of Murray.
Forty years ago
The 1950 Crippled Children's
Fund Drive will continue through
April 9, according to T.O. Turner,
chairman, and Katie Martin, treasurer, for Calloway County Fund
Drive.
LaVora Holland, Carolyn
Vaughn and Anne Adams are local
girls elected as officers of Beta Nu
Chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha
Sorority at Murray State College.
Mrs. Terry Lawrence and Mrs.
E.E. Collie presented a lesson on
"Hand Care" at a meeting of Radio
Center Homemakers Club held at
the home of Mrs. Lawrence.
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Yates of
Nashville, Tenn., have been the
guests of her mother, Mrs. Garva
Gatlin, at her home at North 16th
and Hamilton.
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Trooper Crawford lauds
Adult Learning Center
Dennis Crawford now works
many late nights as a Kentucky
state trooper. People at the Adult
Learning Center at Murray State
University, however, remember
him as a hard-working student.
Crawford has wanted to be a
state trooper from the time he was
in high school. His first job after
graduation was a dispatcher at the
Kentucky State Police Post I in
Mayfield. At the same time he
enrolled at Murray State
University.
"I quit college in 1977, because
of poor grades and then got married," he said. "Two years later I
needed to improve my basic skills
in math and English to take the
state trooper examination."
Crawford sought help at the
Adult Learning Center at Murray
State where he discussed his needs
with Chuck Guthrie, director of the
facility located in Room 206 of
Roy Stewart Stadium.
"He gave me several books
designed for home study,in mathematics, figure analysis and grammer," the trooper said. "They were
exactly what I needed in preparing
for the written part of the state
trooper examination. I made a high
score on the written test, but did
not do nearly so well on the oral
part."
Crawford returned to the Adult
Learning Center again to find the
help he needed. He learned about
interviewing techniques and taking
oral examinations. He also earned a
college degree in criminal justice.
"When I took the trooper examination in 1982, I earned the highest
possible score on the oral exam,"
Crawford said. "I was president of
my class at the Kentucky State
Police Academy, graduated with a

91.5 average and was eighth in my
class."
His success has made Crawford
a strong supporter of the Adult
Learning Center at Murray State.
He would like to see other adults
made aware that they can get help
improving their basic skills to enter
college or to upgrade their jobs
skills.
Guthrie said the center is a free
service and open to adults 16 years
of age or Older who are not
enrolled in public school. They can
learn to read and write and develop
their math skills.
Adults can also prepare for the
driver's license written test, the
Armed Forces entrance test, and
vocational school entrance tests.
The center also assists adults with
refresher courses and with preparation for the GED (General Educational Development) test.
"The Center helped me tremendously and I know it has helped
others before and after me," Crawford said. "It can help anyone.
wishing to do better."
The Adult Learning Center is
located in Room 206 of Roy Stewart Stadium in Murray. For more
information interested persons may
call 762-2971 or 1-800-669-7654
(from outside Calloway County).
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Acid rain: Pollutants falling from the sky
Smokestack and tailpipe emissions can set off a destructive chain of
El Rain becomes acid
environmental events. Here are the steps in the process.
•Liquid form: Acid mixes with water in clouds, falls as rain
•Solid form: Microscope particles of solid acid form in the
atmosphere and fall to surface

n Emissions
•Sutfur dioxide
comes from power
plants burning
high-sulfur coal.
•Nitrogen oxides
come from auto and
truck exhaust and
power plants.

El In the atmosphere
•Prevailing winds carry the
pollutants hundreds of miles
isSunNght and water vapor react
with the gases to produce sulfuric
and nitric acid.
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O Delayed effects

Immediate
effects

•Soil damage: Toxic combination of sulfates
an aluminum kills soil bacteria and kills trees'
fine root systems. Appalachian forests die.
•Poisoned water: Lakes and streams can become as acidic as orange juice. Acid damages
fishes gills and kills the insects and small animals that fish feed on. Trout disappear from Adirondack lakes.
•Closing in on humans: Acid dissolves metal from pipes into drinking water. It can slowly dissolve marble and
limestone buildings and statues and the finish of cars. Adverse health effects have been reported.

▪ Reactions in soil: Acids
dissolve plant nutrients like
magnesium and calcium.
&Damage to trees: Acid
settles on trees, damaging their
leaves' protective layer.

U.S. tops West Germany as world's leading exporter
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
International Monetary Fund says
the United States regained its position as the world's leading exporter
last year, three years after losing it
to West Germany.
U.S. foreign sales were worth
$364 billion for 1989, compared
with S341.4 billion for West Germany, the IMF said Sunday. Japan
was third with $273.9 billion.
West Germany had toppled the
United States from the No. 1 trade
spot in 1986.
Both West Germany and Japan
had trade surpluses last year, while
the United States had a deficit of
$128.9 billion, down from 5137.1
billion, according to the IMF's
trade calculations.
The deficit is due to the fact that
the United States also is the
world's greatest importer and its
imports grew rapidly, to $492.9 billion from $459.5 billion.

The fund reported that the West
Led by the United States, they
German surplus, now the world's imported $2.2 trillion worth of
largest, amounted to S71.4 billion. goods in 1989, up 8.7 percent.
Japan's was 63.9 billion.
Their exports also rose, to $2.1 trilThe Commerce Department, lion , but that was an increase of
using different means of calculat- only 6.5 percent - a widening of
ing the trade imbalance, has put the their overall trade deficit.
1989 merchandise trade deficit at
But the West Germans imported
5109 billion.
only $270 billion dollars worth.
Of six major countries, the
'
Japan imported $210 billion
United States had the largest worth in 1989, up from $187 bilincrease in foreign sales, 12.5 per- lion the year before, under heavy
cent, the IMF said. West German pressure from the United States and
exports also rose, by 5.6 percent to other trading partners to buy more
$341 billion. Since East Germany of their industrial goods.
also is an important trader, a reuniFor the other 130 countries
fied Germany may take over the reported by the fund, which does
world's first place as exporter once not include the Soviet Union, figagain.
ures for the year were not comAs a group, the 22 countries the plete. The fund's monthly IMF
fund classifies as industrial Memorandum said their overall
increased their buying faster than trade surplus in the first three quartheir sales last year, with many of ters of 1989 rose to $11.7 billion
the imports apparently from the compared with $8.8 billion in the
Third World.
same period of 1988.

Latin American countries were
an. exception in the Third World.
Struggling to find cash to meet the
interest on their debts, they
increased their surplus to $13.1 billion from $10.8 billion for the
nine-month period in 1988.
The fund noted that Latin America was reporting record inflation: a
price increase of more than 365
percent in the July-September period over the same period in 1988.
The largest rate was Nicaragua's
4,267 percent: that is, prices more
than 42 times the previous year's
rate.
Nicaragua's rate affects a population of fewer than 4 million,
however. Brazil's 144 million people suffered from 1,287 percent
annual inflation. Brazil accounts
for a third of Latin America's
economy.
In Asia, many countries are
under pressure to buy from the

Particularly a talkative teenager on the phone.
If you're using your phone and someone is trying to
get through, Call Waiting will sound a tone to let you
know there's another call. So you don't have to worry about
missing an emergency or other important call.
There are other services that make your life easier, too.
With RingMaster k service, you'll know who a call is
for-or who's calling-just by the way the phone is ringing.
You get an additional distinctive ring and phone number
on your one phone line (RingMaster II. at a slightly

West. As a group, Asian Third
World countries increased their
excess of imports to $9.9 billion
from $2.6 billion for the first nine
months of 1989.
South Korea still had a Sl billion
surplus of exports in 1989, down
from nearly $9 billion in 1988.
Others, including China; contributed to the increasing deficit of
the group by selling less than they
bought.
Asian countries as a whole
nevertheless continued to show the
fastest growth in both imports and
exports, the fund said.

American-.Diabetes
Association 1

higher cost,gives you two additional rings and numbers
Perfect for families wLth teenagers. people who take
business calls at home.roommates. or as a "hotline.'for
special callers
Call Forwarding lets you transfer your calls
to any other number you choose So you don't have to stay
by the phone waiting for important calls. And when
you're not at home you don't have to worrc about an
unanswered phone telling strangers you're away
Three-way Calling is great for telephone reunions

e best waytoget
to your kids.
and for planning meetings. It lets you talk to two different
people in two different locations-at the same timeeven if the calls are long distance Wong distance rates
may apply.)
Plus these services are affordable Price§
range from 52.75 to 53 q5 a month each
Discounts may apply if you order more than
one service And if you order before May 31.
you can save the Si 550 connection
charge Just call 1557-6400,toll-free.

Save the $15.50 connection
charge if you order before May 31.

South Central Bell

Make your life a touch easier!'
Call On Us:

,7
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MURRAY TODAY
Bales in Army

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Williamson-Waggoner wedding planned

By Abigail
Van Buren

Some Readers Applaud Using

Firm Hand to Discipline Kids
DEAR ABBY: I go along with your
answc rlu Jimmy Dunne, president
P
People Opposed to Paddling Students Inc.!. I. too, am opposed to using corporal punishment
Ai order to discipline children ill
--chool
and at home.
I raised two children, a boy and a
girI They are in their 20s now. As
young children. they were very hard
to discipline. I got tired of spanking
tfirm, until I came up with the idea
if making them write a sentence.
such as. "I must clean up my room
!tow For the first offense, they had
w rite the sentence until they had
tilled 2; pages. For the second of;ti pages. Each page was from
a notebook that was 10 1 2 by
im•hes - 31 lines to a page -- which
meant w rating that sentence 1.550
tunes
1 asseire you: Abby, that after
spcmling three hours in their room
w wing, instead of playing with the
neighborhood kids, watching television and doing their homework
hich had to he done anyway 1. they
did not forget the offense fiir which
!hey v, ere firing punished, and they.
ne or had to be punished for the
same aense twice!
Nly children are both married now,
and they told me that the respected
my disci ph nary measures. Instead
d wearing, out my hand with spanking. I lit thelll Wear out theirs writ1)1

O. CURTIS. hl( USTON

DEAR MR. CURTIS: My mail
has been running 10-to-1 in favor of paddling. Read on for a
typical pro-paddling letter:

elementary school ci ‘‘;IS let4;11 cii
Michigan I remember it well.
never felt abused N1) silt esteem
was not lowered and it in.idc
oiw
remember that what I did
and I never did it .igitin
You are right. Abb\ w hen oki
say that teachers and principal,
should not be expected to do II,
work of parents. but we both kris'.
that many parents d4i not disci pill),
their children. It's a fact that most
children spend more tilne V1/4 it Ii t
teachers than the dii w ith their
parents. Most parents knoo.‘ w hat
their children are like. yet they feel
that they. are the teachers' respons
bility as soon as they- walk out the
front door of their home. If a teachcr
were to give a disobedient child
paddling, that teacher ‘%oull,1
slapped with a lawsuit rnall ro-eht,
screaming "child abuser!"
How sad our society has come 1,,
consider paddling a form of child
abuse Since capital punishment 11.1,
been abolished in many states, our
crime rate has soared to :in oI I ton,
high.
Why should the young cons care'
They know they will either get probation or sentenced to a couple it
years, depending on the crime. and
they'll probablv be released in .inst
few years. hr-cause our prisons al'e Sic
overcrowded that they can't keep
them all.
Perhaps if they had been paddled
at school, they would hay.. thought
twice about con-miming a crime.
knowing that they %%amid 1), pun
ished.
s
I Itf ill

Army Pvt. Edward L. Bales has
completed basic training at Fort
Sill, Okla. During the training,
he received instruction in drill
and ceremonies, weapons. map
reading, tactics, military courtesy, military justice, first aid,
and Army history and traditions.
A 1989 graduate of Graves County High School, Mayfield, he is
the son of Sherry A. Nelson and
stepson of Lee B. Nelson Jr., Rt.
6, Mayfield.

Stallons named

Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Ray Williamson of RL 2, Wingo, announce
the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Rhonda
Kay, to David Thomas Waggoner,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Thomas
Waggoner of Rt. 5, Mayfield.
Miss Williamson is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hershel
Williams, Mrs. Katie Hayden and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rowland, all
of Mayfield.
Mr. Waggoner is the grandson of
Ernest Bazzell of Mayfield and the
late Mrs. Dorothy Bazzell, Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Waggoner of Hudson,
Fla., and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Bouland.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Wingo High School and is employed by Dillon Manufacturing,
Mayfield.
The groom-elect is a graduate of
Farmington High School and is
employed by Story Electrical
Service.
The wedding vows will be
exchanged on Saturday, May 12, at
7 p.m. at Sharon Baptist Church,
Mayfield.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Rhonda Kay Williamson and
David Thomas Waggoner to marry
Heart Fund Donation

*

DEAR ABBY: Since when
is it not OK to punish a child by
paddling, if all else fails to show the
child that unruly behavior will not
lie tolerated?
Yes. paddling does create a sense
of tear. I was paddled only• twice in

HI 1

1:

(

ill, 1

I r;

EASTER
APRIL 15
Come See Our Bright
New Spring Fashions.

DEAR ABBY: Orly if the higp•-.t
lies I ever heard was w hen my {attic!'
turned me over his knee .ind go ve
a good,hard spanking. Ile said."TIU
hurts me more than it hurts )ou.
TOM IN NIARYV11.1,E. TENN

Asked if they had
made a purchase in the
a radio commercial, SR

"No."
Shopper Atutudes m Kentucky. 19g9
\,...The Preston Group, I exington, Ky

Birth thru 5 Yrs.

Abrams wins
Jazzpar Prize

TOP RING
TING!

coPENHAGEN, Denmark (AP)
.% Mir ican jai/ pianist, clarinetIs i and composer Muhal Richard
t,rains has won the first international iv/par Prize.
Abrams. 60, of Chicago, was
gi%,en the S30,(X)0 prize Saturday
for "the diversity and accessibility
of Abrams' music, its striking originality and the composer's equal
devotion to craftsmanship and pleasure principle."
Fonder of the Association for
the Advancement of Creative Musicians. Abrams was the unanimous
selection of the award committee
composed of jazz experts from the
United States, Britain, Poland and
Denmark.

50'
HANDLING
CHARGE

$2500 Baby
Contest!
Spring Portraits!

iTHEATRES

,,WINep,rak

"World of Color"
•One special per family
(Additional child in
family $3.95 each)
•Satisfaction Guaranteed
•All Groups $1.00 per
person
-Over 5 yrs. $3 95 ea.
-Parent must pick-up portraits
•No costumes or uniforms
-8x10 Special (our choice)

Date - April 4th
Day • Wednesday
Time- 11 a.m. Iii 4:30 p.m.

Hunt for Red
October (PG)

Our exclusive patented feature
permits ring to open wide to
slip over knuckle with ease ..
then closes and locks at the
exact finger sizr, Completely
safr, and fully guaranteed.
ALMOST ANY RING ANY WIDTH
NEW OR OLD CAN BE CONVERTED

LAD & LASSIE
Souths1de Shopping Canter

Better Homes Magazine Food Editor

past 30 days because of

percent of the Ken-

$148

By NANCY BYAL

Emphatically "No"

tucky shoppers said,

8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS

Sarah Stallons, a student at Callo%ay County Middle School, has
been named a United States
National Award winner by
United States Achievement
1cadriny. She was nominated for
the avvard by David Foley, her
science teacher at CCMS. Sarah
is the daughter of Junior and
Patsy Stallons of Rt. 1, Dexter.

J.T. Lee,
Jeweler
Dixieland Center

759 1141

110
3:55
700
9:35

Born on the 4th
of July (R)

1:30
400
700
9:30

Teenage Mutant
Nirija Turtles (PG)

130
330
701
900

Bargain Matinees
100 Adult 2.50 Child
March 30-April 8
Starting April 6
Ernest Goes To Jail

Dorothy Jennings, right, chairman of the Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club, presents a check from the department to
Irma La Follette of the Calloway County Heart Fund Association for
its fund drive for this year. Members of the Home Department have
assisted with the local Heart Fund Drive for several years.
Staff

phow

by Jo Burketn

Students from Murray
High take French tests
Murray High School students of
French recently took the National
French Exam which was given at
Murray State University on March
3 to -students of schools in the
Purchase District.
The National French Exam,
administered through the American
Association of Teachers of French,
is given to thousands of students
throughout the United States.
Murray High School students
taking the test and their place at the

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those whcy'vvhat/where questions
about your new city?
WAGON
WELCOME
As
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood ANS more Call

10704(4

t„
Kent pour nunieslat the Molt II •
10014 Chest nut • 711 3311
Open 11:am to 10:pm

3079
492 83411

Hostas' Kathryn Outland 753
Ingtithona K sng

vostoss

•

Taco cheeseburgers'
recipe released
by food editor

District Level are as follows:
Level 01 — Melissa Muscio,
first; Belinda Lockhart, second;
David Chu, third; Carolyn Jackson,
fourth; Brad McClain, fifth; Deidra
Holcomb, sixth; Shannon Beale,
seventh; Michael Robinson, eighth;
Shawn Kellie and Marquette Foster, ninth tie; and Jay Howell, 101h.
Level II - Catherine Hurt, first;
Laura Davis, second; Alexis Royalty and Suelene Chu, third tie; Tammy Hansen, fourth; Gena Steely,
fifth; Janie Martin and Nicole
Jedan, sixth tie; Kaylin Haverstock,
seventh; Amy Perrin, ninth; Elizabeth Thurman, 10th; Michelle
Stinnett, 11th; Christy Bell and
Colette Jones, 12th tie; Tia Rayburn, 13th; and Jennifer Howe,
15th.
Level Ill — Lesia Nesbitt, first;
Andrea Rose, second; Holly Miller,
third; James Chu, fourth; and
Katherine Oakley, seventh.
Level IV — Maylene Chu, first;
Renae Rogers, second; Allison
Sickel, third; Scott Gordon, fourth;
Amy Wcsterfeld, fifth; Connie
Chan, sixth; Jen Brewer, seventh;
and Don Easley, eighth.
After placing in the District, students arc then ranked at the state,
regional and national levels. These
standings will be announced in
May.

Can't decide between a burger
and a taco? No problem. This
super-tasting supper dish is cooked
like a burger, seasoned like a taco,
and tailored to fit a taco shell.
There's a bonus, too: tacoburgers
are neater to cat than a taco.
Taco Cheeseburgers
1 pound ground beef
2 tablespoons taco sauce
11/4 teaspoons chili powder
la teaspoon salt
Four 1 -ounce slices Monterey
Jack or American cheese, halved
diagonally
8 taco shells
8 lettuce leaves
1 medium tomato, chopped
In a mixing bowl combine
ground beef, taco sauce, chili powder and salt; mix well. Divide meat
mixture into 8 portions; shape each
into an oval patty about 1/4-inch
thick. Place patties in an 13- by 9;
by 2-inch baking pan. Bake in a
350-degree F oven for 15 minutes.
Place a cheese triangle on each
meat patty. Bake 1 to 2 minutes
more or until cheese melts. Place a
meat patty in each taco shell with a
lettuce leaf and some chopped
tomato. Pass additional taco sauce,
if desired. Makes 8 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 236 cal., 16 g pro., 11 g carb.,
.15 g fat, 50 mg chol., 248 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 11 percent vii.
A, 15 percent riboflavin, 20 percent
niacin, 18 percent calcium.

VVhoopi Goldberg
talks about
her new series
NEW YORK (AP) — Whoopi
Goldberg doesn't see moving from
the stage and screen to a situation
comedy as a step down.
"As a girl from the projects, I'm
not at all disappointed in the way
things are going. This is what I've
always dreamed about. And I'm
still here, which is the phenomenal
thing," the comedian said in the
April 9 issue of People magazine.
Goldberg, who went from an
acclaimed one-woman Broadway
show to the lead in Steven Spielberg's movie "The Color Purple,"
stars with Jean Stapleton in "Bagdad Cafe" on CBS.
"One thing I'm not is a flash in
the pan," Goldberg 'said. "I have
not done anything I'm ashamed of.
Things haven't always turned out
the way I wanted, but I did the best
job I could. They (the critics) built
Whoopi's image. I didn't."
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THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

American fashion changes are being
made to fit working women of today

;er
his
,ed

NEW YORK (AP) — A reaction
to public and corporate greed, a
resistance to high prices, and
the reality of the workplace are
influencing American fashion
today, says a fashion consultant
who has studied the effect of
ev nts on what people wear.
shions are less flamboyant,
less ostentatious," says Laura
Sin rbrand, an industry consul nt and former director of
the design laboratory at the
Fashion Institute of Technology
in New York City. "This is in reaction to the greed we see
around us.
"Opulence, especially in evening wear, has leveled off, without the jewel-encrusted fabrics
and glitter of recent years."
American designers, like Geoffrey Beene, Donna Karan, Michael Leavitt or Gordon Henderson, are aiming their lines at
working women who aren't necessarily
preoccupied
with
clothes but who want things that
are efficient and creative, she
says.
"Much of the clothing you can
wear all day. It has to look right
in the evening," she says. Attention to accessories and versatility of designs enable working
women to wear the same clothes
at work and after hours.
The revival of the dress is one
of the most significant trends in
1990s fashion,she thinks."Women are moving away from dress
ing like men. We have a genera
tion of women who are wearing
dresses for the first time, and
they're finding it an exciting
new experience."
Ms. Sinderbrand, who advises
industry organizations like the
Crafted with Pride in U.S.A.
Council, says she can chart the
course of current fashion while
walking to work along Manhattan's Avenue of the Americas (or
Sixth Avenue). "What I see being worn on Sixth Avenue is a
marvelous barometer of fashion. What's emerging are skirts
in softer shapes. Dresses. Long
coats and sweaters. Soft blouses
with ruffles."
The careerist uniform of suit
and bow tie worn by women
with board room ambitions has
been for the most part phased
out, which she attributes to
their increased self-confidence.
American consumers are balking at expensive, extravagant
clothes, she says "Prices had
been getting out of hand. The
working woman has a home.
family and other demands on
her money "

rs
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Elm Grove Baptist Church will
have a cottage prayer meeting at 7
p.m. at home of Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Hamer.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Deacons meeting at 7 p.m. and Puppet Practice at
8 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church will have a
cottage prayer meeting at 7 p.m. at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Urban Belcher, 811 Broad St.

Designers are aiming efficient fashions at working women.
These navy and white rayon separates are.from DB Sport.
De,igners are responding on,and c.,n,
thi“;
Louie Moon Group of First Bapwith- well designed. less-expen
oi ti
t t.7
tist
Church Women will meet at 7
SIVe clothing "And these de'This i•-•
inost dramatic
p.m.
at home of Jessie Workman.
signs are not Ti) the European siatemeni
.)- mad... about
conception,- she says Ms. Sin in n
derbrand cites tlw strengths of
American clothes- They are well
made, fit well, and are of go,;(.1
fabrics, she says
The maior excepti, in to the re
sistance to European influence
is the continued adaptation of
Chanel design,s which she terms
Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
a "hom'age" to the legendary
;. at 2 p.m. in the parlor of the church. Betty
French designer whose styles effectively marked the end of Vicpr.,g7am and Sarah Van Meter will give the devotorian and the beginning of 20th
11,,,'..,
(mire Moore. Uldine Evans and Juanita
Century fashion.
What have been the benchmarks of American design during this century? "Doing away
with hobbled skirts and tightly
kantist Church will have its general meeting on
laced cot sets \Ne
also mole
;!! ;Lin at the church. Other groups of the WN1U
ti‘d‘ and hpalth conscious (ten
Dorothy at II a.m. in church parlor; Kath... ,);:to of Leone Travis: and Bea Walker at 7:30
•
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Cancer Support Group will meet
at 3 p.m: in private dining room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will have
a practice at 6:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
Recovery Inc. will meet at 7
p.m. at Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St.. Mayfield. For
information call 1-247-5469.
Morning Coffee Break will be at
9:30 a.m:. at Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church.
Events at Calloway County' Public 1.ibrary will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hour
at 10:30 am..

AA will meet at 8 p.m. at American Legion Building, South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
Events in Land Between [ht.
Lakes will include Deer Up Close
at 9:15 a.m. and Eagles Up ClosL
at 2 p.m. at Woodlands Naturc
Center; Iron Industry at 10:30 a.ri
and 1 -30 p.m. at Homeplace-185(l
Free blood pressure checks
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m.
Murray Seventh -day Adventi •
Church.

Community Improvement Volun
Leers will meet at 4:30 p.m. 4- :
Murray-Calloway County Chambi.:
of Commerce building.
Calloway County Genealogici:.
Society will meet at 4 p.m. at Cal
loway County Public Library'.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers: at 9:30 a.m. at Dex
ter Center; from 10 a.m. to 3 p.rr,
at Ellis Center,
German Shepherd Dog Club will
meet at 8 p.m. at Calloway Count
Public Library. For information
call 436-2858.
Bingo. sponsored by Knights o!
Columbus, will be at 7:30 p.m. a!
Parish Center, St. Leo's Catholie
Church;
First United Methodist Church.
Women will meet at 10:30 a.m
with social time at 10 a.m. and
Executive Committee to meet at
a.m at church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church wil
have a cottage prayer meeting at 7

(Cont'd on page 81

Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Recreational
Room. For information call
759-1625.

Po'\x'ct.
newpaper reader'
, we're asked,
'1 low long, do you keep

Murray Civic Music Association
will present a concert by pianist
Enrique Graff at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. For information call 762-7340.

the paper around the

1iouse7.•7 perk.-ent responded at least three
days: and 47 percent of
those until the Ile\ t
week's issue.

For Your Real Egtate—Needs

JANET HOUSDEN
SALES ASSOCIATE

•ss

KOPPERUD REALTY

C1iui,..11 is having its "Here's Hope" spring revival
.11111 ,...f..kcs at 7 p.m. tonight through Wednesday. Speakers
Atli
[•':
germ Carr. New Hope Baptist Church, tonight (MonRee.
Smith. Springhill Baptist Church, Tuesday; the
RL:'. Ron 11,t7ner. Purv ear Baptist Church, ‘‘'ednesday. The pastor, the
In. invite's the public to attend.

711 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 753-1222 or
Toll Free 1-800-251-HOME, Ext. 711411
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SKiety will meet Tuesday', April 3, at 7
c:ii:oeeav County Chamber of Commerce building, North
I
!,rcei. .1 2,11('N', pcaker will present the program. This will be dues'
;iour
II foilow at Shoney's. This is a nonprofit, a
rolitie al. r....at,.:onmiatIonal support and social group for single adults.
whether al v:14
he. divorced. separated or widowed. All single adults
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ino- e information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne.
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Extirc.. 01 Murra-Callow•ay County Hospital will make runs on
ltieqlas and WeJm.iav„.\pril 3 and 4. Blood pressure, pulse and two
hom blood so:a; \Lreeninp will he offered at all stops along with a Stool
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Varieties on the square

EASTER SALE
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flurry In Sale Ends April 14

a rn Ind 12:30 to 2:30 p.m. on Tuesday. On
be a- t Piggly Wiggly, South 12th Street and

‘,1

meet Tuesday. April 3, from 3 to 4 p.m. in
'e1lirray-Calloway County Hospital. "Services of
oietv - will he discussed by Linda Turner, district

- cis. For more information call Nancy Rose,
N a:111 R N.. or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W.. 762-110()
((ora'd on page 8)

Join Us In A
Series of Lessons

101)-5:oo

_.

'Evolution or
Bible'?
The

April 6, 7 and 8
at 7 p.m.
Sunday, April 8th at 10 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Bro, Basil Overlap
'
Speaker
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SAT. 9:00•5:oti, St

Exquisite Form

lila /era, Sk n6
Mouses. Slacks
Shorts

(-ancer Gum!) to hear Turner
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Ladies.

Mix 'N
Match

,
30 40,;ff

30

1,1;11 Q to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.

BASKETS

20 T° 5

JO-AN'S

at S4 each. The express will he at Bank of
1 1' Ill

J UST IN TIME FOR EASTER...
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Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at BAnk of Fancy Farm from 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Noi fir fork plaris revival

21

he

Singles Organizational Society'
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. For information call Pamela, 753-7638, Jeanne,
753-0224, or Jackie, 1-527-8175.

Hospital,
ve1;die he underwent open heart surgery. Persons may
1‘.$ I .+1TV PUCkeil, R9'l):11 15(46, Baptist Memorial Hospital.
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Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma
Alpha International will have a
sing-a-long at 6:30 p.m. followed
by bingo at West View Nursing
Home.

I,tii iti Pucket-t at--Memphis
,,! \li:Tray is a patient at Baptist Memorial

,

1141%\.

In tAki.

Murray Art Guild will have
HI-formal painting and/or drawing
lessons for foreign students from 1
to 4 p.m. Also the Guild will be
open for the "Portrait Competition
The Way /We Look" from 1 to 3
p.m.

Tuesday, April 3
A workshop, "Advanced MS/PC
DOS," will be at 6 p.m. in Room
209N, Business Building, Murra:,
State University. For information
call 762-4229.

Administration of GED test will
begin at 8 a.m. in Counseling and
Testing Center, Ordway Hall, Murray State University. For information call 762-6851.

12
Se‘enth Dav Adventist Church, South 15th and
a f,ce service of the church.

e

1111f1 ,1111:011•1!

!4itt' 1,

Tuesday, April 3
Kentucky Barkley Bass 'N Gals
will meet at 7 p.m. at Louie's
Steak House.

'

on a iarui,I inember
N. friend s inaniptitativo
,

iltistiatinilt.

Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet at 7 p.m. in
Annex of Calloway Public Library.

Bible Class (nondenominational)
v.:ill be at 7 p.m. at New Life
Christian Center.

ARIES

ey
cd

Monday, April 2
Open non-smoking meeting of
Nar-Anon Family Group will be at
7:30 p.m. at University Church of
Christ.

Murray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted masons will meet at 7:30
p.m. at Masonic Temple on Coldwater Road.

I "1;

(Mar 2i to \pi 11i
Business lif`hly• are

Monday, April 2
Four-H Colts and Fillies Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce building. or information call 489-2232.

Parents Anonymous will meet at
6 p.m. Eor information call
7534)082.

Frances Drake — -

PAGE 7

Coming community events announced

Non-credit course, "Investment
Opportunities in Today's Economy
-- Part IV will be at 7 p.m. at
Murray State University. For infor:i:ation call 762-2187.

Your Individual
Horoscope

11.

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1990

,,„
;111hicelbDiscovci.

All ladies are invited to attend a class
Sat., April 7th at 10 a.m.
Margie Overton- Speaker .
"You Can Make A Difference"

„Coldwater Church of Christ
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Lation with over 320,000 members world-wide. Its program is based on a
combination of group dynamics, competition, recognition and obesity
research. For more information call 759-1625.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from area hospitals include the following: James Harris Key, Murray, from Community Hospital, Mayfield:
Harry B. McClure, Murray, from Henry County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn.; Charles Cope, Maxine Cunningham and Dorothy Haneline, all of
Murray, and Michael Smith, Kirkscy:, from Western Baptist, Paducah.

Seminar planned on May 22
A Healthcare Collection Seminar will be Tuesday, May 22, from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. Seminar topics will include Medical
Collections, Workers, Compensation, Referral Problems, Billing Procedures, Insurance Delays, Broken Appointments, Credit Counseling and
Litigation. For enrollment information call the seminar host, Med-Plan,
Inc., 1408 Broadway, Paducah, Ky. 42001, phone 1-442-2301, or toll free,
1-800-284-1725.

TOPS Chapter will meet
Murray Chapter #34 of TOPS (take off pounds sensible) Club 'hill meet
Tuesday, April 3, at 7 p.m. at •Southside Manor Recreational Room, off
Glendale Road. This is an international, nonprofit %eight-control organi-

The Return of the Romantic Wedding
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Tuesday, April 3
p.m. at home of Charles and Bobbie Burkeen.
Events at Grace Baptist Church
will be Ministry of Visitation at 10
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. and CPMLorine Smith at 2 p.m.
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Group II of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
church parlor.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out and
WMU general meeting at 9:30
a.m.; Dorothy Group at 11 a.m.
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows: Kathleen Jones with Leone Travis at 2
p.m. and Bea Walker with Sue Darnell at 7:30 p.m.

Bigger brims featured in millinery
NEW YORK (AP) — For your
Easter bonnet, and all season long,
the bigger the brim the better. But
beware. You have to be willowy —
and willing to walk.
Some of the millinery shown in
the couture collections here and
abroad was wider than the runway.
Not flattering for, the fleshy, and
certainly not comfortable in even
the roomiest of cars.
To he safe, settle for a scaleddown straw — the runway numbers
tend to be exaggerated anyway —
perhaps in metallic.
"I've done a group entirely in
gold straw, where the color and
shapes make the story," says
designer Frank Olive.
His gold straws include flip
brims, stovepipe and coachman
styles. Another idea is the "pagoda" crown, three accordion-like
layers that gently squash. Crushable, foldable straws, by the way.
are readily available and relatively
inexpensive.
Patricia Underwood does an
upturned brim. too, along with -the,
classic sailor. Colors are muted —
old rose, pale lemon, aqua, mocha
and neutral.
At Liz Claiborne, colors range
from ethnic spice colors and trims
to tropical brights and desert neutrals. Styles range from the kicky to
the casual — baseball caps, visors
and tennis hats.
Two young designers, Dcbbyc
Strickler and Lisa Keys, turned
their ,creations into wearable art.
Brims are scalloped, pointed like a
starfish, rippled and turned up like
deep cuffs. Trimmings range from
lampshade fringe to cameos.
Say "aye-aye" to the nautical
look. It's everywhere. Sonni of
California trims a white sailor with
gold braid and eagle or coin
accents.
Whittall & Shon experiments
with a nautical theme in sculptural,
close-to-the-head designs in red-

Dr. Da‘id Roos, Minister
Fifth Street just north of the square

ism. Her spring hats are large and
soft, in a Kate Greenway look of
Edwardian sunny innocence. Her
fondness for small antique silk
flowers, brooches and lace is apparent in her one-of-a-kind creations.

Browne denies report
NEW YORK (AP) — Singer
Jackson Browne says his relationship with girlfriend Daryl Hannah
is intact despite reports linking her
to John F. Kennedy Jr.
"The stories just aren't true. We
haven't broken up. Daryl and I are
still together," People magazine

quoted Browne as saying in its
April 9 issue.
Browne broke his silence about
his relationship with the actress,
who appeared in "Wall Street"
and "Splash," at a benefit party in
West Hollywood for Central
American refugees.

The most imaginative people are
the most credulous, for to them everything is possible.- Alexander Chase.
"I couldn't believe I would run
into a 5-0 trump break," lamented
South. "The odds against that are
better than 20-1, more than you can
get on a race-track long shot."
After his queen had held, West
continued spades and South ruffed.
A trump was led to dummy's king,
but East's discard brought bad
news. With no way to avoid losing a
trick to West's long trump, South
went one down, losing a trump. two
clubs and a spade. What could South
have done to save his game'?
The first step for South should
have been to count his winners. In
obvious view are five solid trumps,
four solid diamonds and the ace of
clubs. That's 10 tricks, enough for
game.
What about losers? He must always lose one spade and two low
clubs -- there is no place to put

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN
W,Homemade Biscuits & Country Gravy • Fried Potatoes •
White Beans • Cole Slaw

$3 - 2 pc. Dinner
$599 - All You Can Eat

them. And since these clubs must be
lost in any event. South should discard low clubs when West continues
to lead spades. After three rounds of
spades with South's trumps intact,
East must shift to another suit since
dummy can ruff spades. South wins,
and the rest is easy. He draws all of
West's trumps and claims his 10 top
winners.
What if diamonds are 5-0 instead
of hearts? Then East will lead a diamond for West to ruff when he wins
the third spade. It's certainly possible and potentially most embarrassing. But just think of what an interesting hard-luck story that would
make!
NORTH
4-2-A
•K 7 5
VKQ4
•A K J 6
4 10 5 4
WEST
EAST
•Q J 10 9
•A 8 4 3 2
765 3 2
•- - •9 5 2
•8 4
4K 7
•Q J 9 8 3
SOUTH
•6
V A J 10 9 8
•Q 10 7 3
4A 6 2
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: North
The bidding
South
North East
West
Pass
3V
1 NT
Pass
4V
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Spade queen

99

LEAD WITH THE ACES
4-2-B

South holds

— OR —

•A3
•8 72
•9 7 5 2
K Q 106

OCEAN BONELESS FILLETS
W/Cole Slaw • Hushpuppies • White Beans • Choice of
Fries, Caitin Fries or Baked Potato

-3

99-7
:Vs

$599

II

East
1•
1+
3 NT

Order Dinner

- All You Can Eat

Seven Seas Restaurant
Open 4 P.M.
753-4141
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THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF

Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday Nights 4-9 p.m.

At the Christian Church (Disciples
of Christ) membership requires only
that you profess your belief that Jesus
is the Christ, the Son of the living God
and that you accept Him as your
personal Savior.
But you don't have to join to worship
with us. We welcome you to join us in
worship and communion on Easter
Sunday and every Sunday.
Easter is more than just sweets, it's
sweet realization.

The First Christian Church

white-blue. Nautical colors also are
mixed with gold, particularly
metallic edging to emphasize
shape.
Elizabeth Green of Santa Monica, Calif., reaches out to romantic-

WEEKDAY SPECIALS

Does Easter
make you sick at your stomach?
11 Laster only riictns pretty eggs,
chocolate bunnies, and jelly beans,
then you've missed the 'w hole idea.
Even if you don t spend Faster in
church, it is still a celebration of the
rebirth of the earth and ot
living
things.
If you have the slightest belief that
Jesus was ,resurrected following his
crucifixion, then doesn't it make
sense to worship Ihm on Easter
Sunday and eery other Sunday in the
year"'

Each month Fern Terrace Lodge has a promotional eyent for the residents and personnel. Janie Underwood, day care and activity coordinator, presented the prizes. Peggy Wyatt., left, in top photo receives
the $100 prize. Other resident winners were, bottom photo, from left,
Era Van Norton, Donald Fortner, Underwood, and Brooks
Shackelford.
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Orders to Go
Hwy. 641 N.

South
Pass
Pass
Pass

West
1V
3•
4•

North
Pass
Pass
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond deuce. Ordinarily the club king would be t?p
choice In this case, a diamond ruff
looks very probable.
Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box
12363. Dallas. Texas 15225. with self addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
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Lindsey Cavitt selected
Miss Tater Day 1990
BENTON, Ky.- Lindsey DeShey
Cavitt of Hardin was selected Miss
Tater Day here Saturday night.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwayne Cavitt.
Tiffany Chambers was first runnerup. Second runnerup was Brescia Huie. Third and fourth
runnersup were Angie Jones and
Tiffany Dunigan.
Halley Woodruff was named Miss
Congeniality.
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and sick leave policies. Also,
MCCH monitors nursing salaries in
its region to ensure that their compensation scale is competitive.
"Salaries are the most important.
Benefits are somewhat important,"
Ryan said. "We will have more
benefits in June because employees
expressed the need but salary is the
bottom line."
As a nurse at MCCH one can
further their education at the hospitals expense. Scholarship and educational assistance programs are
available for job-related degrees
and course work.
Scholarships are for anyone
interested in a two or four year
nursing degree program. A scholarship recipieru receives tuition,
books and one uniform free each
year.
"Less than a dozen have used
this scholarship program. Nurses
are very mobile and if they use the
scholarship they are committed to
work for us," said Ryan. "But Mur-

ray State University IN a druA;r4,
point to the hospital."
In response to the scholarship
benefit many hospitals offer, KIIA
has endorsed House Bill 107 which
would establish a nursing scholarship program funded by a S5 surcharge on nurse-licensing fees.
The Educational Assistance
Program pays for present employees' 4uitiort costs for career-related
courses up to IS credit hours per
year.
Flexible scheduling alternatives
are another way for hospital to
retain nurses. MCCH offers
"36-36-40" option or weekend
staffing.
Flexible scheduling helps people
who want to do other things and it
cuts down on the staff we have to
have. It gives people more time
off," said Ryan.
The "36-36-40" option is an
alternative that offers nurses free
time during the week and weekend.
It is a three week plan in which the

The Energy Department accidentally released a document reporting
incidents involving these five of its 17 nuclear weapons facilities.
r

first two weeks the nurse works 36
hours and the third week the nurse
works 40 hours. ft consist of a
combination of week and weekend
hours.
Weekend staffing has two
options but they work through the
weekend. The nurse works a total
of 32 hours but gets paid for 37.5
hours.
Ryan said more people chose the
"36-36-40" option.
When asked how successful the
different benefit programs have
been Ryan said, "We are competitive with other hospitals in this
area. Because of the nursing shor
tages though we must change with
nurses demands."

6.
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Research and
development:
1. Los Alamos, N.M.
2. Livermore, Calif.
3. Albuquerque, N M
Z.
---; Materials
1.•
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production:
10. Golden, Colo. (Rocky Flats)
11. Miamisburg, Ohio
12. St. Petersburg, Fla.
13. Kansas City, Mo
14. Amarillo, Texas

production:

4. Fernald, Ohio
5. Ashtabula, Ohio
6. Richland, Wash (Hanford)
7. Idaho Falls, Idaho
8. Paducah, Ky.
9. Piketon, Ohio

Read the
want ads daily

Weapons
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Weapons and

materials:
15. Aiken, S.C.(Savannah River)
16. Oak Ridge, Tenn.
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SOURCE Chicago TrIbune

17. Nye County, Nev

CREATING NEW
STANDARDS
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
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Nuclear weapon site problems

State hospital survey says rate up 2%
BY: LAURA DOUGHERTY
Nursing shortages in Kentucky
have increased since 1987 according to a survey last spring by the
Kentucky Hospital Association.
Compared to a 10 percent shortage in 1987, that figure has
increased two percent in registered nurse positions. Although this figure is close to the national average
it is not good and hospitals are
having to take action to retain and
obtain nurses by improving benefits and adding flexibility to
scheduling.
Murray Calloway County Hospital began catering to this need of
nurses around 1988 said Lyn Ryan,
nurse recruiter.
As nurse recruiter, Ryan is
responsible for the recruitment of
registered-nurses. "We go within
western Tennessee, Kentucky and
Illinois to recruit. I check out the
people who call and apply, do
interviews and work out agreements and we try to retain the
nurses we already have," Ryan
said.
One way of attracting nurses to
their facility is through the use of
advertisements. These advertisements each deal with a different
aspect of what MCCH has to offer
nurses. They include benefits,
furthering one's education and
flexible scheduling.
MCCH claims it goes beyond the
basics, such as competitive salaries
and good working conditions, to
offer registered nurses benefits that
make a difference. Such benefits
include an on-site day care center
for infants and preschoolers, fully
paid medical coverage for single
employee, family medical coverage
for a minimal cost and vacation
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SPORTS
UNLV,Duke square off

March
Madness
Daniel T. Parker

March came in like a lamb and went ou.?" with
Brent Musburger, who won't be "live....on CBS"
anymore after tonight's NCAA championship
game.
April Fool's Day proved to be just another
extension of March Madness, which observes
basketball — not calendar — limitations. March
Madness doesn't end until the final buzzer
sounds in the NCAA championships — and, if
tonight's game goes the way of so many other
NCAA tournament matchups, it may not be over
until some time after that.
The out-of-the-blue announcement by CBS on Sunday morning
was so unexpected that many — even CBS employees —
thought the first words were some twisted April Fool's joke.
The joke, however, was on Musburger, who had been the voice
of CBS sports throughout the 1980s.
Any sympathy for Musberger — of which I have little to
offer - is suppressed by a desire to know why CBS made the
announcement they did when they did. Sure, Musburger and his
agent/brother had been engaged in contract negotiations, and,
sure, they had asked CBS for a decision by yesterday. I doubt.
ho..eYer, whether they had asked CBS to announce their decision over national television on the day\before the biggest college hasketball game ,of the year.
No one I knows or have heard has suggested or remembered
that Nlusburger said or did anything out of the ordinary during
Saturday night's Final Four telecasts, so I can think of only
two reasons for the announcement being handled the way it
was.
ReJson 1 is kind of far-fetched. Perhaps -CBS thought that if
they didn't tell the world that Musburger is hamburger, that
Brent would use the national audience tonight to air his gripes
and grievances against the network or to lobby for a viewer
Ario-in, or to advertise his services to any other network
:db7esentatives which might have been watching.
i-IReason 2 isn't as .far-fetched...perhaps CBS, in that great tele
vision tradition, once again realized the opportunity to out-hypt.
the hype, to one-up the event it has been covering.
UNLV? Duke? Tarkanian? Krzyewski? Who are those guys?
Who needs 'em? We've got Musburger's Final Words! Oooh,
what'll he say? what'll he say?
• • •
Hype, hype, hype. Everyone has something to say, and darned
if .they're not going to say it. A Texas television station says
Murray State head coach Steve Newton' is going to be Lamar's
new head coach and athletic director...but the TV station fails to
check with biewton or Lamar (see related story), both of whom
say no offer has been made. It may happen...but
believe it
when I read it in the newspapers.
Here's a hot scoop for you: Musburger is going back to 01'
of his former jobs as a minor-league baseball umpire, and his
position at CBS will be filled by Yogi Berra, who has been
auditioning by doing car commercials. Berra will team up with
Ballard Memorial's Yogi Trice for a show called "Back to You.
Yogi."
Of course, I haven't checked with either Musburger, Berra or
Trice to check if those stories are true. In fact. I just made
them up. Do I get a job on TV now?
•

Miiiray Ledger & Times

DENVER (AP) — So different, yet so
much alike. They are Duke and Nevada-Las
Vegas, and they will settle college basketnational ctlampionship.
One, a bastion of academia in Durham,
N.C., with a reputation for clean living and
nigh achievement, is Duke. The other,. s9
often considered an outlaw band living on
society's fringe in a mecca of slot machines
j!id shady characters, is UNLV.
"We don't feel like bad boys," UNLV
guard Greg Anthony said. "We're two great
teams going after a national championship.
lhat type of talk, to us, is ridiculous. We
know we're good guys."
While much has been made of reputations
- deserved or not --- they seldom settle
basketball games Style and talent more
kitten ,deterntine the outcome, and that's
where Duke and UNLV are so similar.
We play man-to-man defenses that are
very much alike," Duke coach Mike
Krzyzew ski said. "We run motion offenses.
We may screen a little more because they'
have more one on one abilities. But we are
very similar."
UNLV (34•5) got into its first championship game by heating Georgia lech 90-81 in
the semifinals Saturday, while Duke (29-8)
heat Arkansas 97-83.
Game time tonight is 8:12 p.m. CDT.
While Vegas probably runs a little more
than Duke, both teams feature strong halfcourt offenses with big front lines, good
3-point shooters and quick point guards.
Neither team plays much 7onc defense, and
their man-to-man defenses pick up at halfcourt, pressure the passing lanes and try to
deny the ball inside.
"-For the last eight years, next to UNLV,
Duke has been my favorite team," Vegas
coach Jerry Tarkanian said. "I don't think
there are too many teams in college basketball that play defense the way we do now."
UNLV has one of the best one-on-one
players in the country in Larry Johnson, a
6-foot-7 forward who averaged 20.7 points
and 11.6 rebounds. The Runnin' Rebels center is 6-10 David Butler, and the other forward is Stacey Augmon, a 6-8 defensive

specialist who also scores well inside.
Duke has the tallest player on either team
in 6-11 Christian Laettner, who plays on a
front line with 6-10 Alaa Abdelnaby and 6-5
Robert Brickey. Laetmer and Abdelnaby are
both big scorers and big rebounders.
Duke's point guard is freshman Bobby
Hurley, who rarely shoots but had a schoolrecord 279 assists this year. He averages
nearly eight assists per game and had six
against Arkansas. Greg Anthony is Vegas'
floor leader and also averages 11.1 points
per game.
The shooting guards, both 3-point threats,
are Phil Henderson, Duke's leading scorer
at 18.1 ppg, and Anderson Hunt, a 15.4 ppg
scorer for UNLV.
Another similarity between the two clubs:
Both have undergone turmoil that could
have split other teams.
Butler and reserve forward Moses Scurry
started UNLV's season academically ineligible. Scurry later was suspended for one
game for punching an opposing coach, and
eight players served one-game NCAA suspensions for walking out on a big phone bill
the year before in Maui. Then, Anthony
broke his jaw and is still playing with it
wired shut, and another key reserve, Travis
Bice, got chicken pox.
Tarkanian seldom had his whole team
together until the Big West Conference
tournament.
Duke's problems came late in the season.
The Blue Devils had lost four of six when
they were beaten by Georgia Tech in the
Atlantic Coast Conference tournament. and
Henderson criticized certain unidentified
underclassmen as being "babies." The
implication was that certain team members
had put personal goals ahead of team goals,
or had retreated into emotional funks that
made them useless.
"Maybe we didn't like the way he said
it," said Abdelnaby, a senior, "but we
knew what he said was true."
Out of that outburst came Duke's: selfascribed nickname of "Twelve Angry

STEVE NEWTON

Newton says Lamar
hasn't made an offer
By DAVID RAMEY
Ledger & Times Met. Sports Editor

Murray State basketball coach Steve Newton has
denied reports that he has accepted the head coaching
and athletic director's positions at Lamar University.
"I have not accepted the position," Newton said by
telephone- this morning from Denver, where he is
attending the NCAA Final Four. "Right now, my
family and I are discussing the situation and are preparing _to learn more about Lamar."
Two Beaumont. Tex. television stations reported
Sunday night that Newton had been offered and had
accepted the position.
"Lamar has extended the opportunity' for us to visit
their campus," Newton said. "I have not been offered
the job. It appears that they're very interested in discussing our mutual interests."
The Cardinals are seeking a replacement for Tony
Branch, the former University of Louisville assistant
coach who was asked to resign after a-two-year mark
(Coned on page II)

Murray State athletics

• •

I'm also against pushing the 3-point shot further back, which
seems to be another move some coaches are hoping for. If
they're wanting to Inalce the game more dramatic, I have two
ideas
one serious, one not. I'll let you decide which is
yytuch.
My first suggestion to copy some of the international rules by
widening the 3-second lane. This, I believe, would open up play
underneath the basket and would continue the trend of turning
college basketball back into a team sport instead of an individual exhibition.
My second suggestion is an alternative to the "last second
shot-instant replay" recommendation. I propose that every light
in the gym be hooked up to the scoreboard so that, when the
final buzzer sounds, the whole place goes dark. Just imagine all
the fun that would cause!
• • •
On Sunday, desperately trying to give my brain a break from
sports, I turned on KET just in time to watch "Faces of Culture," a series of anthropological reports. which offers great
information on the world around us.
The show that was airing was called "Cricket the Trobriand
Way," detailing the changes the Trobriand Island natives had
wrought in the "veddy-British" sport of cricket.
Without going into the cultural adaptations (hey, if you want
an education, take Dr. Kent Carsten's anthro classes), one of the
major changes between the game as played now and the cricket
introduced in the late 1800s by British missionaries was...the use
of magic.
Yes, it seems the British missionaries objected to two things
very native to the islanders — magic and the quasi-erotic
dances they do to celebrate just about everything
Well, the Brits are gone from the island, and the dancing and
the magic are back.
See if you can catch a similarity between Trobriand cricket
and American baseball... to the islanders, it is very important to
follow certain rituals while dressing for the game. This is to
insure good luck.
But the other team may also observe good luck dressing rituals, so the island teams fall back on other magic — such as
magic to make the ball curve away from the bat. The other
team, of course, counters with magic to make the batter better,
or to make the struck ball veer away from the fielders.
So the other team counters with group magic. chanting and
dancing in unison to distract the batter.
The game being shown was interrupted by rain, with one
team's "fans" suggesting that the other team had used their rain
magic.
If so, it seems like a waste of good magic. For, among the
Trobriand Islanders, cricket is good sport...and good sport means
that the home team always wins — but,- not by much. You sec,
to beat the home team in their own village would show great
disrespect to them, just as beating the visitors by a great
margin would also be discourteous.
Laugh if you want. Trobriand cricket means little to anyone
outside the island, just as designated hitters and set-up men
frorn the bullpen mean nada to the islanders.
Bbt while you laugh, remember this: the Trobrianders use
their game as a substitute for war. And they don't have to
worry about Brent Musburger. (Well, maybe they do now.)

Murray State shortstop Dale Dunn slaps the tag on a Tennessee Tech baserunner in first-inning action of
sundav's doubleheader losses to the Golden Eagles.
Staff photo by Deniel T. Parker

'Breds drop OVC-opening doubleheader
David Ball. Pitcher Kirk Reuter dropped 5-4 decisions recently',
was tagged with the loss for
with the Racers losing at VanderMurray.
bilt Thursday while the Lady RacTech jumped out to a 3-0 lead in
For the Murray State Thoroughers were losing at Eastern Kentuckl)reds, the Ohio Valley Conference the second game before Ricky' y' on Saturday.
-pener was a washout in more Chism got the 'Brcds on the board
In Nashville, the Racers picked
,yays than one.
with a towering two-run homer to
up wins from Doug Hawthorne,
After a rainout Saturday pushed left. Caroland doubled in his third
Scott Yarbrough and Michael Hall
We conference opener back for the RBI in the top of the second for • (Nos. 3-4-5 singles) and in doubles
econd time, the Thoroughbreds Tech while Dale Dunn reached on
competition from No. 3 team Hall
and Dowdy.
tiosted a doubleheader with Ten- an error in the bottom of the fourth
• • •
nessee Tech on Sunday and and scored on Jason Sammons'
promptly dropped both games, los- single to cut the lead to 4-3.
At Richmond, two defaults and a
ing 6-1 and 7 6 to the Golden
Two singles and an error led to a
retirement cost the Lady Racers in
Lagles
Golden Eagle run in the fifth, but their 5-4 loss to EKU's Lady Colthe Thoroughbreds, 9-11 over- Murray rallied to take a 6-5 lead on
onels. Corine Diderik retired from
.,II; 0-2 in the OVC, will host the a single by Chism, a triple from
her No. 1 singles match against
Golden Eagles today at 2:30 p.m. finer, a double by Ben Garland
Joanne Dilanni and Allison Carr
ech improved to 3-2 in the con- and a pinch-hit single by John
lost by default in the No. 6 singles
:erence and 16-10 overall.
Grzanich.
slot. Meanwhile, the Lady Racers
lech's pitcher-shortstop Kevin
Caroland then doubled home a
were picking up singles wins in the
Caroland was a pain in both games,. run and scored on a single by Matt Nos. 2-3-4 slots, with Celine
for the 'Breds, hurling a three- Ballard in the top of the sixth.
Necfles, Bobbi Koehn and Lana
• • •
hitter in the opener, driving in four
Allcock recording wins to send
TRACK
runs in the nightcap, then taking
Murray in doubles play with a 3-3
the mound in the bottom of the
The Murray State Racers picked
tic.
seventh to preserve the Tech up five firsts, including two indiviMSU lost in No. 1 doubles but
dual wins by Seibert Straughn, durvictory.
came back at No. 2 to tie the match
"It was not a good way to start," ing a triangular meet against Memat 4-4 with Diderik-Allcock's 6-2,
'Breds coach Johnny Reagan said. phis State and Southern Illinois
7-6 (7-5) victory. The match was
-Our pitching wasn't as good as it Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. decided by a default by MSU's No.
Straughn claimed first in the
has been, and our hitting continues
3 doubles team of Carr and Becky
to be spotty. We didn't hit the ball 100-meter (10.83) and 200-meter
Naughton.
all that bad in the second game, but (21.62) dashes for the Racers,
• • •
we didn't hit at all in the first one." while Leigh Golden was first in the
GOLF
Scott Hampton tripled to put 400-meter hurdles (52.74) and
The Murray State Racers finTech on the board, and later scored Tony Krampe out-leapt teammate
ished 16th in a 25-team field in the
on a single by Kurt Kalen. Tech Chip Johnson for first in the pole
1990 UK/Johnny Owens Invitationstrung together two runs on two vault (15 feet). The Racers also
al held Friday-Saturday at Kearney
infield hits and a two-run double won the 4x400 relay in 3:12.5.
Hill Golf Links in Lexington.
The Racers were second in the
by Scott Hampson, before capping
The match, which -was shortened
their scoring in the fourth inning 4x100 relay and also picked up a
to 36 holes due to weather condiwith a walk to Amette, a double by second from Carl Dillard in the
tions, was claimed by Kent State
Harold Smith and a Thoroughbred 1500-meter run in addition to Johnwith a 595-602 team edge over
son's second in the pole vault.
error.
host Kentucky. MSU finished at
Murray's only run came on sin• • •
630 behind the 155 total of team
gles by Jason Haner and Danny
TENNIS
leader Chris Wilson, who finished
Alfcldt and an RBI groundout by
Both the Racers and lady Racers
tied for 36th.
Staff Report
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Azzi leads
Cardinal to
NCAA title
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
Stanford basketball star Jennifer
Azzi returned home to Tennessee a
few days ago as the nation's No. I
player. By the time her visit ended.
she was plit of the nation's No. I
team.
Playing 20 miles cast of her
home in Oak Ridge, A7li helped
Stanford win its first NCAA
championship. The Cardinal
defeated Auburn 88-81 in Sunday's
title game with record 3-point
shooting by Azzi and Katy Stcding
in front of a record crowd.
And in an ending straight from
Hollywood, A/7i was voted the
outstanding player in the Final
Four.
"I'm just feeling so many things
right now," said Aril, a 5-foot-9
senior who earlier received the
Naismith Award as the nation's
outstanding player.
"I'm sad I'll never wear a Stanford jersey again. I'm also very
happy our four years have paid off.
I just think we kept working and
working and finally, eYerything has
paid off at once."
The victory capped a 32-1 season for Stanford and concluded a
five-year climb for the program
under Coach Tara VanDerveer.
She took over in 1985-86 after
Stanford had gone 5-23 and 9-19 in
the two previous years. Her first
team struggled to a 13-15 record,'
but the Cardinal have improved
eYery year since.
Their only loss this season was
an 81-78 decision at Washington
and they were second in the final
Associated Press poll.
"This has been something we
have focused on from day one,"
VanDcryeer said "We've worked
hard for it and it feels great."
Steding led Stanford's 3-point
assault with six baskets from that
range and Azzi added four. The
previous record for a women's
championship game had been two
1-pointers by Auburn's Ruthie Bolton against Louisiana Tech in
1988.
Sonja Henning, who led Stanford
with 21 points, also made a 3-poin•
ter to give the Cardinal 11 for the
game and a record 28 for the tournament. Stanford set the old record
of, 22 3-pointers in 1988.
Azzi says it doesn't matter
who's making those 3-pointers, as
long as they go in.
It certainly was syell enough to
hand Auburn its third consecutive
loss in the championship game.
The Lady Tigers (28-7) were
beaten by Tennessee in last year's
finals and lost to 1.ouisiana lech in
1988.
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Actions& Reactions
Weightlifting - local
LONE OAK - Caltoway County High School's weight-titling team claimed five victories of ten 'spots during a five-school weightlifting meet last Wednesday at Lone
Oak High School Sean Kelly won the No 1 spot and was the overaH champion of
the meet, while other Laker victories went to Tony Patrick (2 spot), Brian McClard
(4 spot), Billy McMillen (5 spot) and Jeremy Grogan (9 spot) I was really pleased,
they cid a good job,' CCHS coach Tony Franklin said of the meet, which was also
attended by Reidland, Ballard and Marshall County in addition to Calloway and
host Lone Oak

General
DENVER - Brent Musburger, the primary voice of CBS Sports during the 1980s,
was let go by the network in a move that shocked officials at CBS and other networks Because the move was announced on April Fool's Day and a day before
the NCAA basketball championship game - which Musburger still is scheduled to
broadcast - many television officials at first dismissed it as a joke_ Ted Shaker,
executive producer of CBS Sports, said the network believed Musburger's work
load was "too much'' and wanted to give its other sportscasters more assignments
Broadcasting the UNLV-Duke game will be the final CBS assignment for Musburger, whose 51
/
2 -year contract expires in July.
•Musburger, who has been with CBS Sports since 1975, was scheduled to become
the main voice for CBS' baseball coverage, which begins April 14 He also was in
line to be the host for the network's coverage of the 1992 and 1994 Winter
Olympics

Newton ...
(Cont'd from page 10)
of 19-37, including a 7-21 mark in
1989-90.
Last week, Lamar tried to woo
back former head coach Billy
Tubbs of Oklahoma, who turned
the job down. Texas-El Paso coach
Don Haskins also refused the position after UTEP boosters
sweetened his retirement package.
Other names mentioned for the
post include Charlie Spoonhour of
Southwest Missouri, Mike Newell
of Arkansas-Little Rock, Dick
Hunsaker of Ball State, Pete Gillen
of Xavier, Paul Westhead of
Loyola-Marymount, and Carlisle
County native M.K. Turk of Southern Mississippi.
Lamar sports information director Rush Wood said he hadn't been
notified of any job offers to Newton, and that no press conference

had been scheduled to announce
such a hiring.
Newton, who has discussed the
position with Lamar president Dr.
Bill Franklin, said he expects to
visit Beaumont, but doesn't know
when yet.

Late surge lifts Duke

Auto racing
DARLINGTON, S.C. - Dalefarnhardt held oft Mark Martin to win Sunday's
367-lap TranSouth 500 on the 1.366-mile Darlington Rraceway oval, his second
straight Winston Cup stock car victory. Earnhardt, who has won twice, finished
second, fifth and 10th so far this season, outdueled Morgan Shepherd and then
Martin late in the race to earn his 41st career victory and add to his season point
lead. Earnhardt, who averaged 124.073 mph, led five times for 129 laps - including the final 18.
• • •
BRASEL TON, Ga. - Geoff Brabham took over the IMSA Camel GT championship
points lead Sunday by teaming with Derek Daly of Ireland for an easy victory in the
Grand Prix of Atlanta. Brabham claimed his third consecutive victory at Road
Atlanta, winning by more than two Laps over the turbocharged Jaguar XJR-10 driven by Price Cobb of Evergreen, Cobo , and John Nielsen of Denmark.

Hockey
DETROIT - John Byce scored three goals as Wisconsin defeated Colgate 7-3
victory Sunday for its fifth NCAA hockey title since 1973. Wisconsin, winner of the
Western Collegiate Hockey Association's regular season and playoff title, beat
Boston College, 2-1, in the semifinals to advance to the title game. The Badgers
end the season with a 36-9-1 record Colgate ends the season with a 31-6-1
record
• • .
DETROIT - Michigan State center Kip Miller was named the winner of the 1990
Hobey Baker Memorial Award on Sunday as top college player. Miller, a senior
from Lansing. Mich., led the nation in scoring this season with 48 goals and 53
assists for 101 points.

Baseball
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - For the first time since the World Series, major league
umpires and players were on the field together Sunday Big league umpires ended
their six-day boycott and returned to work in exhibition games in Florida and Anzona, leaving them just one week to prepare for the season openers on April 9 The
umpires took over from Class AAA umps who replaced them during the boycott,
which covered almost half the two-week exhibition schedule

Wrestling
TOLEDO, Ohio - The United States won six of 10 matches with the Soviet Union
on Sunday to claim its first World Cup wrestling championship since 1986. The
Soviet Union won the first three dual matches, but the United States came back to
win tour straight. John Fisher defeated Gocha Makhoev 8-3 in the 1361
/
2 -pound
class, John Guira edged Valeri Verkushin 4-3 at 150, Kenny Monday was a 7-0
winner over Said Muruzaliev at 163, and Melvin Douglas a 2-0 victor over Yuri
Verobiev at 180 5

Pro basketball
What could have been a bleak week for the Los Angeles Lakers ended with them
playing at their peak Los Angeles led Utah by just 11
/
2 games and Portland by two
after the Trail Blazers roughed up the Lakers 130-111 on Tuesday night, a rout
that concluded with Magic Johnson on the bench with an ankle injury On Sunday,
after Johnson had 33 points and 13 assists in their 119-103 victory over Utah, the
Lakers are safely in front again in the Western Conference. The convincing defeat
of Utah followed the Lakers' 135-106 turnaround victory over Portland on Friday
Los Angeles improved its NBA-best record to 54-17, two games ahead of Detroit
Utah, which grabbed a club-record low of 24 rebounds, still leads the Midwest Division by two games, but trails the Lakers by four in the Western Conference Portland is 31
/
2 behind Los Angeles in the Pacific Division.
• • •
Elsewhere in the NBA, it was Boston 133, Orlando 125; Washington 105, New
Jersey 97; Philadelphia 141, Phoenix 112 Cleveland 121, Indiana 91; Chicago
111, Miami 103, Atlanta 142, Golden State 116, Dallas 86 Milwaukee 72; and Los
Angeles Clippers 104, Seattle 103

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency."
David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

The road to the NCAA title
EAST REGIONAL
First Round
Al TM Hertford Civic Ciiitter
Hanford, Conn
Thursday, March 16
C41411011 49 Elngham Young 47
La Saila 79 Southern Miasma) 63
Connecncut 76, Boston Untversity 52
California 65 Indiana 63
At The Omni
Atlanta
Friday, March ill
Duke 81 Richmond 46
St Johns el. Tempe 65
JCLA 68 Alebarna-Birrringham 56
Kansas 79 Robert Morns 71
Second Round
At The Hartford Civic Canter
Harnord, Conn
Saturdsy, March 17
Connecticut 74 California 54
Clemson 79 La Salle 75
Al TM Omni
Atlanta
Sunday, March 18
Duke 76 St John's 72
UCLA 71 Kansas 70
Semil.risa
At The Meadowlands
East Rutherford, N..1
Thursday, March 22
Connecticut 71, Clemson 70
Duke 90 UCLA 81
Championship
At The Meedowlends
East Rutherford, N.J
Saturday, March 24
Duke 79 Connecticut 78 OT
• • •
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL
tirW Round
At Thompeon-Boltng Arena
Knolville, Ten,.
Thursday, March 15
UC Santa Barbara 70, Houston 66
lAchigan State 75, Murray Slate 71 OT
Louisiana SIA114 70, Villanctia 63
Georgia Tech 99, East Tennessee State 83
At Richmond Coliseum
Richmond, Va.
Friday. March 16
Northern Iowa 74. Mseoun 71
Mnnesola 64. Texas-El Paso 61 OT
Syracuse 70 Coin State 14
Virgnia 75. Notre Darns 67
Second Round
At Thompson-Boling Arens
Knoxville, Tenn.
Saturday, March 17
lachgan Slate 62, UC Santa Barbara 58
Georg.a Tech 94, Louisiana State 91
At Richmond Colimum
Richmond, lif•.
Sunday, March III
SraaJse 63, Virginia 61
Mnnesota 81. Northern Iowa 78
Sornifinsis
At The Superdorne
New Orisons
Fnday, March 23
kennesofa 82. Syracuse 75
Georg a Tech ill, lAchgan State SC
C hemp so nen ip
At The Superdome
New Orleans
Sunday, March 25
Georg.a Tech 93 Mnnesoia 91
• • •
MIDWEST REGIONAL
First Round
Al The Frank Erwin Canter
Austin, Tams
Thursday, March 15

Newton has completed 12 years
on the Racer staff, coming to Murray in 1978 as an assistant under
Ron Greene.

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. - Jack Nicklaus, back among the players he dominated in
an earlier era, pulled away with a front-running 68 and scored a four-stroke victory
Sunday in his first start on the Senior PGA Tour. Nicklaus' victory in the Tradition
golf tournament enabled him to join Arnold Palmer, Gary Player and George
Archer as the only winners in their initial appearance among the game's over-50
set. Nicklaus finished with a 206 total, 10-under par on the course he built in the
remote desert highlands north of Phoenix.
• • •
THE WOODLANDS, Texas - Tony Sills came from six shots off the pace to win
his first PGA tournament, beating Gil Morgan with a par putt on the first playoff
hole Sunday in the $1 million Independent Insurance Agent Open. Sills and Morgan finished regulation play with 12-under par 204 totals, 12 shots under par, for
the rain-shortened 54-hole event, one shot ahead of a group of six, who finished at
205. Sills and Morgan returned to the par-4, 428-yard 10th hole and both made the
green in two shots. Morgan's first putt went live feet past the hole and he missed
the return shot for a bogey. Sills' first putt for a birdie missed by two feet but he
sank the par putt.
• • •
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. - Betsy King watched her substantial lead dwindle to
two shots Sunday, then steadied on the final two holes to win the $600,000 LPGA
Dinah Shore tournament for the second time in four years. She shot a closing 75,
including a 4-over-par 40 on the back nine. Finishing two shots behind were Kathy
Postlewait, who put late pressure on the faltering leader, and Shirley Furlong, who
finished earlier in the day with a 68. King bogeyed four of the last seven holes but
paned the final two to preserve the win. She finished the tournament at 5-underpar 283

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia - The United States advanced to the semfinal round
of Davis Cup play when Aaron Krickstein used a strong baseline game Sunday to
beat Czechoslovakia's Petr Korda in tour sets. Krickstein won 6-2, 6-3, 1-6, 6-3 to
put the U.S. in the semifinals Sept. 21-23 in Austria. The Americans lost in the
semifinals last year to West Germany. Austria, which eliminated Italy on Saturday
and completed a 5-0 sweep Sunday, will be making its first appearance in the
semifinals. Brad Gilbert beat Karel Novacek in a meaningless final match later in
the day to give the Americans a 4-1 victory.
•In other World Group quarterfinals, Australia beat New Zealand 3-2, Austria completed a 5-0 victory over Italy and Argentina and West Germany were 2-2 when 2-2
when the decisive fifth and final match was halted by darkness.
• • •
CHICAGO - Second-seeded Michael Chang survived another upset bid by Jim
Grabb to capture the Volvo Chicago tennis tournament Sunday, 7-6 (7-4), 1-6, 6-4.
The 18-year-old Chang, coming back from a stress fracture in his hip, won his first
tournament of 1990. Grabb upset top-ranked Ivan Lendl on Saturday to advance to
the title match.
111 • •
HOUSTON - Katerina Maleeva continued her string of upsets Sunday, capturing
the Virginia Slims of Houston by defeating Arantxa Sanchez 6-1, 1-6, 6-4. The
fourth-seeded Maleeva, ranked 12th in the world, reached the title match by upseting top-seeded Martina Navratilova in Saturday's semifinals at the Westside Tennis
Club
• • •
SAN ANTONIO - Monica Seles defeated Manuela Maleeva 6-4, 6-3 to win the
U S Women's Hardcourt Championships on Sunday, her second consecutive tournament win Soles won the Players International Championships in Key Biscayne,
Fla , last weekend

The Insurance Center
of Murray

Newton just finished his fifth
season at the helm of the Racers,
having guided Murray State to a
92-56 mark, three straight Ohio
Valley Conference titles, and two
appearances in the NCAA Tournament. The Racers took Big 10
champion Michigan State into
overtime before bowing out in the
first round of this year's NCAA
Tournament.

NCAA Final Four

Tennis
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SCOREBOARD

Golf

DENVER (AP) - Duke survived Arkansas' "Forty Minutes of
Hell." Now, the Blue Devils are
only one step away from ending
their own hell in the Final Four.
Phil Henderson scored 28 points
for the Blue Devils, who beat Arkansas 97-83 in a battle of conditioning and wills in the NCAA
championship semifinals Saturday.
Not only did the altitude of this
Mile High City take its toll on the
players, but so did Arkansas' allout running game and, full-court
press, thus the Razorback's rallying
cry: "Forty Minutes of Hell."
This time, though, those 40
minutes took a costlier toll on Arkansas. Both the Razorback's centers played the entire second half in
foul trouble. Starter Mario Credit
fouled out with 6:22 to play and
substitute Oliver Miller went out
shortly thereafter, giving Duke a
huge size advantage.
"It was a physical game," Duke
coach Mike Krzyzewski said. "I
can see how they wore people
down during the season."
When Credit picked up his fifth
foul against Christian Laettner, the
score was tied at 77. Laettner, who

MONDAY, APRIL 2, 1990

had four fouls himself, hit the foul
shot, and Duke led 78-77. The Blue
Devils (29-8) then outscored Arkansas 11-4 for an 89-81 lead, and
the game was in hand.
"At the end, when we should
have had some patience, we
panicked," Arkansas coach Nolan
Richardson said. "I thought our
youth started to show toward the
end."
Twice, Arkansas trailed by 11
points and came back, the final
time with 16:40 left after Duke
scored the first eight points of the
second half. Arkansas ran off nine
straight points to pull within two,
and finally tied the score at 60 on
Day's 3-pointer with 12:46 to play.
Howell's 3-pointer with 6:58 to
play tied the score at 77, but the
Blue Devils then outscored the
Razorbacks 20-6 to end the game.
Abdelnaby had six of Duke's
points as the Blue Devils took an
84-81 lead, then Henderson hit
seven in a row for Duke, giving the
Blue Devils a 93-83 lead.
A 3-pointer by Henderson with
4:02 left put the Blue Devils up
87-81.

Oktahorns 77 Towson State 68
North Caiolina 63 Southwest Masa., Sworn
Arkansas 68 PrInceiton 64
Dayton 88 lanais 86
Al The 14004110, Dome
Indianapolis
Friday. March 16
Georgetown 70 Team Southern 52
Xavier Oho 87. Kansas State 79
TIBIAS 100 Georgia sa
Purdue 75. Northeast Louisiana 63
Second Round
At The Frank Erwin Canter
Austin, Tease
Saturday, March 17
horn) Caroana 79 Oklahoma 77
Arkansas 86 Dayton 64
At The Hoosier Dome
Indianots
Sunday, March 16
Tibias 73 Purdue 72
Xai.er Ohio 71 G4101941104In 71
Semifinals
Al Reunion Arena
Danes
Thursday, March 72
Arkansas 96 North Carolna 73
Taus 102 Xavier Oho 89
Chempionshd
At Reunion Arena
Deltas
Saturday, March 24
Ana-sax 88 Texas 65
• • .
WEST REGIONAL
First Round
At The Spinal Events Center
San Lake City
Thursday, March is
Bat Stale 54 Oregon State 53
Louisville 76 Idaho 59
Nevacta-Las Vegas 102. Arkansas-Ls,* Rock 72
Ono State M. Providence 63, OT
At Long Beech Arens
Long Beech, Calif
Friday, March 16
Arizona 79 Scut Fiords 67
Alabama 71. Colorado State 54
Mchigan 76 Illinois State 70
Loyola Marymount III. New Mexico State 92
Second Round
At The Special Events Center
Sail Lake Crty
Saturday, March 17
UNLV 76 Ohio State 65
Bali Sian) 62 Louisville 60
At Long Bosch Arena
Sunday, March 111
,.cryola Maryrnoont 149 Mchigan 115
Cabana 77 Anzona 55
Semifinals
At Alameda County Coliseum
Oakland, Calif.
Friday, March 23
Loyola Maryrnouni 62 Alabama 60
'iltriV 66 Ball State 67
Championship
At Alameda County C4211111•Ulr
°Wend, Calif.
Sunday, Match 25
Loyola Marymount 101
• • •
THE FINAL FOUR
At McNichols Arena
Denver
Semifinals
Seturday, March 31
Duke 97 *names 83
UNLV 90 Georgia Tech 81
Championship
licialsy, April 2
Duke .2981 vs UNLV (34 51. 614 pm

National Basketball Association

Defense wrecks Tech
DENVER (AP) - UNLV used
its own lethal weapon, the toughest
man-to-man defense west of the
Mississippi, to beat Georgia Tech
90-81 on Saturday and advance to
the NCAA championship game for
the first time.
The Runnin' Rebels, who were
making their third appearance in
the Final Four, can become the first
Western team to win the national
championship since UCLA in 1975
when they face Duke, a 97-83 winner over Arkansas, in Monday
night's title game.
The Atlantic Coast Conference
could have been assured of a
national champion with a victory
by Georgia Tech, but Duke will
now have to carry the conference's
banner alone in the finale.
Things didn't look the way
UNLV -- the only top-seeded team
to reach the Final Four - wanted
them to at halftime. The Runnin'
Rebels (34-5) trailed 53-46 and the
Yellow Jackets had made 20 of 30
shots from the field and seemed to
be in control.
"In the first half there was no
intensity and they did what they
wanted against us," UNLV coach
Jerry Tarkanian said. "They outran
us and I thought we were lucky to
be down seven at halftime."
When the second half started, so
did UNLV's tenacious defense,
which has become almost as famous as the school's NCAA battles.
The Yellow Jackets (28-7) made
just one field goal in nine shots in
the opening nine minutes of the
half. They couldn't make free
throws either, going 2-for-6 from
the foul line in the same period.
The Runnin' Rebels lived up
their name in opening the second
halt"-using a 10-1 'run to take the
lead at 56-54 with 16:23 to play.
They took the lead for good at
59-57 on a 3-pointer by Stacey
Augmon with 13:55 left.
The fact that they extended the
lead on a turnaround by David Butler mattered little when Georgia
Tech's freshman point guard Kenny Anderson picked up his fourth
personal foul with 11:38 to play.
Anderson returned with 7:02 to
play and Georgia Tech down
76-69. The Yellow Jackets then
scored five straight points, the last
two on a spectacular spin-and-duck
move in the lane by Anderson, to
get within 76-74 with 5:25 left.
The Runnin' Rebels, however,
were just too much.
Anderson Hunt hit consecutive
1-pointers and the lead was back to
eight with 4:07 left

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlentic Division
W L Pct. GB
Phadelphia
47 26 644 Boston
43 711 606 3
Nevi Vont
40 31 563 6
Washington
26 44 389 18 h
Mann
17 56 233 30
New Jersey
16 56 222 30'1
Central Division
"Detroit
52 19 732 Chicago
43 23 676 4
Mirraukee
37 35 514 15-h
Indiana
36 35 .507 16
Atlanta
35 37 486 177.
C sneland
34 37 479 16
Orlando
17 54 239 35
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
W I. ea.
Utah
50 21 704
San Antonio
48 73 676 2
Callas
41 30 577 9
Denver
37 35 514 13'1
Houston
35 36 493 15
Minnesota
20 52 278 30'h
Charlotte
15 56 211 35
Pacific Division
LA Lators
54 17 761 "-Portland
51 21 708 3'h
1-Phoenix
48 24 667 Ch
Seattle
35 36 493 19
Golden Stale
32 39 451 22
LA Clippers
28 45 384 27
Sacramento
22 50 306 32'4
1-cinched csavolt benh

ARKANSAS (83)
Day 8-17 7-7 27, Howell 5-9 7-8 18, Credd
2-3 1 4 5, Mayberry 6-18 0-0 12, Bowers 1-6
002, Hawkins 2-4 2-2 6, Huery 2-5 1-3 5, Miller 1-3 1-23, Murry 2-5 0-0 5, Marks 0-0 0-0 0,
Whitby 0-2 00 0, Linn 0-1 0-0 0 Totals 29-73
19-26 83
DUKE (97)
Brickey 8-10 1-3 17, Laellner 5-7 9-12 19,
Abdelnaby 8-12 4-5 20, Henderson 10-21 5-5
28, Hurley 0-2 3-6 3, Davis 1-4 3-4 5, Hill 0-0
0-0 0, McCaffrey 0-1 3 4 3, Koubek 1-4 0-0 2,
Buckley 0-0 0-0 0, Cook 0 00 0 0 Totals 33-61
2819 17.
Halftime-Duke 46, Arkansas 43 3-point
goals--Arkansas 6-21 (Day 4-8, Howell 1-2,
Murry 1-3, Bowers 0-1, Huery 0-1, Whitby 0-2,
Mayberry 0-41. Duke 3-9 (Henderson 3-7, Hurley 0-1. Koubek 0-1). Fouled out- Credit, Miller Rebounds--Arkansas 40 (Day 71, Duke 50
(Laettner 14). Assists- Arkansas 14 (Mayberry
6), Duke 16 (Hurley 61. Total fouls-Arkansas
Duke 19 A-19,467

Saturday's Games
NOVO( 118 Now York 115
Houston 106. Minnesota M
San Antorvo 107. letwauketi IOC
Charlotte 115, Saaarnento 103
Boston 133 Orta
Sultoy'8125
Gam"
Washington 105, Now Jersey 97
PN,adeipha 141, Phoenix 112
Cleveland 121. Indians 91
Chicago III. Mans 103
Lot Angeles Laken 119, Utah 103
Amnia 142. Golden State 115
Dallas 86 Milwaultwo 72
Loa Ancona CIppers 104, Seattle 103
40 gam. scMo
Monday.
hodu
nda
kidy' Germs
Tuesday's Games
Cleveland at New York, 630 pm
Houston at Philadelphia. 630 pm
Golden State at Orlando, 610 p
Boston at Detroit 6 )0 p m
Indiana at Chcaoo 730 pm
Minnesota at San Antonio, 7 30 p m
Chanons at Utah. 630 pm
Los Angers CIppers at Sacramento 9
Portland at Seattle. 9 pm
Dallas an Ph0111111, 930 pm
Wednesday's Games
New Jersey at Boston, 630 pin
New York at Washington. 630 pm
Golden State at Miami. 6 30 pm
Atlanta at Cleveland 630 prtn
Indiana at Milwaukee. 730 pm.
San Antorvo at Dallas. 7 30 p in
Charlotte at Denver. 30 pm

Exhibition baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Boston
Callornia
C Ireland
'alas

6
6
5
6

New Yolk

4
3
3
4
3
3
3
2
1
NATIONAL LEAGUE
W
New York
6
San Diego
6
Cincinnati
5
5
4
PALadelphia
5
Alum
4
3
Los Anoka
San Francisco
4
Chicago
3
Houston
3
St Louis
1
NOTE Spit squad games count in
INN do not
Saturday's Games
Cinonnati 2 Si Lams 0
Houston 4 Philadelphia
Seattle
Kansas City
Detroit
C hicago
tAlivaukes
Mnnesota
Oakland
Toronto
Baltimore

GEORGIA TECH (81)
Scott 8-17 6-9 29, Mackey 2-3 0-0 4, McNeil
24 0 1 4, Anderson 7-14 1-2 16, Oliver 9-18
6 9 24, Brown 2 3 004, Barnes 0-0 0 0 0 Totals 30 59 13 21 81
UNLV (90)
Johnson 5-11 4-4 15. Augmon 9-16 3-3 22,
Buller 6 10 1-3 13, Hunt 7-15 1-2 20. Anthony
49 3 7 14, Scurry 34 0-0 6, Cvlianovich 0-0
0 0 0, Young 0-0 0-0 0. Jones 0-0 0-0 0, Bice
0000 0 Torsi' 34 65 121990
Halftime-Georgia Tech 53, UNLV 46
3 point goals-Georgia Tech 8-21 (Scott 7-14,
Anderson 1-4, Oliver 0-3), UNLV 10-15 (Hunt
5-9, Anthony 3-4, Augmon 1-1, Johnson 1-1).
Fouled out-Brown, Johnson ReboundsGeorgia Tech 35 (McNeil 91, UNLV 40 (Scurry
Ill Assists-Georgia Tech 15 (Anderson 8),
UNLV 20 (Hunt 7) Total fouls-Georgia Tech
20, UNLV 20 A-17,675

L

Pct

3
3

667

3
4
4
4
3
4
6
5
5
6
6
6

667
625
600
500
500
500
429
400
375
375
333
250
143

Pct.
750
2
750
2
714
2
714
2
2 667
625
3
3
571
3
500
444
5
333
6
4
429
6
143
standings

Los Angeles vs W.York Mete at Port St Loos
Fla cod rain
Boston (ssi 4 Dotrot Iasi 3 11 innings
Texas 3, Toronto 1
Montreal vs Atlanta at West Palm Beach FM
cal , ran
Minnesota 10 Boston (se) 3
Kansas City 4, Detroit (sal 4. tie 12 innings
San Francisco 3 Mihvaukes 1
California Ise) 5. Oakland (ss) 1
Cleveland 18 Callorna tut 5
Chicago Cubs 5 Oakland isei•4
New Yoga Yankees 6 Baltimore 2
Pittsburgh 7 Chicago White Son 1
San Dior 9 Seatile D fret game
San Diego 7 Seattle 2 second gams
Sundays Games
Montreai S Anent& I
P111406104 4 Houston 0
PitLeburgh S St Lams 7
Baron 5 Toronto 4
Cinannati 4 Dation 2
Loa Anginas 1, New Von Yankees isel 3
New York Mots nisi 7 Baltimore 3
Texas 3, Chicago WM* Sol 2
Kansas City (u) 13. Minnesota (sal 2
Minnesota (so 7. Kansas Crn (sal 6
New York Mels (is) 5 New YO" Yankees I$e) 2
San Francisco (Sal 5 Chicago Cubs (sal 3
Callorna 12 kalwaukes 4
Cleveland (ssi 15 Oakland (ow 7
Cleveland (sal 11 Oakland issi 4
San Diego 5 Sean* 3
Chicago Cube (m) 2. San Franosco (14) 1

lir

1
Keith Williams
1553 Whippoorwill
Murray, Ky.
753-7275

lielp
Let Me
A New
Vott Find Vehicle
Used
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Me A
Give
Just
'Since 1928'

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury
701 Main, Murray

753-5273

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

753-8355

0 200% Zoom! 16 CPM! Auto
Exposure!
------______-_- ..\_-------,,
Edgp-to-Edge
--2,-____/Comes!
.
- i
New Toshiba
BD-4910!!!
•Enlarge to 200%!
•Up to 16 Copies in 1 Minute!
•Automatic Exposure!
.Complete Copies Every Time!
•Plus...Dual Page Copying,
Stationary Platen. Cartridge Auto
Toner, Statement to Ledger Size
Copies. Programmable Zoom
Memory, Optional Color
Copying, and Optional Son&
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your mighbors allow thew 1oclealre-

118 N. 7th, Mayfield
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Hostages in Lebanon
Bars show when hostage was taken and length of time held in captivity.
16
17
16
le
10

Americans
Terry Anderson
Thomas Sutherland
Frank Reed
Joseph Cicippio
Edward Tracy
Alann Steen
Jesse Turner
Robert Roihii,
West Germans
Thomas Kemptner

l-tinrichStkielatg
English
Aiec Collett
Jahn M(..Cart''y
,
_
i•
Br

Italians
Aberto Mol,^ar

Swiss

Unknown
One

''ec

On No, 6' 38- g'
!sraeh occ-p 6aza Str.;.;'

Dt,,3!

.
tf.e
c, a, ,e Be'g,ans

SOURCE••

SDX Awards for '89 announced by society
CHICAGO (AP) — The Society
of Professional Journalists has
awarded as 1989 Sigma Delta Chi
Award for deadline reporting to the
San Francisco Examiner staff for
their coverage of the Oct. 17 earthquake that rocked the California
city.
The award was one of 26 for
print and broadcast journalism
announced Sunday by the Chicagobaw.il society, which has issued
awards annually since 1940. This
year's winners will receive plaques
and bronze medallions at a banquet
May 5 in Tulsa, Okla.
The society's judges said the
Examiner's coverage was the best
of several entries from newspapers
that reported on the disaster in the
San Francisco Bay area.
"The lead was exceptional, telling and thorough, as were the
pages and pages of articles in the
special 16-page all-news issue the
day after the earthquake," the
judges said in a statement.
They noted that the special edition was put together without
electricity and with only five telephone lines operating.
Two San Francisco radio stations
and a television station also

Water intoxication dilutes minerals
13 Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR GOTT Sometime back.
you wrote in your column that a person could actually die from drinking
too much water Can you once again
explain the reasons''
DEAR READER Actually. I said a
person could become ill by drinking
too much water, when someone dies
from an excess of water, kidney disease. which prevents proper fluid excretion, is usually to blame.
Water intoxication Lxrcurs when
people ignore the normal stimulus of
thirst and drink more water than they
require. leading to a an upset of the
vital balance of minerals in the body
The most common feature of this syndrome is low blood sodium (hyponatremiai brought on by excessive dilution Massive water ingestion more
than six quarts a davi can lead to hyponatremia This, in turn, decreases
potassium a crucial mineral in the
brain. causing lethargy, confusion.
convulsions and coma Treatment is
straightforward reduction of water
intake
Compulsive water drinking psychogenic polydipsia occurs in some
emotionally disturbed patients In ad-

dition to water restriction, such peo- way, damaged during the operation. I
ple also need counseling in order to recommend you be examined by a
give up this unhealthy habit.
neurosurgeon; such a specialist in
To give you additional information, nerve disorders will be able to advise
.1 am sending you a free copy of my you. Other conditions are treatable:
Health Report "Mental and Emotion- for example, post-operative scar tisal Illness Other readers who would sue could be causing your symptoms
like a copy should send $1.25 with
this may have to be surgically
their name and address to PO. Box removed.
91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369 Be
If your pain and tingling cannot be
sure to mention the title.
corrected by surgery. the neurosurDEAR DR. GOTT. I'm a 63-year- geon may want you to try pain-relievold woman who had a Morton's neuro- ing techniques. such as transcutanma removed from my foot by an or- eous electric nerve stimulation
thopedic surgeon a year ago. Since (TENS), a method to block pain using
then. I've had continuous pain and tin- self-administered electric shocks degling in all the toes on that foot. I've livered through temporary electrodes
been to two neurologists, two podia- attached to the skin at or near where
trists and even had acupuncture to no the symptoms occur.
© 1490 NI-AVSPAI'KR FATFRPHISF:
avail Regular painkillers do not
touch the pain. Do you have any ideas
on the problem?
DEAR READER: Morton's neuroma is a benign growth on the nerves
supplying the toes, commonly the
third toe It causes pain, aching or
burning over the ball of the foot SurPETER
gical removal usually cures the
GOTT. M D
condit ion.
Persistent pain and tingling is unusual after surgery for a neuroma and
suggests that the nerve was, in some

DR. GOTT

AirA

BARGAINS!!
BARGAINS!!
SUPERAMERICA p
BARGAINS!!

r Closing
iw
s' Store For
Remodeling
On Monday, April 2, 1990 All Items
(excluding Cigarettes, Gasoline, Pop)
Will Be Sold At

received awards for their earthquake coverage.
KCBS won the award for radio
spot news for its 84 hours of continuous commercial-free news and
information after the Oct. 17 earthquake, while the television spot
news reporting award went to the
staff of KGO-TV.
The award for public service in
radio journalism went to KGO for
a retrospective on the Oct. 17
earthquake.
The other awards announced by
the sqciety were:
— Non-deadline reporting: Tom
Hallman Jr., Dave Hogan, Holley
Gilbert, Julie Tripp, Fred Leeson,
James Long and Lauren Cowen of
The Oregonian in Por,kland for a
12-part series on the 'impact of
drugs in their city.
— Investigative reporting: Bob
Paynter, Keith McKnight and
Andrew Zajac of the Beacon Journal of Akron, Ohio, for a series of
exposes on Ohio House Speaker
Vernal G. Riffe Jr.
-- Feature writing: Tom
Archdeacon of the Dayton (Ohio)
Daily News for an account of a
13-year-old boy's accidental slaying by a friend while the two were
playing with a handgun.
— Editorial writing: Lawrence
Levy of Newsday for "Killer Taxes," a series of editorials on Long
Island's economic problems.
— Washington correspondence:
Bill Lambrecht of the St. Louis
Post-Dispatch for "Trashing the
Earth," a series on the toxic waste
trade and its effects on the residents of developing nations.
— Foreign correspondence: Nora
Boustany of The Washington Post

for her continuing coverage of the toon on the role of the U.S.
Supreme Court in the controversy
war in Lebanon.
— Public service in newspaper over abortion.
— Editorializing on radio:
journalism (circulation greater than
100,000): the Lexington (Ky.) WBBM-AM in Chicago for editorHerald-Leader for an examination ials by Editorial Director Catherine
of the politics of education in Ken- Cahan on the issue of access for
tucky, a series which prompted the disabled in the workplace.
— Radio investigative reporting:
more than 1,400 letters from
Phil Rogers of WBBM-AM in Chireaders.
— Public service in newspaper cago for reports on security gaps at
journalism (circutation less than O'Hare International Airport.
— Public service in television
100,000): a tie between the
Washington (N.C.) Daily News and journalism (networks and top-40
The Patriot Ledger of Quincy, markets): WITI-TV in Milwaukee
Mass. The Daily News was cited for a report on the problems of
for a deadline story and follow-up teen-age sexual activity and
on carcinogens in the area's water pregnancy.
supply. The Patriot Ledger was
— Public service in television
honored for a series on the influx
journalism
(all other markets):
of Asian immigrants into the area
KSAT-TV
in
San Antonio, Texas,
of Quincy, south of Boston.
a
story
on
the impact of urafor
— Magazine reporting: Daniel
nium
mning
on
Karnes County,
Golden for two articles in The BosTexas.
ton Globe Magazine on the Oglala
— Television editorials: Ed
Sioux of the Pine Ridge ReservaQuinn,
Paul Sands, Don Lundy,
tion in South Dakota.
Judy
Vance
and John Beatty of
— Public service in magazine
KGTV
in
San
Diego, Calif., for
journalism: a tie between Common
three editorials on local topics. It
Cause Magazine and The New
was the second year in a row that
Yorker. Common Cause was hon- the KGTV editorial crew won
the
ored for a series of articles on the
honor.
corrupting influence of money on
— Television investigative
the political process in Washingreporting:
Mark Feldstein, reporter,
ton, D.C. The New Yorker was
and Diane Sperrazza, producer, of
cited for a series on the possible
WUSA-TV in Washington, D.C.,
health hazards of low-level electrofor their investigation of allegamagnetic radiation.
tions of drug use by Washington
— Photography: Patrick Davison
Mayor Marion Barry.
of The Albuquerque (N.M.) Tri— Research about journalism:
bune for photographs accompanyGregory Gordon and Ronald E.
ing a series on the exploitation of
Cohen for "Down to the Wire:
elk.
UPI's Fight for Survival," their
— Editorial cartooning: Don
book on the recent history of the
Wnght of The Palm Beach Post of
news service.
West P,alm Beach, Fla., for a car-

Smoking, street fighting made illegal
by group of young Paducah legislators
PADUCAH, Ky. (A?) — Various bills making smoking illegal,
banning "fighting in the streets"
and requiring computers in every
classroom won support behind the
closed doors of Room 20 last week.
A measure outlawing toys valued
at more than $100 didn't fare so
well. But a bill seeking to make
people loyal to children passed
overwhelmingly.
That wasn't much of a surprise
since none of the legislators arguing, coaxing and voting on bills
had yet to reach adolescence.
For the last three weeks, students
in Cherrie Paschall's third-grade
class at McNabb Elementary in
Paducah have been holding their
own junior General Assembly.
"I don't think you're ever too
young to learn about politics, and
they've really seemed to enjoy
this," Ms. Paschall said.
The project, part of a social studies class, has heightened the students' awareness of current events,
especially in the final week of the
1990 Kentucky General Assembly,

she said.
Students took on the roles of
state senators and representatives,
elected their own governor, lieutenant governor, speaker of the House
and Senate majority leader and
wrote their own bills.
The youngsters worked on the
measures in committees, Ms. Paschall said. Each bill that made it
through both the junior Senate and
House was sent on to the "governor" for his signature.
Rep. Kelly Heppner, 9, said
some of her colleagues wrote bills
that just weren't clear, so she
didn't vote for them.
"One bill just said that 6-yearolds shouldn't go with people who
drink and drive, but it didn't say
anything about 5-year-olds or anyone else," she said.
Among the legislation the class
discussed were measures that
would outlaw drinking alcohol,
sexual abuse and sexual activity
everywhere.
And like any good political arena, there were some bills that just

Fuel slick drifting down Allegheny River
threatening drinking water in Pittsburgh
By JIM STRADER
Associated Press Wdter

PITTSBURGH — A 30-mile
fuel slick drifting down the Allegheny River early today threatened
Pittsburgh's drinking water and
forced a town of 15,000 people
upstream to have water trucked in.
Other communities began drawing water from tributaries to the
Allegheny, building up their
reserves.
"We know we're next and we're
just waiting for it to get to us,"
said Pittsburgh Water Department
spokeswoman Donna Sagmeister.
The city's system serves 500,000
people.
The slick resulted from a landslide that cracked a pipeline Friday

and released a mixture of gasoline,
kerosene and other fuels near
Freeport.
Pittsburgh joined with other
communities late Sunday in calling
for voluntary conservation of
water. The request came as the city
prepared to close its treatment
plant. Other treatment centers
upstream were closed.
The 75,000-gallon mixture was
said to be untreatable at many
water system plants.
"We believe we have in place a
process and procedure to assure a
continued water supply to all
affected areas," said Gov. Robert
P. Casey.
Pittsburgh Mayor Sophie
Masloff said her city had more than
three days worth of pure water in

RACEWAY AUTO SALES
300 South 4th

753-9586

Murray's Only '3,000 and Under Lot
Owner - Donnie Winchester
1984 GMC S-15 Truck risd
1985 Ford ESC011 own.
1977 Chevy Truck

-- Sale Begins After 9 a.m. --

We Will Re-Open Soon
To Serve You Better
801 Coldwater Rd.
Murray, KY
SUBSIDIARY OF ASHLAND OIL, INC.

didn't make the grade.
Student bills to make it illegal to
wear body paint, to make students
go to school on Sunday, to allow
pupils to —say anything they want
as long as it was acceptable language" and to require physical
education every day did not pass
the scrutiny of the young
lawmakers.
A no -vote on physical
education?
Gov. Matthew Smith said he
would have vetoed it anyway.
"I'd get too tired if we had it
every day," the 9-year-old said.
The red-haired, freckled -face
governor had not had to veto any
of the 20 bills that came before his
desk.
Though primed for governorship
by stint as a student council representative, Smith said he realized
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has a
tough job.
"I feel like it would be (a tough
job) in real life but in my position
right now, it's not the hardest job,"
he said.

1981 Grand Prix
1982 Mazda RX7
1984 Pontiac 6000
1984 Dodge Charger
1971 Ford Ranger Pickup

/2,900

1981 Ford Escort Wagon

'2,000
'1,350
'2,100
'2,600
'2,300
'1,500
11,200

1982 Cavalier Type 10
1982 Datsun Truck
1981 Citation
1985 Ford Escort

1976 Chevy Luv Truck
1977 LTD
1981 Chevene

4,500
4,350
'1,900
'1,350
4,600
'650
'450
'1,400

-'2*. SPECIAL HIGHER PRICED CAR
1983 Trans Am - T-Tops

...'3,900

its reservoir. Conservation add two
days, she said.
Albert Brunwasser, director of
the Allegheny County Health
Department said officials were trying to develop a treatment
program.
In Harrison Township, the
15,000 residents had water brought
in Sunday by trucks and tankers,
said Nat Mastro, deputy county fire
marshal.
Preparations were also being
made in Beaver County, which is
on the Ohio River, northwest of
Pittsburgh. The Ohio flows out of
the juncture of the Allegheny and
Pittsburgh's third waterway, the
Monongahela River,
Beaver County Emergency Services Director Russell Chiodo said
he was advising eight water authorities serving about 40,000 people to
begin saving water.
"We want them to be conservative as all heck right now," he
said. "We don't know what's
going to happen."
Buckeye Pipeline Co. estimated
it lost up to 98,000 gallons of fuel
from its 10-inch pipeline, which
extends from Linden, N.J., to the
Pittsburgh suburb of Coraopolis.
The company said it recovered
about 20 percent of the fuel.
Eighty-five cleanup workers,
used absorbent pads attached to
floating booms to remove oil from
the river, officials said.
Dennis Vrotny, emergency management director for Brackenridge
upstream, said his community and
others were drawing water from tributaries to the Allegheny to add to
their reservoirs. Fire departments
were pumping as much water out
of creeks as possible, he said, but
cooperation from residents was
essential.
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Livestock, crop prices Is family farming becoming thing of the past?
at record pace this year
By DON KENDALL
AP Farm WOtar

WASHINGTON - Collectively, livestock and crop prices at the farm
are steaming along at a record pace so far this year.
The Agriculture Department said Thursday that prices farmers get for
raw products increased 1.3 percent from February to March, raising the
overall commodity index 2.7 percent above a year ago.
Overall, the department's "prices received" index matched the record
revel set in January. The index declined in February, then rose again in
March to the January level.
Higher prices for hogs, eggs, cattle and potatoes were mostly responsible for the increase from February, the department said in its preliminary

LINCOLN, Neb. (AP)- Dayle
Johnson says he's been riding the
tractor "since I was old enough to
sit on the seat."
But Friday he and his wife, Evelyn, sold the tractor. Johnson's
three sons are not interested in taking over the farm, so at age 58 he's

Phillips awarded
member of month

report.

But it said lower prices for tomatoes, milk and wheat partly offset the
gains for the other commodities. Most prices are mid-March averages that
will be revised next month.
John Buche of USDA's National Agricultural Statistics Service said the
March index average equaled the January record of 154 percent of a 1977
base used as a standard. The index dropped to 152 percent in February.
"Hog and cattle prices moved up sharply from February, while the allmilk price declined for the second consecutive month," the report said.
"Tomatoes declined sharply from February, but continuing short supplies
kept prices well above normal for this time of year."
Milk prices had risen to record levels until they tumbled sharply in
February, reflecting production increases. The price decline had been predicted by USDA economists.
"Prices of feed grain, food grains and oilseeds were mixed," the report
said. "Corn and soybean prices increased slightly, while the wheat price
was down. Hay prices showed a moderate increase from February."
The report did not include new figures on farm expenses, which are
computed every three months. In January, however, new quarterly figures
showed that prices paid by farmers were up 1.1 percent from October, the
previous reading, and averaged 2.9 percent more than a year earlier.
Department economists say the net cash income of farmers in 1990 may
be in the range of $54 billion to $58 billion, compared with about $53
billion in 1989. The record was $57.2 billion in 1988.
Net cash income is the money nationally that farmers have left from
gross cash income during a calendar year after deducting cash expenses. It
includes government payments and proceeds from crops grown previously
hut sold during the year.
Another method taking into account changes in inventories, depreciation and other allowances during a calendar year shows that 1990 net farm
nicome may be in a range of $45 billion to $49 billion, compared with
549 billion last year.
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Though relatively little has been
said about the disease, except in
veterinarian's offices, since it first
appeared in 1978, canine parvoviral
infection remains a serious threat to
young dogs and puppies in
K entucky.
Caused by canine parvovirus,
which closely resembles feline panleukopenia virus, it can affect dogs of
all ages but seems to be most serious -and most fatal -- among puppies less
than five months old. It is estimated
that 75 per cent of young dogs
succumb to parvovirus within one to
to days after being infected, if not
treated.
Route of infection is thought to be
through ingestion of fecal material
from infected animals, and the highly
contagious disease seems to be more
prevalent during summer months
when dogs appear to be more sociable. The virus is transmitted from
place to place on the hair or feet of
infected dogs, or by contaminated
cages, shoes or other objects. Humans, insects and other species of
animals are thought to carry the viurs
though only dogs seem to be susceptible to it.
Parvoviurs seems to manifest itself
in two forms: gastrointestinal and
myocardial.
The myocardial form was commonly seen when the disease first
appeared. This form. involved the
heart, and sudden death of puppies
between 4 and 8 weeks of age was not
unusual. Immune bitches and natural
maternal antibodies in puppies has
greatly reduced the incidence of this

form of the disease.
More commonly seen-now is the
gastrointestinal form, for which obvious clinical signs are vomiting,
anorexia, lethargy, diarrhea and ripid
dehydration. Some, but not all dogs
have elevated temperatures. It seems
that animals either recover or die
quickly.
Treatment, if started in time, is
often succesful. Intensive care is
usually necessary and involves fluid
therapy and antibiotics.
Prevention is the preferred route,
and vaccination with either modified
live canine parvovirus, feline panleukopenia virus or inactivated canine
parvovirus vaccines are effective,
provided the maternal antibodies do
not prevent immunization. Sometimes more than one inoculation is
necessary.
Diseased animals should be kept in
isolation.
Parvoviral infection is only one of
several diseases which have appeared
Within the past few years, to which
veterinarians have been able to rapidly develop a successful regimen of
treatment.
That such vigorous diseases have
been controlled so quickly is an
indication of the depth of the body of
knowledge that now serves veterinary
medicine, as well as the skill involved
in diagnosing and treating these diseases on the part of the veterinarians.
Your veterinarian is a highly
trained professional in the health
field, working not only to make your
animals healthier but to keep the,costs
of veterinary care as low as possible.

Movies

or
Nintendo for 990
Rentals

(Nintendo) machines only $9.95 for the week.
FREE
POPCORN!
Over 150 Used
Movies for Sale.

GE=
RENTAVSALES

CENTER
200 I. Alla I.

Merril

Justin Phillips

Justin Phillips, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Phillips of Murray
Route 6, has been named member
of the month for March by the Calloway County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America.
Justin was selected as a result of
winning first place in the chapter
FFA Quiz contest, the freshman
FFA Quiz contest and placing first
in the Regional FFA Freshman
Quiz contest. He was the only contestant to make a perfect score in
the Regional contest.
He will advance to the state contest at the State FFA Convention in
Louisville, Ky. in June.

Paducah Livestock Auction
Cattle 960 Compared to last
week Slaughter Steers and Heifers
untested, Cows steady - 1.00 lower, Bulls steady, Calves Poorly
tested, Vealers untested, Feeder
Steers 1.00-2.00 lower, Heifers
1.00-2.00 Higher.
Slaughter Cows: Breaking Utility
and Commercial 1-4 47.00-53.75,
High dressing 55.00, Cutter and
Boning Utility 1-3 45.00-49.50,
several dairy breds 51.75, Cutter
1-2 44.00-46.00.
Slaughter Bulls: Yield grade 1-2
1540-22001b. indicated 77-79 Carcass boning percent 62.00-65.50,
115-15001b. 57.00-59.25.
Slaughter Calves: Choice
285-3751b. Calves 80.00-83.00
High dressing 90.00.
Feeders: Steers: Medium and
Large No.1 190 -280Ib.
94.00-123.00, 300-4001b.
89.00-120.00, 400-500lb.
87.00-112.00, most 90.00-107.00,
500-600lb. 87.00-99.00, 600-6501b.
81.00-86.00 710 -800lb.
70.00-76.00, 950 -11501b.
60.50-63.00, Medium No.2

300-5001b. 84.00-90.00, 500-6001b.
76.80-81.50, 600 -700lb.
70.00-75.00 Medium No.3
410-4251b. 63.00-75.00, Large
No.2 200-300lb. 85.00-106.00,
300-4601b. 83.00-94.00, 495-5401b.
72.00-85.75, Small No.1
290-3901b. 70.00-100.00,
400-5001b. 78.00-84.50.
Heifers: Medium and Large No.1
200-3001b. 102.00-106.00,
300-400lb. 88.00-109.00,
400-500lb. 85.00-94.00, 500-6001b.
79.00-83.00, 600 -7001b.
75.00-78.00, 750-10501b. 62.50,
Medium No.2 300-5001b.
80.00-82.50, 500lb. 75.00.
Stock Cows and Calves: Medium
and Large No.1 660.00-870.00
Medium No.2 550.00-660.00.
Stock Cows: Medium No.1
410.00-440.00.
Stock Bull: Meidum No.1
1140Ib. 67.00
Sheep: 24
Slaughter Lambs: Choice
96-100lb. 60.00.
Slaughter Ewes: Good
156-1901b. 21.00-23.00.

Farmers need to be careful when
feeding roasted soybeans to swine
Pork producers who want to feed
on-farm roasted soybeans need to
make sure the beans are processed
properly to allow the pigs to use them
efficiently, according to research conducted by University of Kentucky
animal scientists.
'Because soybeans are high in fat
(18 percent) as well as protein (36
percent),they can supply both supplemental protein and fat to a pig's diet,
said Gary Cromwell, animal scientist
who headed the research team.
---Saybeans have to be heated before
they are fed to pigs because they
contain a trypsin inhibitor, which
interferes with the action of the
digestive enzyme, trypsin, in the
intestinal tract, Cromwell said.
"Without heat treatment, soybeans
are not well utilized. In fact, pigs fed
unheated soybeans perform very
poorly," he said.
The UK research was conducted to
evaluate an on-farm portable, gasfired heating unit as a means of
roasting soybeans for pigs. The primary objective was to determine the
amount of heat required and the rate at

which the heated beans cooled in
relation to their feeding value.
"We found that when the beans left
the heating chamber at 250 to 260
degrees F, sufficient heat was provided to destroy most of the inhibitors," Cromwell said.
"A slow cooling rate tended to
lower the inhibitors even more. However, we have some concern that a
slow cooling rate might cause some
overheating, which could detract
from the overall feeding value of the
beans," he said.
The researchers also found that
pigs fed corn and roasted soybeans
gained at about the same rate and had
the same feed conversion efficiency
as those fed a standard corn-soybean
meal diet.
"This surprised us, because the
corn-roasted soybean diet was about
five to seven percent higher in energy.
We really expected the pigs fed
roasted soybeans to grow faster and
require less feed per pound of gain
than the controls, but they didn't.
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given up farming for the cabinetmaking business.
Agricultural analysis say the
Johnsons typify a trend that ultimately could threaten family
farming.
Chuck Hassebrook, a farm policy analyst at the Center for
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Rural Affairs in Walthill, said the
aging of the farm sector poses a
significant challenge for rural
America.
"It strikes me that the next 10
years are a real critical time. If we
don't get some young people
started in farming over the next 10
years, there is a fairly irreversible,
or at least difficult to reverse, concentration in ownership," Hassebrook said.
"There's a large number of farmers who are nearing retirement
age, and, in recent years, the number of young people coming in to
take their place is very small. So I
think we're at a real critical juncture here for family farming and
for rural communities," he said.
Not until the 1992 agricultural
census is completed will Nebraskans learn if there has been a continuation of the pattern established
by the 1982 and 1987 counts.
During that period, the average
age of full-owner farmers with
annual receipts of more than
$10,000 climbed from 52.8 to 55.1
years.
Hassebrook expresses no surprise at the trend.
"The expense of setting up a
farming operation is prohibitive
unless a young farmer has help to
get started," he said. "There have
been a few doing it, but they are
the exception."
Nebraska's approximately 600
auctioneers are front-line observers
to farming trends. Norm Green of
Norm Green Realty and Auction
Co. in York is among those who
see some cause for comfort in a
changing of the guard.

"I would say, in general, of the
people we work with, 70 percent of
those in a position to retire have
sons in the family operation to take
over," Green observed. •
"I would say probably 30 percent will completely retire and liquidate with no family members to
take over the operation."
Geneva auctioneer Dick Schoenholz breathes easier because this is
a time when retirements, rather
than foreclosures, are forcing some
hard thinking by farmers.
Regardless of possibilities for
father-son transfers, Lincoln auctioneer Randy Fleming thinks many
farmers have been given the means
to make a smooth exit from farming in the last few years.
"I think their mood is a lot better today than it was four years
ago, when land values were declining," he said. "Today we have
increasing land values, great (used)
farm machinery prices. So now
they're selling out at a very good
time and their mood is exceptionally good."
Johnson said he doesn't blame
his sons for not wanting to become
farmers. "They all have good jobs
and farming is not the best," he
said.
There also are few regrets about
selling the farm that his grandfather first rented in 1940 and his
father bought in 1966.
"I think I'm happy to be done
with it. I get anxious to go on and
do something else," he said.
"There were a lot of good years.
enjoyed farming. Nothing is more
enjoyable than driving by a beautiful field that you've done and
you're proud of it," Johnson said.

UK officials develop rain machine
to study groundwater contamination
Researchers at the University of
Kentucky College of Agriculture will
start "making rain" with a rain simulator this May. The machine will be
used to see how tillage methods affect
leaching of chemicals into groundwater supplies.
The simulator,designed by agricultural engineers at University of Kentucky, is a rectangular aluminum
structure that stands about 10 feet
high, 15 feet long, and 12 feet wide. It
has three rows of nozzle sprayers
along the top that swing back and
forth spraying water through slotted
metal pans. The nozzles adjust to
control how hard the water is sprayed.
The idea behind the set-up is to mimic
natural rainfall.
"The water falls on experimental
plots that have been prepared using
tillage methods that are commonly
used by today's farmers," said Bob
Blevins, research agronomist with the
University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Tillage methods to be assessed
using the machine range from zerotillage to conventional mold-board
plowing.
"Commercial fertilizers and pesticides will be applied at different times
before the rainfall to see how much of
them are washed away by rain,"
Blevins said.
All of the plots are located on
slopes so that samples of the "runoff''
can be collected at the bottom and
analyzed for chemical and sediment
concentrations, he said.
The researchers also will assess
what effect vegetation has in preventing contamination of water reserves,

especially in sinkhole areas that channel runoff directly to the groundwater.
Grass strips planted at the bottom of
the slopes will simulate such conditions.
According to Blevins, the extent of
water contamination from agriculture
is influenced by tillage practices used,
the amount of chemicals applied and
their time of application in relation to
rainfall.
"Tillage methods vary in how much
they disturb the soil surface. Some
cause very minimum disturbance;
others, such as conventional tillage,
cause considerably more," he said.
"Over time, more soil and agricultural chemicals can be washed away
by rain if conventional tillage is used.
No-tillage. however, helps control
how much soil and chemicals are
washed away. Strips of vegetation
strategically placed in the path of
runoff flow can slow down the flow of
chemicals and sediments into surface
water systems," he said.
Timing fertilizer and pesticide applications so that they are not immediately followed by heavy rainfall is
another way to avoid serious contamination ofstreams and groundwater, he
said.
Blevins research will combine these factors into a study aimed at
understanding the exact combinations
of tillage methods, timing of rainfall,
chemical applications, and vegetative
strips that will best serve to protect
water supplies.
"Of course, no one can program
actual rainfall, and even our predictions of when it will occur are limited," he said.
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Tennessee man dies after
head-on crash in Graves

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Opal S. Kuykendall

t

Mrs. Opal S. Kuykendall, 86, of
1201 Kirkwood Dr., Murray, died
Sunday at 11:40 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
1 he widow of Haney Kuykendall, she was also preceded in
death by one son, Hassell Kuykendall in 1984, one sister, Mrs. Winnie Doughty, and one brother, Halford Story.
Born, July 13, 1903, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Albert Deck Story
and 011ie Paschall Story.
Sury ix ors are one son. lames
Kuykendall and w lie, Ora, Rt. 7,
Murray; a daughter-in-law, Mrs.
Freda Kakndali, Paducah, two
NIN1;rs, Mrs. Chester Weatherford,
Ma\ticJ. and Mr.. D.rnpl.:

Paris, Tenn.: two brothers, Tolbert
Story and Polk Story, Puryear,
Tenn.; two grandchildren, Mrs.
Debbie Darnell and husband, Gene,
and Michael Kuykendall and wife,
Regina; four great-grandchildren:
one great-great-grandchild.
Mrs. Kuykendall was a member
of Sinking Spring Baptist Church
where the funeral will be Tuesday
at 2 p.m. The Rev. Buron Richerson and the Rev. Melvin Doughty
will officiate.
Burial will follow in the church
cemetery with arrangements by
Miller Funeral Home of Murray
where friends may call after 5 p.m.
to,1..d (Monday) until 9 a.m. Tuesday when the body will be taken to
the church.

Clayton Bill Adams
Clayton Bill Adams, 66, of Murray died Saturday at 6:55 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
A member of Coldwater Church
of Christ, he was a retired employee of Murray Division of Tappan
Co.
Born July 7, 1923, in Graves
County, he was the son of the late
B.N. Adams and Ida Mac Nerren
Adams. One son, Paul David
Adams, died in 1968.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Rachel Morgan Adams, to whom
he was married on Sept. 21, 1942;
three daughters, Mrs. Mary Barrow
and husband, Hal, and Mrs. Sue
Lax and husband, Kenneth, Rt. 6,
Murray, and Mrs. Debbie Cagle
and 'husband, Douglas, Murray; one

,:lapter of the Society of Professional
Journalists and a member of the
S:,:dent Alumni Association.
N1iss Kerr is the daughter of Devin
and Bonnie Kerr of Almo.
Miss Dockery, a presidential scholar, hav.orketi as an advertising sales
representalive for The Murray State
News and as a residence hall adviser
tor Regents Hall. She served as
assistant editor for the 1990 yearbook.
She is secretary of Omicron Delta
Kappa and secretary-treasurer of the
Honors Program Student Council.
She is also active in the Murray
Christian Fellowship.
Miss Dockery is the daughter of
Ron and Mary Dockery of Elizabethtown.

Hog Market
NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT.
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5411.50-51150
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$.50.25-50.75
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SIA25-5025
S
14
15 1-2 2.79-330 114.$43.30-45.09
S 1-3 300300 lc__
$44-11.13-45.00
IS 1-3 400-s00 Wes
54400-46.00
IS 1-3 500 and up
547 00-9.00
IS 2-3 3011-500 lb..
$4'0033,00
Boars 530 00-4030

SPRING SPECIAL
Buy this double granite
monument for only $695
Save '155

Lewis V. Campbell, 88, formerly of Murray, died Sunday at 9:55
p.m. at SL Luke's Hospital, Houston, Texas.
His wife, Mrs. Helen J. Barron
Campbell, died Nov. 18, 1970.
A retired electrician, he was a
member of Brotherhood of Electrical Workers and Electrical Teamsters Union. He was of Catholic
faith.

Mrs. Verda
Mae Johnson
The funeral for Mrs. Verda Mae
Johnson was Sunday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. The Rev. Nowell Bingham officiated. Music was by Mrs.
Freda Jones, soloist, and Dwane
Jones, organist.
Pallbearers were Randy Shekell,
Ronnie Outland, Mike Rose, Chad
Allen, David Allen and Johnny
Outland. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Johnson, 67, of 504 North
Third SL, Murray, died Thursday at
11:02 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.

Mrs. Mildred
King Lowe
Final rites for Mrs. Mildred King
Lowe were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock -Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev. Wayne Wiman
officiated. Music was by Mrs. Margaret Boone, soloist, and Mrs.
Oneida White, organist.
Pallbearers were J.W. Young,
Joe Allbritten, Alvis Jones, Grover
Smith, Ronnie Gardner and George
Dowdy. Burial was in Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lowe, 63, of 307 North
Eighth St., Murray, died Friday at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
_
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Before the Need Arises. .

Services arc today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Charlie Arnett and Hayes
Grady are officiating.
Pallbearers are John David Pierceall, Timmy Adams, Dallas
Adams, Rodney Key, Frankie
Rogers and Bryon Ferguson. Burial
will follow in Coldwater Church of
Christ Cemetery.

New food
labels
Here are the three- phase
food label changes
proposed by Health
Secretary Louis Sullivan.

Phase 1
•Nutrition labels for
most packaged foods.
(Now,60 percent have
labels).
•Revise nutrient list to
include: saturated fat,
fiber, cholesterol,
calories from fat

Phase 2
•Define food
descriptions such as
"low fat' and high fiber"
•Consider listing
product ingredients by
percentage

Phase 3
•Revise the nutrition
label format
SOURCE AP

Dorothy Gattis, 57, were taken to
Parkway Regional Hospital and
later transferred to Lourdes, police
said. Fletcher Gattis, who was
wearing a seatbelt, suffered multiple injuries while Dorothy Gattis
suffered leg, chest and rib injuries,
police said.
Biggers, who was not wearing a
seatbelt, was pronounced dead at
the scene by Graves County Coroner Joyce Weidenbach, reports said.
She said an autopsy will be performed Monday in Madisonville.
Bowlins Funeral Home in Dresden, Tenn., is in charge of
arrangements.

Governor declares April 6 Arbor Day

Frankfort, KY - Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson has proclaimed April 6
as a day for all Kentuckians to
observe Arbor Day "to focus attenuon on our great natural resource
- our forests."
"It is time for all Kentuckians to
Born July 28, 1901, in Chicago,
honor
a resource that provides
Ill., he was the son of the late Harry K. Campbell and Adrian Weath- more than 24,000 jobs and more
than S900 million to Kentucky's
erspoon Campbell.
economy,"
said Carl Bradley, secSurvivors are two sons, Gerald
V. Campbell, Houston, and James retary of the Natural Resources and
R. Campbell and wife, Mary, Environmental Protection Cabinet.
To help local communities celeEscondido, Calif.; two grandchilbrate
Arbor Day, the Kentucky
dren, Katherine Campbell and SteDivison of Forestry has offered
ven Campbell.
Kentucky Coffeetree seedlings to
The funeral will be Wednesday all garden clubs in Kentucky for
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. public planting ceremonies. The
Churchill Funeral Home. Fr. Pete Kentucky Coffeetree seedlings also
Sharkey will officiate.
have been reserved for participatBurial will follow in Murray ing school and other public service
City Cemetery.
organizations. Tree planting is
Friends may call at the funeral important in urban areas as well as
home after 6 p.m. Tuesday.
in rural areas. Urban trees help to

Lewis V. Campbell

Kerr, Dockery named
I At' \11:77.:1‘ SLI:L:
h..tve been chosen tor the top txx
,.-ampus editorial posts for
Rhonnda Kerr of Murray. a job:narn and English major. has been
selected editor-in-chief or The Murrj S:ate News. ard Ma7onda Dock of Eliiabethtown, an Llt.1 cr Lising
and English major, has been chosen
editor of The Shield, the universit‘
yearbook.
Prior to becoming editor-in-chief.
Miss Kerr worked as copy editor and
view point ociitor for The Murray State
News. She will be an intern next
:ummer for the Evansville (IndJ
Courier Company.
She is secretary of the Murra‘ State

son, Clayton Dale Adams and wife,
Debbie, Rt. 5, Murray; a daughterin-law, Mrs. Nancy Self, Woodriver, Ill.; two sisters, Mrs. Linda Jordan, Mayfield, and Ms. Sue Brewer, Billings, Mont.; two brothers,
Ted Adams, Chicago, Ill., and
Andy Adams, Mayfield, 1-6 grandchildren: three great-grandchildren.

A Dukedom, Ky. couple
remained in intensive care at Lourdes Hospital in Paducah Sunday
after being injured in an automobile accident Saturday which killed
a Tennessee man.
Dennis L. Biggers, 45, of Palmersville, Tenn., was pronounced
dead at the scene after the car he
was driving apparently crossed the
centerline and struck a car 'driven
by Fletcher Gattis, 58, of South
Fulton, Tenn, head-on about five
miles west of Dukedom on Hwy.
129., according to Kentucky State
Police.
Gattis and a passenger in his car,

reduce pollution and noise, as well
as to shade building and concrete,
breaking up these "heat islands."
This year also marks the twentieth anniversary of the first Earth
Day. "Many schools and organizations are having Arbor Day ceremonies and using them as a "kickoff- for activities leading up to
Earth Day on April 22," said
Donald Hamm, director of the
Division of Forestry.
"Arbor Day and Earth Day are
about more than just planting trees.
There is also a need to take care of
the trees that nature already has
growing on 48 percent of the land
in Kentucky," Hamm explained.
Kentucky's forest land provides
wood products, jobs and tax
monies. Arbor Day and Earth Day
encourage us to continue to use our
forest wisely and protect it from
the damages of wildfire.

Clement fluorite mineral collection may soon
become educational tool in museum display
MARION, Ky.(AP)- The late
Ben E. Clement wanted to display
his extensive fluorite mineral collection in a museum, and his wish
soon might become reality.
Ben Clement's heirs, including
two daughters and his son, Ed,
have agreed to put the collection on
permanent loan to Crittenden
County if the county buys a building to display the minerals.
The county wants to buy a former school building, JudgeExecutive John May said. The
House Budget Review Subcommittee on Economic Development,
Natural Resources and Tourism in
Frankfortrecently recommended
allocating S50,000 to buy a building so the museum could be
established.
Marion resident Ben Clement
died in 1980 at age 88. He began
collecting fluorite minerals in 1920
and continued until his death.
"It was a hobby that he lost control of," said Ed Clement, who
works at the Earl C. Clements Job
Corps Center in Morganfield. He is
also pastor of Gospel Fellowship
Ministries Inc. in Marion.
Fluorite is a transparent, crystalline mineral that is the principal
source of fluorine. It is used as a
flux in processes such as glassmaking and aluminum smelting. It is
also a component in hydrofluoric
acid.
The collection is historically
invaluable, Ed Clement said,
because it "is a one-time collection
that can never be duplicated
again."
May and Alan Stout, president of
the Marion-Crittenden County
Chamber of Commerce, agree that
the museum would draw tourists.
It "is a spectacular mineral collection," said Stout, who is also
county attorney. "It's got a lot of
potential."
The museum would be a good
educational tool, said Dr. Peter
Whaley, a professor in Murray
State University's geosciences
department. "It has enormous
teaching value."
"It is an outstanding collection," he said. "There are specimens that are of Smithsonian
(Institute) quality."
Whaley said he used to take
mineralogy classes to view the collection when Ben Clement was

alive. Classes would again make
trips to Marion if the minerals are
put on display.
Ed Clement said although the
minerals have never been officially
displayed, busloads of students and
visitors from other countries have
viewed them. "It was an internationally known and recognized
collection."
The museum would also contain
fluorite carvings done by local as
well as German craftsmen, more
than 80 fluorite faceted stones, an
extensive collection of specimens
that respond to ultraviolet light,
various exhibits and a library.
More than 600 photographs of
100 large and small mines in south-

ern Illinois and western Kentucky
would also be displayed. The pictures were taken between 1899 and
1940 and will be blown up and
used as murals, Clement said.
Parts of the museum should be
open by Sept. 6, 1991, the day his
father would have turned 100, he
said.
Ben Clement graduated from
Vanderbilt University in 1915 with
a bachelor's degree in science. He
was a fluorite mine owner and
operator as well as an educator. He
also lectured and contributed articles to professional journals.
"He was really an incredible
man in a lot of ways," Ed Clement
said.

Study says Agent Orange innocent
By

ROBERT

BYRD

Associated Press Writer

ATLANTA - The Centers for
Disease Control said Thursday its
long-awaited study of Agent
Orange shows Vietnam veterans at
increased risk of only one type of
cancer - and "no evidence" that
the risk stems from exposure to the
dangerous herbicide used in the
war.
The study, which had been criticized by veterans groups even
before it was released, focused on
Vietnam veterans and cancer, and
"only indirectly evaluated Agent
Orange exposure," the CDC said.
But it added that the cancer risk
among the vets in the study
"seemed to be the opposite of the
pattern for use of Agent Orange."
Veterans who served on Navy ships
were somewhat more likely to get
cancer than those who served on
land, and veterans who served in
the region of heaviest Agent
Orange use. were at "somewhat
lower risk" than others, the CDC
said.
Agent Orange, sprayed by the
U.S. military to remove jungle and
crops in Vietnam, contained dioxin,
a highly toxic chemical that some
studies have found to increase the

risk of cancer.
The CDC study, conducted over
five years, surveyed male cancer
patients who were the right age to
have served in Vietnam, whether
they did serve or not. They were
compared with a group of similar
males with no history of cancer.
The patients' medical records
were examined for six kinds of
cancer, including soft tissue cancer
and similar sarcomas, a group of
cancers which the CDC concedes
has been "of great concern among
Vietnam veterans."
Vietnam vets were found to be at
a roughly 50 percent increased risk
for non-Hodgkin's lymphoma, a
"relatively rare" cancer of the
lymphatic system, the CDC said.
"The study did not find any evidence that the increased risk might
be due to Agent Orange exposure,"
said CDC Director William L.
Roper.
There was "no evidence," the
CDC reported, "that non Hodgkin's lymphoma was more
likely to develop in one group of
Vietnam veterans than in another."
Specifically, the yearly risk of
non-Hodgkin's lymphoma is about
one in 10,000 for men 35 to 59, the
age group of most Vietnam vets.
The risk for Vietnam vets is about
1.5 per 10,000, Roper said.
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Losing the ozone
Ozone in the stratosphere protects
the Earth from harmful ultraviolet
radiation. Any increase in that radiation
resulting from a thinning of the ozone
will cause skin cancer and other harm
to humans and will damage crops,
forests and other natural systems

The breakdown of the ozone
begins when man-made chloro
fluorocarbons, which eventually rise
into the stratosphere, gradually are
split apart by ultraviolet light,
releasing chlorine or bromine atoms

2
Ultraviolet
light

cC (2)

o

3 scholars in rhetoric theory, writing
will speak at university's colloquium
Three well-known scholars who
are specialists in rhetoric theory
and the teaching of writing will be
the principal speakers at the third
annual Rhetoric and Composition
Colloquium at Murray State University April 20-21.
Leading sessions at the free colloquium titled "Reading Writing:
Exploring the Relationships of Literature, Culture and Composition"
will he:
— Dr. Cecelia Tichi, Vanderbilt
University, who has done extensive
research on the effect of visual and.
electronic media on the way we
think, specifically investigating

now the culture of television has
affected our abilities to read and
write well.
— Dr. Chuck Anderson, University of Arkansas at Little Rock,
who has a strong record in the
study of classical rhetoric, and has
applied that work to the down-toearth tasks of teaching writing on
the precollege and college level.
— Dr. Sharon Crowley, Northern Arizona University, who has
written extensively on the wideranging subjects of ancient Greek
rhetoric, 19th -century American
composition and recent literary

theory.
Sponsored by Murray State's
College of Humanistic Studies,
College of Fine Arts and Communication, and the Department of
English, the colloquim is open to
all scholars and educators in the
regiart. The two-day program wilt
begin at 8 a.m. Friday, April 20, in
the Lowry Center.
Dr. William B. Lalicker, director
of lower division English at Murray State, said pre-registration is
encouraged and interested persons
may call him at (502) 762-4536 or
762-2401.

Final program of MSU's free video teleconference
on 'Kodak Techniques of the Masters' to be shown

0
3

4640

of.

4
0
fila•

Stratosphere

Chlorofluorocarbons at a glance
IIIThey are widely used as coolants in retri
gerators and air-conditioners, as
propellants in aerosol spray cans,
in foam insulation and as solvents.
•The World Resources Institute, an
environmental group in the United
States, estimates that the Common
Market nations produce 35 to 37 percent
of the world's chlorofluorocarbons. The
United States produces 30 to 34 percent.
•Elimination of chlorofluorocarbons is
technically feasible but none of the current
substitutes works as well, and most are
more costly.

Outreach at 762-4229 or
1-800-669-7654 (from outside Calloway County)

Governor silent as son
arrested in Lexington
on intoxication charge

The atoms initiate
a chemical chain
reaction that breaks the
triple oxygen molecules
of ozone into normal
oxygen molecules and
single atoms, which do
not block ultraviolet light.

elk

The final program in a series of 762-6796 or Conferences
and
free video teleconference on photoWorkshops in the Center for Contigraphy titled "Kodak Techniques
nuing Education and Academic
of the Masters" will be presented
Thursday. April 5, in the Barkley
Room of the Curris Center at Murray State University.
To begin at noon, the two-hour
program will feature two outstanding photographers, William S.
McIntosh and Gordon Parks.
McIntosh is one of the most successful family photographers and
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The
will show his collection of protraits teen-age son of Gov. Wallace
of the worIL1's great photographers. Wilkinson was arrested during the
Parks' latest creation is a ballet, weekend on a charge of alcohol
"Martin:. a tribute to Dr. Martin
intoxication in a public place,
Luther King. lie narrates the work police said.
and uses his own photographs,
Wallace Glenn Wilkinson Jr., 19,
music and story.
was arrested at 1:20 a.m. at West
Anyone who would like addi- High Street and South Broadway in
tional information about the photo- Lexington, according to police and
graphy program may call Gene jail records.
Baiky. in the Department of
He was taken to the Fayette
Graphic Arts technology at (502) County Detention Center, where

Tropopause

Troposphere
Mounting scient;f,c
evidence that
chlorofluorocarbons
have substantially'
thinned the ozone layer
over Antarctica in recent
winters, and are present
in dangerous concentrations over the Arct,c as
well, has caused
increasing alarm

4
Olt

•The environmental group Greenpeace said
Wednesday that even if all countries stopped
producing chlorofluorocarbons by next year.
chlorine levels in the atmosphere would not
get back to 1985 levels until 2050.

records showed he as released 'to
a third party at 3:41 a.m.
Kentucky's legal drinking age is
21.
The young Wilkinson, a student
at Lexington Community College,
has the option of paying a $67.50
fine or appearing in Fayette District Court on April 16.
The governor had no immediate
comment on the arrest, said his
press secretary, Doug ALxander.
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Kentuckians lost an hour with daylight-savings time,
but gained $.45 raise with minimum wage increase
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Kentuckians may have lost an hour to
daylight-saving time on April
Fool's Day, but 276,000 of them
gained 45 cents an hour.
The federal minimum wage
increased from $3.35 an hour to
$3.80 an hour on Sunday. For a
40-hour week, that amounts to $18
more a paycheck, before taxes and
deductions.
Despite claims by business lobbying groups that the increase
would result in hundreds of thousands of lost jobs nationwide, several Kentucky employers said the
first intrease since 1981 would not
change their staffing.
"I don't think you'll have that
problem, because there's no unemployment at all," said Larry Columbia, who supervises 14 Kroger
Co. groceries in central Kentucky.
In fact, we're having a problem
getting people."
In eastern Kentucky, where
unemployment is higher, several
managers said the wage increase
would not affect the number of
employees.
"We need a certain amount of
people just to run the stores and
keep up with the business," said
Jere Gilpin, who supervises four
McDonald's restaurants in the Ashland area.
But Ben Spurlock, owner and
operator of Denny's restaurant in
Hazard, said he would hire three
fewer workers this summer .because
of the higher wage. Denny's, which
has a staff of 35, usually adds 15
workers — mainly high school and
college students — during the summer, he said.
"It's not a big effect," Spurlock
said, "but it's some effect."
Joe Gable, who oversees eight
Pizza Hut restaurants in eastern
Kentucky, said his company wasn't
planning any changes.
"Everything goes up," Gable
said. "The cost of business is like
everything else."
The increase will affect 276,000
Kentuckians who earn the minimum wage, according to the state

Legislative Research Commission. graphic information from a particuThe minimum wage will go up
lar region to get the lost job opporanother 45 cents an hour next year.
tunity estimates, he said.'
Organizations such as the U.S.
But there is no indication that
Chamber of Commerce, along with
the last minimum-wage increase in
many economics professors, say
1981 meant lost jobs in Kentucky,
that the typical minimum-wage ear- said Ed Blackwell, an analyst in
ner is young, single and living in a
the state Department for Employhousehold where income is far
ment Services.
above the poverty level.
Blackwell said Kentucky's
But those minimum-wage workunemployment increased from 8.4
ers who are supporting families
percent in 1981 to 10.6 percent in
will be hurt by the increase, the
1982. But Kentucky, along with the
chamber said.
rest of the nation, was in the
In Kentucky, 3,600 job oppormiddle of a recession at the time,
tunities would be lost at the $3.80
he said.
level, and 7,200 at the $4.25 level,
"I don't think the increase
the chamber said.
would make that much difference,"
Martin Leskowitz, a chamber
Blackwell said.
economist, said those estimates
Susan Cousins, a chamber
were calculated by using a formula spokeswoman, said some business
on the number of job opportunities owners might not see the effects of
that have been lost over 20 to 30 the wage
increase this year.
years because of wage increases.
"But if they can't raise prices,"
That formula says that for every 10
Ms. Cousins said, "it may get to
percent increase in wages, the the point
where they've got to do
demand for labor drops between somethin
g. The impacts are real.
0.3 percent and 1 percent, he said. Sometim
es a general survey won't
That formula then uses demo- reveal
that."
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Legal
Notice

THE CITN of- MURRAY WILL RECEIVE QUOTES ON THE MOWING
ANDTRIMMING OF THE CITY OF MURRAY CEMETERY,LOCATED
ON CHESTNUT STREET, FOR THE PERIOD COVERING MAY I, iktqo
THKU OCTOBER. 30. 1990. THIS QUOTE WILL COVER MOWING
AND TRIMMING OF APPROXIMATELY 15 ACRES of, LAND
CONTAINING SOME tokkl GRAVE MARKERS. THIS QUOTE WILL
REQ1 IRE A PER MC wING 1 RIMMING CHARGE, AND UNDER
NoRMAL CIRCUMSTANCES WILL REQUIRE 11 COMPLETE MOWING'S INTERESTED BIDDERS SHOULD ATTIHNI) A BIDDER'S
ORIENTATION AT CITY HALL. 5TH AND POPLAR STREETS, ON
MONDAY,APRIL 9, 19q0 AT 12 N(X" QUOTES ARE TO RETURNEE)
INTO THE CITY CLERK S OFFICE BY 4 PM. ON APRIL 19, 1990. AT
WHICH TIME BIDS WILL BE OPENED AND READ ALOUD
succEssEl I. BIDDER MUST SHOW PR(X)F OF LIABILITY INSUV
• VAT,WORKMAN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE AND BE BOND.
HI E THE Cl 1'\ OF NIL RRAN RESERVES THE RIGHT II SELECT
THE LOWEST OR BEST BID

\It 1:R.AY
STATE
t NIVERSIT1
IS
ACCEP:ING BIDS
1.0 ESTABLISH A
, WA!,
PRICE
)NTR ACT
FOR
. 1
CONTROL
—
!OUR TO
BE
:Nit! AT
I N1 IN TIlL
it ASINt

PASSPORT Photos In
stant passport photos available at Allison Photogra
phy 753-8809

CAROLYNS
CORNER
Del-Air Center
Top Quality
New & Used
Furniture

VIDEO DATING Including
Murray, Paducah Benton
Confidential
Mayfield
names exchanged only via
mutual consent For details
send self addressed
stamped envelope to. Personalized Video Systems
PO Box 1911 Murray, Ky
4207'

Collectible
Dolls
Giftware

RI Dri

Lamp Shades
Silk Flowers

e
•K \IN
\
VNE I'

K
BE
GIVE your baby the finest
z..I Please call this gentle
••••,-7 crcfessional couple
A . ,oive and cherish
A'. 5: newborn Legal
„edicai expenses paid
Call Sandi;Randy collect
'6 474 1342

Notice

Retail Space
Available In
Bel-Air Center
Call 7534751
After 5 pm. 753-9439
I;RANDMA f.iii:ers Bake
Shop at Rolling Hills
Nursery CF, North 12th St
Coor Tuesoay through Sa9-5 30pm
/•

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
CARD No
No deposit
needed Cash advances'
Aso fas'. easy VISA-MC,
depas.t, Free into
5103 anytime
care
my home
-eac learn play, and
-.3 of ,o's of adventures
Ir•i hours to be de$65 week

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Chevrolet Cargo Van
$334.64n10*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Pka Tax, Title & License
36No Closed End Lease.
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753-1916

ASSEMBLE OUR DE
VICES Learn this trade we
send instructions, parts.
and check for assembly
Call (4041 426-0672 Ext
BOY SCOUT MUSEUM
SECURITY GUARDS.
Murray State University
Two temporary full-time
positions available from
May 28 1990, through
September 7 1990 Must
be twenty-one years of age
and a high school graduate
or equivalent One year of
experience as police officer
or related law enforcement
agency preferred Must be
free of a police record or
pending criminal court acticin Must have a neat personal appearance and be
able to coordinate under
pressure Must possess
good public relations qualities and be willing to work
with children as well as
adults Responsibilities include conducting regular
interior checks within the
Museum -observation of
displays, exterior doors,
alarm systems - when
building is open and when
dosed Must be willing to
direct and-or assist visitors
with directions and information The applicants will be
required to work a swing
shift a id frequently work
extra hours Salary $6 38
per hour Apply at Department of Employment Services, 1210 Johnson Blvd ,
Murray, KY 42071 EOEMFN-H
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CATV technician needed
W Ky & SEMO Some ex
perience required
Installerhead end -bench
Room for advancement
good benefits -.Call
314 471-3080
COMPUTER PROGRAM
MER • Transportation corn
pany. headquartered in Pa
ducah, KY has an immedi
ate opening for an
intelligent, highly motivated
individual who is pursuing a
career in data processing
The ideal candidate will
have earned a bachelor's
degree and will have accumulated two or more years
of programming experience, preferably using
RPG III in an IBM AS'400 or
System/38 environment A
superior record of scholas
tic achievement would be
considered in lieu of professional experience The
position offers a competitive salary with a full range
of benefit, as well as an
excellent opportunity for
career growth in a progres
srve state of the art operation Qualified applicants
should submit resumes. in
ciuding salary history. to
Programmer/Analyst PO
Box 2561 Paducah, KY
42002

DISHWASHER weekends
only Apply in person
9 5pm Fern Terrace Lodge
1505 Stadium View Dr
EOE
EXCELLENT wages for
spare time assembly Easy
work at home No experience needed
Call
1-504641 7778 Ext 2329
Open 24 hours including
Sunday
GROWING local dealership looking for aggressive
experienced sales person
Must have full knowledge of
automotive retail Would be
willing to train the right per
son Send reply to PO Box
310 OM Paris, TN 38242
HOMEMAKER'S DREAM
House of Uoyd is now hir
mg for the 1990 seasonll
Work from your home.
weekly Paychecks Bonus
Trips FREE Training,
FREE $300 sample kit NO
INVESTN1ENTI Call collect
or direct 1502)685-2614 for
more exciting detailsl
HONEST.. energetic, enthusiastic movie buff, Flexible hours, compritor experience helpful, but not necessary
Contactable
references required
Please apply in person to
305-A So 12th St (next to
Dumplin's) from 9am-12
noon Tues

INDUSTRIAL electrician or
construction electrician
Experience required Starting salary $25.000 Commensurate with ability
Send resume to PO Box
1912, Murray, Ky 42071

Need mature, reliable person for full
time employment.
Must be able to work
well with the public.
Send qualifications
and references to
P.O. Box 1040-I,
Murray, Ky.
POSTAL SERVICE Jobs
Salary to $65K Nation
wide Entry level positions
Call (1.) 805 687 6000 Ext
P 10706
SALES person for paint
and decorating center
Must have 5 years experience or mow Steady work
Apply at Blacks Decorating
Center 701S 4th Murray or
call 753 0839
SEVERAL sales positions
available for new and improved Avon products Sot
your own hours Be your
own boss Make 10%50%
Territories optional No experience necessary We
will train you Call 753 0171
for interview
WENDY'S!snow hiring day
help May apply at the
store Daily, between
2pm 4pm Ask for Oscar

PROFESSIONAL SALES
CAREER
OPPORTUNfrY
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515 S. 12th
Murray, KY

Phone
7534961

GENERAL house and ofice cleaning References
supplied 753-4897 or
753-6737

HOUSEKEEPING
ences 753-2607

Profe•sional dnvers
to run out of Renton. KY
pulling tankers and reefers
Starting pay. Teams ri•-28'
split, Singles 22' a miler?
per mile isaf•ty Aso., 4;ornpuny paid hospitalization
life & disability insurance.
401K retirement program
Minimum of 21 yrs old, 1 yr
exPenence No
DUI s

RE. WEST, INC.
1-800-280-2078
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
SPEECH
LANGUAGE
PATHOLOGIST Full time
position with national
Health Corp in Glasgow
Ky Provide diagnostics
and therapy in a skilled
nursing facility and outpa
trent clinic Will consider
CFY SP or CCC SP For
further information call
Dale Shelton M A CCC
SP Regional Coordinator
Communication Disorders
Services 901 465 9861 or
write to National Health
Corp c/o Somerville Health
Care Center PO Box 229
Somerville Tenn 38068

PROM dress size 8, worn
once Strapless black with
black sequins on top and
white lace ruffles on bet
tom 435-4144 days
437 4074 nights

Refer

MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Call 435 4161
NEED a husband? Home
repairs, Towing hauling
trimming References
753-2607
NEED your yard mowed?
Call 762-6686
..404•1•••••11111M••=11

Will sit with sick or
elderly - 24 hrs. or
will live in 5 days
weekends (1ff.
Eight years experience. Excellent le
ferences.
Non-Smoker

753-204N

Mehl.
Homes For Salo
2BR mobile home. in Keniana Shores lot borders
TVA Excellent condition
Call 436-2289
BUYING your own home a
easier than you think! Call
or come by today and let us
show you howl See Jim
Taylor at Bargain Home
Center Hwy 641 South
(Camden Hwy) Pans Tn
Call collect 901 644 1176
Open Sundays'

MOW
Hume For Rent
RENT or rent to own 2BR
mobile home in Getaway
Bay Recreational Development near Aurora Ky Recreational facilities available to renters or owners
For information call
753-2613 after 5 30pm
753-0840

PRIMI
ing loi
200 S
ducecl
Kopi
753-1:

1/

505

1013
Business
Opportunity
FOR Sale
Alterations
Tailoring business Profitable well established with
steady clientele and specialized equipment Very
reasonable Call 753-8538
140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
BUYING aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal, copper and junk cars KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days
498 8785 nights
LOOK in the attic, base
ment, closets for 12" G I
Joes Barbies Top prices
paid 436-5608.
MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One piece or
house full 642 6290
492 8594 after 6pm
MURRAY Recycling buying aluminum, copper, bat
tones, Junk cars & scrap
iron All_dpew prices. 40e
aluminurricans Will match
prices Across from Seven
Seas Home 753-0467

WANT
TO BUY
Large Safe
60" to 70" Tall
"
Will move it.

G E washer dryer $150
pr portable dishwasher,
$100 Excellent condition
753 6406
160
Horne
Furnishings
100
and full size beds,
double and single stainless
steel sinks, bathroom
sinks, lamps, 3 hide-a-bed
mattresses 437 4731
4 PIECE bedroom set with
mattress and box springs,
$150 Lazy Boy recliner
chair, $35 753 3397 after
3pm
COUNTRY style matching
couch and chair, blue good
condition $100 437-4845
KING SIZE waterbed with
lights, mirrors, drawers and
limited flotation mattress
Very nice $300 or best
offer Earthtone plaid loveseat $100 753-2487

CUB Farman, with belly
mower
Like new
753-8045
FORD trctor with a front
end loader, $3200
753-1152 or 753 3526
H FARMALL in good condition 492-8411

A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

1989 WOODS commercial
mower with 241 hours on it
Has Kubota diesel engine
and 61" mower deck
437 4171
1 PROM dress, black with
butterfly neckline, worn
once, size 5/6 Price $60
435-4336
BOOK for sale A peace
within - a self help book for
mentally ill A must for all
psychology students Written with an inside view A
clearly printed name and
address along with a
$20 00 money order or
cashiers check to Darlene
Colson 1335 Wilder #207
Honolulu Hawaii 96822
COMMODORE 64 Model
1702 color monitor, disk
drive Over $1000 in programs and games, toy stick,
Epson printer interface
$500 0130 759-9535
ZEROX 1020 copier $400
753 9971

FOR SALL
and
sawdust Pickup or
delivered
Located 641 North to
Cemetery
Stewart
Road on right
Mulch.

slabs

McKnight &
Sons Sawmill
753-1 1 32
753-5305

DRIVERS
(City, Tractor-Trailer)

Benefas
• Excellent v.ages
• Modern, assigned
• Home esery
equipment
• Profit. steck. and
•Stable company
gain sharing plan
•Customer focused
environment
• Family insurance plan
Reyearrnirres: 21 i,ean 4 Atc. appropriate and said lkenst
,
high ss rok dipSimaiir equisalent. I ',ear trastor-traikt timing
ea penenst. sift) attitude AN,Ir iwelulzys. 91(35
%PIII

NEWTEXPRESS
Our driving fora s people.
Route 2, Box 542,'Maylielii KY 42066
(502)247-0675 or(800)221-7087
E. 0.E.

MUST Sell - 1983 14x60
Mountainbrook mobile
home. 2BR, 1 bath, all appliances, underpinning, air
condition unit, and front
porch, $10,200 Call
437-4418 after 5pm

NORRIS 12x65 remodeled 753-2769 after 4pm

Call 492-8566
after 5 p.m.
WOULD like to buy feather
mattresses 489-2775

DELUXE 28x56 double BUILDING on campus
wide, luxurious master newly decorated Available
suite, plus 2 more large now 753-2967
bedrooms, great kitchen
with cabinets galore, huge
utility room, furnished, cen320
tral air installed. delivered
Apartments
and setup only $33,900
For Rent
Bargain Home Center, Hwy
641 South (Camden Hwy) 1BR apartment, central
Paris, Tn Call collect H/A, washer/dryer hookup
appliances and water turn
901-644-1176
ished References and deEXTRA Clean 12x65 2BR
posit required No pets
2 bath, CAC Delivered 753-3949
$7995 No tax Keith Baker
Homes, Inc Hwy 79. Pans, 2 BEDROOM duplex with
carport, washer/dryer hooTn Collect 901 644 0012
kup $325mo plus deposit
KEITH Baker Homes, Inc
No pets 753 4487
2BR (special) 14 wide
Fleetwood $8995 Collect 2 BEDROOM apartment ,
extra clean Appliances.
901 644 0012 Hwy 79
some furniture 489 2741
Pans, TN

LARGE mauve velvet NEW & used mobile homes
chair, used 1 month Paid (Easy
Financing)
$20C will take $50
14--16-24- & 28 wide's
753 0164
Use deed for no cash down
NEW and used furniture for Keith Baker Homes, Inc
Hwy 79, Pans, TN Collect
sale 'cheap
Call
753-2922 and ask for Neal 901-6440012

OAK Firewood, seasoned
or green, $30 delivered
753 5.476
WOOD for sale 436-5481

13 IMMEDIATE OPEN
INGS NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may quality if 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E 0 E This
Project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Prrvate
Industry Council JTPA
Call JT PA Out Of School
7 5 3
9 3 7 8 ,

PROFESSIONAI
DRIVERS

WOULD like to clean
houses or offices $5/hr for
big houses or set price on
small apartments or
houses Please call
759 4918

I/O 9 5 Johnson and tank
$325 GMC grill and tailgate piece 79 80 GMC
436 2471

OF MURRAY

Exper
HOME CARE
lenced lady would like to
care for 2 elderly ladies, in
her home Best of care
home cooked meals 24
hour supervision References For more informa
lion, call 435-4167

PART-TIME counter help
and laundry attendant
20 25 hours weekly South
ern Style Laundry Bel Air
Plaza 753 5242

WILL take care of elderly or
sick 7 nights a week Exper
ience and references Call
753-4590 after 5pm

TOYOTA

LPN position for physician s office Applicant
must have excellent cam
munication skills Competitive benefit package Send
resume and references to
P 0 Box 1040H, Murray.
KY 42071

8a m 11 30a m

WILL do house cleaning
759 1234 •

280

270
Articles
For Sale

Shades
Wanted

NO-110E OF BID

I RV'tsFS
,
I)

150

090

Legal
Notice

240
liCscellansous

ORDER a new Fleetwood
24x44, 3BR, 2 bath, with
appliances This month
only $19,845 Free Delivery. Keith Baker Homes,
Inc Hwy 79 Pans. TN Collect 901 644 0012 We sell
for less.
SUPER sale on selected
inventory' We need the
space if you need a home'
Our spring purchases and
Nashville Show homes are
arriving very soon l Prices
slashed to the bone for this
sale' If you don't like our
price, make us an offer, we
might take itl Hurry - these
prices only good thru March
31st If we can't sell'em
here, we'll take em to our
Clarksville loil See Jim Taylor at Bargain Home Center, Hwy 641 So (Camden
Hwy )Pans, Tenn Call collect 901-644-1176

PRINTED caps 12 dozen
WE want your business if
$2 each, 6 dozen $2 50 you re in the market for a
each, at Faye's 753-7743
manufactured homel We'll
RENT TO OWN' Storage try hard to give you the kind
buildings, rent to own of deal you've been looking
Some restrictions Acree for' See Jim Taylor at BarPortable Buildings, May- gain Home Center, Hwy
641 South (Camden Hwy)
field, KY, 502-247-7831
Paris, Tn Call collect
901644-1176
250
Business
WHY Rent???? We have a
Services
manufactured home for
JOYCE Noel Tax Service you'll Payments starting
has moved to 915 Coldwa $150 per month Keith
ter Road Call 753-6069 for Baker Homes, Inc Hwy 79,
Collect
TN
appointment Hodge, Noel Paris
901 644-0012
and Associates
MOWING. TRIMMING
AND HAULING 554-2058
or 898 6170 Quick Cut
Lawn Care
PRIVATE Investigator with
22 years city arid state investigation experience
'Accident •Criminal 'Civil
'Personal or Corporate
'Missing Persons Your
needs, our specialty Call
Confidential Investigations,
(502)753-2641
270

SI
OWI
S)
CO

CAI

PF

W PAU

2BR, unfurnished apartment with stove and refrigerator Near hospital
Deposit required Phone
492-8662 after 4pm
APARTMENT for rent, 1 Of
2 bedroom, near downtown 753 4109

21 ACF
tree toi
by 3 rc
shall G
Benton
wild tu
W Na

EXECUTIVE 2 bedroom
duplex with garage on
Northwood
No pets
759-4586

2 LOT:
Forres
5Pal

FURNISHED apartments
Efficiency, 1 or 2 bedroom
Also sleeping rooms No
pets Zimmerman Apts S
16th St 753 6609

UNIVE
loprner
on 29 a
trade
$203.01

LARGE and very nice 2BR
apartments Central H/A,
appliances furnished,
decks on back Coleman
RE 753 9898
NICE 2 bedroom duplex
Central H/A, all appliances
furnished Coleman RE,
753-9898

31 ACI
amounI
Includ(
home,
barn, p
irigs B
tobacc4
Locate(
Murray
Kopp
753-12,

NICELY furnished 1, 2
3BR apartment 1-3BR
house 1 4BR house, both
near MSU Days 753 6111,
after 4 30pm, 753-0606
ONE bedroom efficiency
apartment Utilities turn shed 753 0087 after 530
Pm

HO
2BR flat on waters edge
Panorama Shore Drive
436-2661

50

w.

IRO

Pots
& Supplies

()PEN
From

AKC Golden Retriever pup
pies, 7 weeks old, wormed
Call 901-6441850

Glenda]

Great s
804 RR

AKC Registered Lab pup
pies Excellent bloodkne 4
blacks and 1 yellow
435-4532

GRUA'
This lo
homes
lope,
'ail 0%1

AKC Registered black
Labs Hunting background
$150 each for 6 males,
$125 each for 2 females
759-1543 days, 753-6984
nights

RANCI
2hd IK
henmop
so ants

)uncam

AKC Registered Poodle
puppies $125 437-4785
1984 14'x60' BUCCA
NEER 2 bedroom 1 bath
Excellent condition In
cludes central heating & air
unit, underpinning and
large deck Has to be
moved Asking $8500 or
best offer 435-4160 weekdays after 6pm or anytime
on weekends

COUNt
molisate
clients
ey Ul fel

SCOTTISH Terriers AKC
males $150, females,
$200 901 648-5697 or
352-2433

tnformat
COMM
72 acr
frontage
Across
flomeSe

430
Floal
Estate

TWO
CHAR
reduced
Insulatio
area
!
Ridis Ri

KOPPERUD REALTY of
fers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes
all prices
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
711L

2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished Some new
furniture, natural gas
1 , bath, 2BR washer/
electric, air conditioned
refrigerator, stove, new hot
Shady Oaks 753-5209
water heater, new A/C, 3'h
acres land, tobacco barn,
corn crib, smoke house.
garage Almo, Ky on 464
across from Church of
Christ 753-6210.after 4pm
or 753-8357 and leave
message
If you are under age 65 and qualify
Malts
Homes For

3 MI
TOWN
ranch on
f be
$85,000
753-1695
R EA
.OTSt
uhdic

DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE

1987 BUCCANEER 38R,
2 bath, central air, central
gas heat Partially .furn'shed Must sell! May take
over payments if preferred
753 1932
1988 14'x70' NORTH
RIVER Two bedroom, two
bath, excellent condition
Must seel 527-3091
ALWAYS a bargain at Bargain Home Center' We ve
got the best homes at better
prices' Name brands such
as Belmont SouthRrdge,
and the luxunous Southland American, free deify
ery and set up on all homes
easy financing friendly
folks weekly speaals and
much morel Drive a little
save a lotl Bargain Home
Center Hwy 641 South
(Cernden Hwy) Paris, Tn
Call collect 901 644 1176

nforrnati

homes to
today's in
Call
Of

for Medicare due to disability we offer
an excellent Medicare Supplement
Policy. It pays the $592 Part-A deductible as well as 100% of Medicare's Part B co-payment amount.
This benefit is based on 20% of the
Medicare Allowable Charge. We also
pay 20% of the $75 Part-B deductible. Part-B benefits are paid in or out
of the hospital. The 1990 rate is
$50.53. per month if you do not have
diabetes or heart /circulatory trouble
and $56.04, if you do.

'CA
with i
tions
owne
flu m.

For more information call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

Given
Here
and q

tree local claim service
711 Ytd

Ii
4

MONDAY, APRIL 2, J'90

CLASSIFIEDS
110

505 SOUTH 12TH
753-0375
SHOW YOUR
OWN HOME AND
SAVE 50% IN
COMMISSIONS
CALL FOR FREE
LIST OF
PROPERTIES

W PAUL DAB FY-BROKER

410

Lots
Fix Sala

3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
large great room, fireplace,
gas heat, landscaped Beside Oaks Country Club
753-5691
3 or 4 BDRM, brick in Lynn
Grove, 2 baths, all appliances included. 2 car
carport. Central gas heat
and air, $72,000 Call for
appointment 435-4588
BY Owner - 38R, 2 bath
brick, eat-in kitchen. dining,
den, living room, large utility, central gas heat and
electric air, 7 wooded acres
with large barn 1'/i miles
north of airport on 783
489-2425
LARGE brick house, 76
acres of land or will sell 2
acres and house 3 miles
east Almo, blacktop
437-4806 after 5pm
NICE 3BR, 171 story home
remodeled with gas heat
and window A/C Priced to
sell 753-2703

PRICE Reduced! Well
21 ACRE hill 10 mile view o maintained
3BR, 1 . 4 bath
tree tops (triangle bounded brick.
A 'must see"! Central
by 3 roads) center of Mar- heat and air,
fenced back
shall County Look down on
yard, fruit trees, storage
Benton s lights! Deer and building.
Low $60's. Call
wild turkey $62,500 Joe 753-7566
for appointment
W Nanney, 753-9622
to see
2 LOTS for sale, Sherwood
490
Forrest 759- 1929 after
Used
5Pm
Cars
UNIVERSITY Hgts Development, N 16th St , 96 lots
on 29 ac Consider like-kind
trade for lake frontage
$203,000 753-4065
4Se
Firms
For Sala
31 ACRE farm with large
amount of road frontage
Includes 7 room, 4BR
home, tobacco barn, stock
barn, plus other outbuildings Burley and dark fired
tobacco bases included
Located only 5 miles from
Murray $77,500 Contact
Kopperud
Realty
753-1222

HOMESELLERS
REALTY
505 S. 12th St.
753-0375
W. PAUL DAILEY
BROKER
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY!
Prow 2-4 v.- QuallfO
built, 1 hd
2 ba flea:
Glendale Rd lip-top %twit:
Great SlIfIrOOM & workshop
804 BROAD $87,500

I-

GREAT WATERFRONT!
'this lot is next to finest
homes on lake Gradual
slope, deep water $37,500
Call owner at 753-2723
RANCH WITT! 3 ACRES!
r!bsi lba. brick w 1.P gas heat.
thermopane windows Owner
bb ants
offer
$49,50(1
Duncantown Rd
753 1148

4

COUNSELORS - We need
merisated people to help our
clients Real Iwtate license
required
Call Paul for
information 751-0375

7

COMMERCIAL USAGE!
72 acres with 411' road
frontage on tttertnack Road
Across from skating nnk
HomeSellers S79,000
W0

STORY
Price
reduced Large rooms -INA
insulation Must see Iason
area
S4g,900
Center
Ridge Rd 43h- triS

CHARMER!

a

3 MINUTES FROM
TOWN 3111), 3 BA brick
ranch on 159' x 21,
1 lot One
of best on
market
$85.000
Seal Road
753-169q
GREAT BUILDING
1.(O1'S1 In Southwest Villa
Subdiv See llomeSellers for
information about 2 new
homes for sale Great buys on
xoday's market 753-0375

Call for FREE list
of properties
FOR SALE
'CALL OWNER'
with price descriptions, addresses,
owner's
phone
numbers, etc

5301
Used
Cars

PRIME 2 acre corner build 3500so tt I -story lona at
ing lot near the lake Over 1306 Doran Rd , Irv, din,
200 Scotch pines Just re- den wrvault ced & wd.
duced to $8000 Phone burn fp . 3 full baths, 3
ledrms widress area, exerKopperud Realty
cise &Jacuzzi rm 7 closets,
753-1222
Ig kit & breaktast area
w/pantry, laund rm . ig 2
HoineSellers
car garage, Ig attractive
brick & quarry Ole patio. lg
Realty
lot (150x225) phone.
753-0335 after 600 P M

4

Miierray Ledger & Times

490

Real
iota*
SPACIOUS 2 story, 4 bed
room brick located on large
lot in Canterbury Estates
L R. DR, Den wewood
burning fireplace, break
fast, Lg toyer, 2.4 baths, 2
car garage Owner anxious
to sell Phone 753-8050
between 9 and 4 or
753-0914 after 6 pm
YELLOW brick with vinyl
trim 2 or 3 BR all gas with
washer(dryer On Covey
Dr $45,000 Days,
753-8909, nights,
753-7379

470
66atortetess
1982 750 YAMAHA Virago
Mint condition 3000 miles
new custom windshield
new leather type saddlebags, new Harley style
rumbler exhaust $1600
753-7585
1982 VIRAGO 750, low
miles, excellent condition,
$1100 or will consider trade
for truck 762-4003

1971 CAMARO $3500
OBO 759-9869
1977 PONTIAC Catalina
$400 753-8965

TOYOTAS COST LESS
IN MURRAY

978 DODGE Challenger
59 000 miles. A/C, 4 cylinder 5 speed. new engine
Call after 6pm. 436-5692 or
753-4515
1979 CHEVY Monza 4 cylinders Excellent $800
negotiable 753-9327 after
5pm
1979 MAZDA RX 7
753-7605 Ask for Jim
1980 FORD LTD 4 door
Good condition. $950 See
at Ruthie's University Gulf
or call 753-9181 or
753-8124 after 5pm

1985 HARRIS float boa
28tt pontoon 90hp Evenrude 436-2397
1986 17ft INVADER 140hp
MerCruiser I/O Approximately 50 hours 753-7192
1989 CHAMPION 18.4'
dual console raised deck,
175 Mercury, tandem
trailer Extended warranty
$14,000 354-8986
3T HOUSEBOAT, fiberglas hull, 350 Chevrolet
5KW gen Fully equipped,
marine video Air, N. microwave Call 436-2289

39tt houseboat A/C, hea1983 CUTLASS Brougham
ter, 140hp I/O, sleeps 6,
V8 $3200 Days 492 8305,
looks nice, runs well
nights after 5pm. 753-54.47
$14,500 753-6487
1984 BUICK Park Avenue
Phone Southland Financial
Services 753-2727
1984 FORD Tempo GL 5 A 1 TREE Service and
speed, 4 door, blue, 80.000 Stump Removal Spraying
miles $2500 753-7636
and feeding Also free esti
1985 OLDSMOBILE 98 mates 35 years experiRegency Broughm 58,000 ence Glen Joiner owner
miles, excellent condition 753-0906
$7350 Call after 6pm
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
753-8099
Factory trained by 3 maw
1988 FORD Taurus GL manufacturers Most parts
26,000 miles, maroon/ in stock, on my truck All
silver, 4 door, excellent work and parts warranted
condition 753-7718 after Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works 753-2455
6pm
1988 TAURUS GL, 58xxx
miles, V-6. 437-4723.
1989 Z-24 gray, loaded
with sunroof Extra sharp
437-4074

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 30 years experience. Used Appliances.
Bobby Hopper, 436-5848
AURORA Plumbing Co
New work and repairs or
remodeling Best rates
Master License *5447,
354-8392

Zig dot/

go• •

Op•rt In 6 p.m.

_

Spacious and Comfortable
Given upon finding a spacious house.in the $60
Here it is! Large living spaces, fireplace, gar' heat
and quiet ferret. It's a bargain!

Kopperud Realty
^

•

•e

711 Main

753-1222

Reggie Young
Aubrey Hatcher
Chris Beardon
Mark Elkins
Chad Cochin, Sales MGR.

TOYOTA

GARRISON MOTOR SALES
Off Highway 641 N

Murray, Ky

Phone
7534961

430

HANDYMAN
Carpentry,
plumbing electrical, masonry, roofing Large or
small sobs Quality work at
good prices Free estimates
753 1550.
evenings
HARRIS HOME IMPROVEMENT One phone
call could save you money
436-5210 or 753-9458
HAULING, yard work tree
removal, mowing Free as
Omahas 759 1683
INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
arid cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
JOES Lawncare Residential & Commercial Mowing
and Trimming 345-2312
LATEX Wall Paint - 5 gal
can, $25 95 Get at Black's
Decorating Center. 701 S
4th St
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING For all your carpet &
upholstery cleaning For a
free estimate call
753-5827 Satisfied
references
LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast, courteous
service 759-1835
MASON with 3 years experience seeks employment Call 435-4161

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing siding
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center cleaning
servicing $15 most repairs
$35 all brands 3rd Street
Almo Open 9-12.1 5
Mon Fn 753-0530

ROGER Hudson rock hauling and services 753-4545
or 753-6763
ROOFING, plumbing, tree
removal yard mowing,
driveway sealing Call
753 2869 or 436 5895
ROOF repairs new roofs
flat and shingle
901-247-5252
or
1 800 447 2706
EXPERIENCED tree ser
vice 18 years experience
trees trimmed topped or
removed Free estimate
Also firewood 436-2562,
436-2758

Hwy. 121 South

WILL break and disk garden also landscape level
driveway bushhog Free
estimate 436 5.430
WILL mew yards in Coldwater and Kirksey areas
4.89 2355
WILL type term papers/
resumes/general typing
1-527-0750

753-5562 it no answer

753-6078. 753-0996
WILL do plumbing and light
hauling 435 4169

FREE part ChowShephard
puppies Also gentle. 2 year
WILLIAMS Lawn Service
old female dog 436-5279
Mowing and trimming gutter cleaning house paint- PRECIOUS puppies ONLY
ing Residential and com- to good homes Small
mercial Free estimates
dogs long hair great with
753-0085
• cruldren 753 0013

STEWART'S Upholstery
Large selection of material.
new springs. legs. etc Reasonable rates free pick up
and delivery 436,5236

fS
iER
CUSTOM KITCHEN
Q
IE
rif
CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with hull
line of equipment including.
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day or rite 753-5484

Custom Woodworking
&
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by E. see our showroom

ANNUAL SPRING
COW 8 CALF SALE

PERSONALIZED Video
Systems Thief protection
home inventories recitals,
legal depositions iob training videos & birthday parties For all your video production needs, VHS format
Phone 759-1901

Paris Livestock Sale
Fairground Road,
Paris, Tn. 38242
Date: Friday, April 6, 1990
630 p.m,

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255

The sale will consist of cow and calf pairs.
Bred cows & breeding bulls. All cattle will be
aged. pregnancy tested and also tested for
brucellosis.

QUALITY Construction at
affordable prices 15 years
design and building experience Let us design and
build your next residental`
or commercial building, remodeling, or renovation
proiect Design Systems
Group. 759-1487

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL 901-642-1993

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)
,cx,e

Home & Auto

Murrayn

Chestnut Street
M

7iiinfaa

urray, Ky

-•.13*bai S'Jaibb

Rick's Home Improvement & Electric
Specializing In
REMODELING • ALL REPAIRS • ELECTRICAL
NO JOB TOO SMALL

437-4455 sock

Poison Control

753-7588
Gentry Painting Co.
Phone 435-4268
Wm

Gentry
Pt 4 Box 177A, Ihurrey, Ky 42071

Phone
753-2571

DIAL CONSTRUCTION
No Job Too Small
Remodeling, Decks. Garages 8: Addiuons

436-5272

489-2739

Murray-Made Wa7Po4es
conern,;
Downspouts .4 Gutters Sh,tY,rs
Aiurnon,:m Slcfing ScA,
Call Us Today!
TX/51

4.1101 /471's

121 By-Pass

753-8407

Calloway County Fire & Rescue Squad

Residential Painting
Interior - Exterior

t

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

762-1100
call:

753-6952
Your Business Ad Could
Be In This Space For
Only '5.00 Per Week.

753-1916

NIondaN-Frida% 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturcla 8 a.m.-12 p.m.

To place your ad

11111

-"mbk

SPECIAL
1986 Jeep Grand Wagoneer
Like new, originally sold

Key MiniWarehouses

&vim
Offered

SHEETROCK finishing
new or repair 436-2811

PAINTING, quality workmanship Free estimates
References Call Craig
436-5245

QUALITY Construction
Alteration & remodeling
Porcei & deck specialist
436-2617 or 753-1126

113

SeWiess
Way!

NEED your lawn mowed?
Windows and screens
washed? Gutter cleaned?
Call us at 759-4438

PROFESSIONAL carpet
and vinyl installation Satisfaction guaranteed Free
estimates 753-7081

*a

Services
Offered

Murray, KY

for

OF MURRAY
515 S 12th

530
Services
Offered

CARS
19 Toyota Corolla . 1,487
AUTO Paint Jobs $295
1974 DODGE Van $250
Auto Body
19 Tolots Carry '11,487 Call after 5pm, 753-9227 Synders
753-8423
'83 Mazda 123
'9487 1981 FORD Van 8 passen- BACKHOE Service - ROY
ger. new tires, brakes.
HILL Junior Thorn, opera'83 Toyota Celica T 1487 Good condition $3500 tor
30 years experience
753-6406
Septic system, drive-ways.
31 Toyota Corolla
1,487
hauling, foundations, etc
19 Toyota Caoila LE 1,417
759-4664
'98 Toyot Canry *1,487
BUILDERS, homes, additions, decks, patios, fram'87 Mustang LX on 1,917 1970 FORD Bronco 4x4 ing,
garages, barns,
Call 759-1488
fences, also backhoe work
'81 BM 3255
'19,437 1977 GMC pickup $1800 Twin Lakes Builders
17 Toyota Supra
11,997 Call after 10am, 753-3958 759-1039 or 753-0563
Painting: Interior &
'97 Toyota Calica 7 1,487 1983 FORD XLT, fully C&A
Exterior Over 20 years exYES
loaded with truck tool box
'97 Cry LE
'9,417 Excellent condition. perience Free estimates
Everything
Call 354-8985 or 437-4221
753-1932
We Sell Is Under
37 Toyota Tercel
14,987 1984
CONSTRUC
TION AddiCHEVROLET SilverFive Thousand Dollars
17 P411111 Rile 1987 ado 62.000 miles, loaded tions, decks, fences, paPrice & Payment Retplayed
with everything, new tios, concrete work No lob
16 Olds Delta 13
1,487 wheels
On Each Vehicle
and Ores, $5600 to big or to small Fast
after
Call
5pm, 753-7603, Service Free Estimates
36 Pontiac Grind Pr $87
CARS
Dibble Construction
1985 S-10 BLAZER
753-5054
'88 Dodge Aries Wgn ....14987
15 Toyota Corolla LE '5,987 61,000
miles, PS/PB, 4
'88 Ford Festiva L
'3987
wheel drive, AM/FM. AT, DUNCAN'S Landscaping &
'86
Kid
Estate
Wgii
'9317
Lawn Service Does your
tilt $6750 firm 753-7602
'87 Chevy Eurosport Wgn'4967
lawn need mowing? Of ire-15 Toyota Carry
'87 Ford Taurus V6
'4987
1986 SILVERADO Chev- landscaping what you
ui C,IgeCelebrity
1 owner, 38,000 need? Call 759-9706 for
'3987
'85 Fad Tr;
1.137 rolet
miles, like brand new Ask- free estimate
'87 Plym. Horizon........ '3987
ilikr2des 1XE...... 1037 ing $7900. 436-5430
'87 Olds Cutlass Ciera '4987
LICENSED for electric,
1988 DODGE Ram 50 Ex- gas, refrigeration Installa15 Olds Ciera
86 Mustang LX
1,987 tra
'4987
sharp Chrome wheels,
13487
and repair Free esti'BE Cavalier Wr 14 Toyota Canry
'5487 tinted windows, toolbox, tion
mates 753-7203
'86 Plym. Caravelle SE '4987
silver/black Must see
'14 Cava4r Tge 18 Conv '6,487 -463-5102
BUILDING Contractor
Mercury Lynx GS Wgn '4487
Home
s, pole
'86 Pontiac Sunbird
'84 Toyota Corolla DX.... 15987 1988 S-10 Tahoe pickup barns, improvement
'4987
portable buildings
Dark
'86 Chrysler LeBaron '4987
with dark blue decks, gazebos Customer
'81 kid; Chirp ,Shelby) '4487 interiorblue
Tilt, cruise, AM/FM satisfaction guaranteed
'85 Pontiac Fiero CT '4967
A/C, rally wheels, Free estimates L E Wil'13 Fad Escort
'1,987 cassette,
'85 Nissan Stanza
'4987
39,000 actual miles Extra hams 489-2663
'84 Datsun Wgn
'2987
12 Cheri Celettly
1,417 Sharp! 753-0509 or
FENCE sales at Sears
'82 AMC Eagle
759-1543
'2987
'92 Lick klark
'2,487 1988 TOYOTA
now Call Sears 753-2310
81 Toyota Camila
'2987
pickup
free estimate for your
'82 Toyota Teal
'217 Selling for pay oft or take for
TRUCKS
needs
over payments 753-0789
'87 GMC S15
'4987
'11 OlJs Cdass
'2,987
GENERAL Repair plumb
'84 Dodge Van
1989 S-10 Chevrolet Five ing, roofing, tree work
'3987
1,917
speed, four cylinder. 436-2642
'82 Ford Van
'3967
20,000 miles $6400
'81 Ford 350
13967
'80 Chevy lot1,987 901-247-325
5
'81 Ford Van....
'3987
1989 TOYOTA - 12,000
TRUCKS
'77 Chevy Van.
ATTENTION
'2487
miles, 100.000 power train
warranty
FARMERS
$4000
Coventry
19
Plymouth
Yager
_11,9/7
Have You Been Turned
package, black and silver.
Down Elsewhere?
'89 Cher/ S10
1,917 Sharp Take over payCROP
Credit Problems se OK
ments or pay-oft of $9600.
19
Tolot2
44
1,987
Ek,
C.
SPRAY
ING
No Credit se OK
901-247-3255
Divorce se OK
19 Toyota P.
1,417 F150 FORD 4x4 4-speed 4 wheel drive 4wheeler, Harmony,
We sell dependable,
High mileage no rust
'88 Dodge Caravr
1,987 474-2789
affordable cars to people
&cep,
Liquid Nitroafter 4pm
who want to establish or
gen application
'81 Toyota 4X4
'10,487
re-establish their credit.
510
Low Weekly Payments
Call
Suzuki
'81
Samurai
'5,887
Other Locations:
Tommy West
Campers
'81 Toyota Truck
Mayf told Paducah
'6,917
435-4697
1974 CLASS A 25f1 mobo
17 GMC Sati Car...212,987 home 32,000 miles air,
Leave Message
See Sammy Bradshaw
or Jim Irby
generator, good condition
17 Fad Ranier LT 15,387 $7500
753-6406
1113 Sycamore
GREENMASTER lawn
'17
Toyota
04
'9,417
21 ft
Yellowstone
Murray k
mowing, landscaping, gat
759-4999
den tilling sodding. yard
'$7 Asto Yr
'12,987 753-9721
work Free estimates
17 Toyota Vr
1,117
753 2555
16 Fad Bronco II
GUTTERING By Sears
'6,117
Sears residential arid corn
16 ioyata P 11
'5,987 1986 STRATOS 179 V mercial conbnuous gutters
boat 150 Menner installed kx your specific's
16 Toyota 01
7,487 bass
Magnum, 2 depth finders, bons Call Sears 753-2310
Inc.
15 Tolot Et Cab '5,917 trolling motor 753 9643 for free estimate
14 Chevy 510
'5,187
*bred
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•:x.e•rtoter:

Murray adds three new physicians
Murray-Calloway County Hospital is proud to
announce three new physicians have recently joined the

medical staff
The hospital has an excellent 52-member medical staff
representing 26 medical specialties.
Sixty percent of the physicians are board certified and
many others are in the process ofobtaining their
certification.
An astounding 14 percent were also chief residents in
their early medical careers.
The Murt-c-Calloway County Hospital Board of
CommiNhiot.,— and the medical staff is dedicated to
"assuring the public that only qualified physicians receive
privileges to practice medicine at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Please join the hospital in welcoming these three
physicians to our community.

Henry C. Hines, M.D.
Radiology
Radiology
Joining
Associates of NI urray is
Dr. Henry C. Hines. He is
certified by the American
Board of Radiology.
of Mt.
native
A
Vernon. Ky., Dr. Hines
received his bachelor's
degree in I9Sl and his medical degree in
19.5. both from the University of Kentucky.
He served his internship in the
University's Department of Pediatrics mid his
residency in radiology from 19S5-90.
As a radiologist. Dr.1 lines uses x-rays. CT
scans. urtrasound and magnetic resimance
images as well other forms of radiant energy
(liag-nose illnesses and injuries. He also
supervises and interprets imaging studies and
.•nsults with other physicians in the
.
and treatment of patients.
Hach( log-y Associates of Murray is 10Cated
• SLiiTe 105E of' the Medical Arts Building
t the hospital.
• ,

Kenneth L. Oder, M.D.
Emergency Medicine

DIRECT TELEPHONE DIAUNG

As an emergency medicine
specialist, Dr. Kenneth Oder
diagnoses and treats urgent
medical conditions arising
from accidents or illness which
are brought into the hospital's
,
emergency room.
Dr. Oder joined the medical staff in March
and is certified by the American Board of Family
Practice. For the past tow years, he has been in
family practice in Russellville, Ky.
Originally from Mt. Washington, Ky., Dr.
Oder earned his bachelor of arts degree in
chemistry from the University of Kentucky in
1980. He then attended the University of
Louisville earning his medical degree in 1984.
Upon graduation, he served a one-year
internship and a two-year residency in the
Department of Family Practice at Greenville
Memorial Hospital, Greenville, S.C. where he
was chief resident of family practice.
Dri Oder is one of three emergency medicine
physicians who provide 24-hour physician
coverage in the hospital emergency room.

To PATIENT Rooms
Now you have direct
telephone access to patient
rooms at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital by dialing:

(502)762-1+ room number.

Saturday Seminars
Saturday. April 21
"Growing Older With Grace and Good Health"
This program will present the challenges and
benefits of growing older as a maturing
woman. Program topics include:
Arthritis
By Dr. Clark Harris, geriatric specialist
Hearing
By Dr. Phillip Klapper, otolaryngologist
Osteoporosis.
By Dr. John Yeterski, orthopaedic surgeon
Medicare Concerns
By Patient Representatives
Judy Hooper and June Vanover
Exercise and Aging
By Cindy Hutson. exercise specialist
9 a.m. - noon
Hospital Education Unit
Preregistration required. Call (502) 762-1384.

Thornton E. Bryan, M.D.
Emergency Medicine
Assuming responsibility as medical
director of the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Emergency Room is Dr. Thornton
Bryan.
He is certified by the American. Board Of
Family Practice and joined the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Medical Staff in
March.
A native of Frankfort, Ky., Dr. Bryan earned his bachelor's of
science degree from the University of Kentucky in 1949 and his
medial degeee from the University of Louisville in 1954. He served
a one-year internship at Philadelphia General Hospital.
Dr. Bryan will schedule physicians on a rotating basis in order
to have a physician on duty for 24-hour emergency medical care at
Murray-Calloway County Hosptial.

Weight Control Programs
Weight(ilium/ For Life!
--more than 10 pounds to lose.
Lighter Living
than 30 pounds to lose.
For a free personal consultation with a registered
dietitian, call (502) 762-1533. Located in the
Medical Arts Building Suite 174W.
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Vi.ednesday, April 18
-- Jones Milk, TN
Rainey's Grocery
9.11 a.m. •
'Crossland
Fancy's Market
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 19
Aurora
Ken Lake State Park
9-11:30 a.m.
Aurora
Sowells Wee Mart
. 1-3 p.m.

ednesday. tpril Ii
NlurraN
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-1 p.m.
Thursday, April 12
•Benton
Lakeland Weslo. Village
9-11:10 i.m.
•Fairdealing
Old SL. hoot ard
..;(1-2 . 9) p.m.

1. riday, April 13
21'
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•Puryear
Conimunit Center
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12: 0-2:30 p.m.

Tuesday, April 17
•De'ter

Friday, April 20
Wingo
Town Square

Senior Citiien Center
9-11 a.m.
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Stroke Support Group
Wednesday, April 11
"Lifeline"
By Ruth Eversineyer
Director of Volunteer Services
3:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room

JP,:k . k‘

tl,Lir ph v‘1, tan

Tuesday, April 3
•Fancy Farm
Bank.ot F-anLs Farm
9-11 .30 a.m. & 12 ;(i- ;(1p tu
ednesday, April 4
•Murray
Piggly WiggI
0 114f a.fft-&-1-2:34)-3 p.m-%fonday, April 9
•Colhertsville
Ken Bar Inn
9-11:30 a.m.

Tuesday, April 10
•Murray
Ellis Center
9-11 a.m.
•Midway
Wisehart's Grocery
12:30-3 p.m.

Cancer Support Group
Tuesday, April 3
"Its Your Turn"
Group Discussion
Tuesday, April 17
"Services of the American Cancer Society"
By Linda Turner, District Director
3-4 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
For more information, call Nancy Rose,
and R.N., or
Cindy Ragsdale, LS. W.(502) 762-1100.

•
'

Bereavement Support Group
Every Wednesday
9:30-11 a.m.
Hospice Office, let Floor
Call Nancy Rose, director, for more information.

.

00

Eriday„April 27
Land Between the Lakes
Hillman Ferry Campground
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:3(1 p.m.
Monday, April 30
Folsomdale
Hoskins Bar-B-Q
9-11 a.m.
Hickory
Post Office
12:30-2:30 p.m.

Alzheimer's Disease Information

4.lira i, morpienb s plea Ned to offer the perinatal
t laNAO listed below Pre -registration is required .for all
classes and fees n1(1\ be paid at the first class.
These classcs are part (,/ a gift pa'kage valued at
over S200 s% hit hi given to Mirth le Moments
Prepayment Plan partii wants.
V'('it' this valuable gift pal kage
If you would like to (
and be, ome a prepayment partii ipant. stop by the
hospital admitting office for complete details about the
program.
If you are not a Mira( le Moments Prepayntent
panic ipant, you are Atilt welcome to attend the classes
at the fee., listed
For class information and pre-registration, call
Renee Ridley, R..1'. and Perinatal Education Coordinator at(502) 762-1385.

Educational Meeting

Prepared Childbirth Class($35)

Tuesday, April 10
"Care for the CaregiverBy Chaplain Reita Moody

Support Group Meeting
Tuesday, April 24
4:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Call Cindy Ragsdale,(502)762-1100 or Joretta
Randolph,(502)753-5561, for an Alzheimer's
informational packet.

Parkinson's Support Group
Friday, April 27
1:30 p.m.
Hospital Private Diniag Room
Call Dixie Hopkins, speech pathologist, or Ann
Ingle, R.N., at(502) 762-1100
for more information.

Laryngectomee Support Group
Friday, April 13
4:00 p.m.
Hospital Private Dining Room
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MATERNITY CARE
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Sedalia Restaurant

2: 0-2:30 p.m.
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Tuesday, April 24
Draffenville
Bonanza
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-2:30 p.m.
Thursday,April 26
Murray
Court Square
9-11:30 a.m. & 12:30-3 p.m.

Compassionate Parents
Thursday, April 26
7:30 p.m.
Hospital Board Room
Cali Chaplain Moody at(502) 762-1274 for
more information.

• .Option

1: Thursdays, April 12, 19, 26 and May 3
Option 2: Mondays, April 9, 16, 23 and 30
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Breastfeeding Class
Breastfeeding instruction is a routine part of
the Prepared Childbirth Class.

Parenting Class($10)
Wednesdays, April 18 and 25
7-9 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Sibling Class(Free)
Saturday, April 21
1:30-2:30 p.m.
Hospital Education Unit

Post-Partum Exercise Class($17)
Ry Appointment
Hospital Physical Therapy Department
(502)762-1139.

Available Upon Request:
Maacle Moments Maternity Unit Your (Free)
Miracle Moments Newsletter (Free)
Miracle Moments Booklet(Free)
Cesarean Birth Class ($15)
Refresher Class ($10)
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